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Partly cloudy, slight chance of showers. 
High In mid 80a. 
Vol. 68 Issue 8 
THE BG NEWS 
Friday September 6,1985 
Man enters 
apartment 
Two women threatened 
by Jim Nleman 
staff reporter 
A male intruder entered an 
apartment on Scott Hamilton 
Avenue yesterday morning and 
threatened to kill one of the two 
women that live there. 
According to the roommates. 
Jane and Sue (not their real 
names: they asked not to be 
identified), {he intruder entered 
through a sliding glass door and 
a screen door in Sue's bedroom. 
Bowling Green city police 
would not comment on the inci- 
dent. 
The glass door had been left 
open because it's been real 
hot." Jane said. The screen door 
had a broken lock, she added. 
"At 4:30 (a.m.) somebody 
broke into the house - he must 
have walked around (Sue) and 
went to the bathroom," Jane 
said. 
Sue said she briefly awoke 
when the intruder turned on the 
bathroom light, but went back to 
sleep, thinking it was Jane. She 
said he may nave entered the 
bathroom to pull a nylon stock- 
ing over his head. 
Sue said she again awoke 
when the intruder jumped on top 
of her. 
"When he jumped on top of me 
he Immediately put a hand over 
my mouth ana straddled me," 
Sue said. She screamed the en- 
tire time the intruder was in her 
bedroom, about two minutes, 
she said. 
THE MAN HAD a small knife 
that be held near her cheek, but 
he appeared nervous, Sue said. 
She added that because he was 
nervous, he accidentally cut her 
lip. 
"He had me pinned pretty 
well," Sue said. '116 said, 'Shut 
up. Shut up. You wake up your 
girlfriend and you're dead,'" 
she said. 
However, Sue continued to 
scream until Jane woke. When 
Jane entered Sue's bedroom, the 
man screamed, "Come in here 
and she's dead." 
Jane ran back to her bedroom, 
but because there was no phone 
there, she couldn't call the po- 
lice. 
According to Sue, when Jane 
left, the intruder got off of her 
for a moment, then jumped on 
her again and said, "OR, I'm 
gonna leave, don't scream." 
He left through the screen 
door, but stuck his head through 
the kitchen window of a neigh- 
bor's apartment and said, If 
you call the police, I'll kill you." 
Sue and Jane later discovered 
the phone line had been pulled 
out of the wall, which made 
them further believe he had 
been in the apartment for a 
• See Intruder, page 6. 
Tundra-books 
shipped to BG 
by Mike Mclntyre 
editorial editor 
Bowling Green can get so cold 
in the winter that some students 
may mistake the city for the 
frozen tundra of Alaska. 
The National Blank Book Co. 
confused Bowling Green with 
Alaska, too, but not because of 
the weather. 
The company, based in Hoi- 
yoke, Mass., supplies several 
universities with customized 
notebooks - the kind that display 
the university's name and have 
the school seal embossed on the 
cover. 
Because of a mixup. the com- 
pany sent 2,000 of the wrong 
notebooks to the Bee Gee 
Bookstore, 1424 E. Wooster, 
according to Bob Fellers, a 
buyer for the store. Instead of 
cracking the cartons to find 
Bowling Green State University 
notebooks, bookstore employees 
discovered pads reading 'iJni- 
versity of Alaska." 
The confusion probably 
couldn't have happened at a 
worse time. 
"We discovered it about two 
weeks before classes started," 
Fellers said. "At first we pan- 
icked a little." 
But the panic quickly disap- 
peared when, Fellers said, the 
company agreed to sell him the 
notebooks at a 30 percent dis- 
count. 
SO FELLERS put all 2,000 
notepads on the shelves at 99 
cents a piece, 40 cents less than 
the price for the same type of 
notebook with Bowling Green 
written on it. 
"We thought we'd make a 
novel idea out of it," Fellers 
said. "We were hoping they (stu- 
dents) would appreciate saving 
40 cents and having something a 
little different too/' 
Although he hasn't had time to 
count how many of the UA note- 
books are left, Fellers said they 
aren't selling as well as he ex- 
pected. 
Moving lines ^ New/Aiex H<*v.ih 
Working higri above Manvllle Avenue, an electrical crew begins moving power lines to make way for an 
eventual widening of the road. 
Reagan 
defies 
cynics 
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan resumed his cam- 
paign for an overhaul of the 
income tax system yesterday, 
playing the underdog challeng- 
ing the vested interests he says 
are the enemies of change. 
"The special interests may 
think they have this one locked 
up tight, and we may be starting 
this battle for tax fairness as 
underdogs," Reagan told more 
than 13,000 students and faculty 
members at North Carolina 
State University. 
But Reagan said he wanted to 
remind "the nay sayers, people 
who tell you it can't be done ... 
that this is America, and there 
are no limits except those that 
we put on ourselves." 
"A lot of cynics in Washington 
are laying odds against our fair 
share tax plan," Reagan said. 
"Our plan has too many ene- 
mies, they say, enemies among 
those with a vested interest in 
the status quo - 'status quo ' 
that's Latin for the mess we call 
the present income tax." 
"The present system, with all 
its shelters and loopholes, is not 
only unfair, it's dumb econom- 
ics," the president said in the 
university s sweltering Rey- 
nolds Coliseum. 
ALTHOUGH   MANY   of  the 
provisions he now complains 
about were initiated or ex- 
panded by his massive 1981 tax 
cut bill, Reagan's new plan gen- 
erally would lower individual 
tax rates, notably for those in 
the highest brackets, while elim- 
inating many deductions and 
credits that give preferential 
treatment to certain groups. 
While Reagan didn't name the 
nay sayers, leading members of 
both parties in Congress have 
been skeptical about the pros- 
pects for passage of a major tax 
overhaul plan this year. 
GOP rep challenges Glenn 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Potential cam- 
paign workers are being interviewed for 
Rep. Thomas Kindness, R-Ohio, who has 
decided to seek the Republican nomination 
to unseat Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, in 1966, 
Kindness aides said yesterday. 
"It is correct," John Sparkman. Kind- 
ness' administrative assistant, said of re- 
ports of the congressman's decision. 
Sparkman said Kindness intends to make a 
formal announcement next Wednesday that 
may involve a number of stops around Ohio. 
"He is definitely a candidate..." echoed 
press secretary Robin Fisher, who added 
that Kindness would be the first Republican 
to announce be intends to challenge the 
incumbent Democrat. 
In the most recent campaign finance 
Xts filed with the Federal Election Com- 
on, Kindness listed cash reserves of 
$14,407. By contrast, Glenn reported a cam- 
paign warchest of more than $120,000. How- 
ever, the Ohio Democrat remains saddled 
with debts of about $2.8 million from his 
aborted presidential campaign. 
James Ruvolo, chairman of the Ohio Dem- 
ocratic Party, predicted a Glenn victory in 
any Glenn-Kindness battle. 
"He's obviously decided to end his politi- 
cal career," Ruvolo said of Kindness. 
The former mayor of Hamilton, Ohio, he 
serves on the House Judiciary and Govern- 
ment Operations committees. He has intro- 
duced a constitutional amendment in the 
House that would permit but not require 
prayer in public schools. 
Last April, Kindness, 55, said he was 
forming a committee to explore the possibil- 
ity of running against Glenn. At that time, 
Kindness said he would delay a decision 
until he could gauge his name recognition in 
Ohio and potential financial support. 
"I THINK that the thing which required 
the longest, most in-depth consideration was 
the financial side," said Sparkman, adding 
that he believes the congressman now feels 
there is sufficient support. 
Fisher, who also noted that finances had 
been the biggest "stumbling block," said 
Kindness recently returned from meetings 
with Republican Party leaders in Ohio and 
must have received some encouragement. 
Kindness was not immediately available 
for comment. 
Chinese prof teaches understanding of Orient 
by Patricia Getter 
graduate reporter 
One of visiting professor Sun 
Tianyi's goals is to help Ameri- 
cans get an understanding of 
China. 
Sun, a professor of English 
and academic vice president of 
Xi'an Foreign Languages Insti- 
tute, Shaanxi, China, is teaching 
a course on Modern Chinese Life 
this semester. 
Although this is Sun's third 
visit to toe University it is the 
first time he has taught here. He 
first came to the University in 
1983 to set up a student exchange 
program through the Depart- 
ment of English. Since then nine 
Institute faculty members have 
taken master's level courses at 
the University. 
"I think it is a mutually bene- 
ficial program," Sun said. The 
purpose of the program is to 
upgrade the skills and broaden 
the horizons of the Institute's 
faculty, he said." 
The exchange faculty experi- 
ence less of a culture shock 
because they can speak English 
fluently and have studied Amer- 
ican   literature,   according  to 
Sun. 
Before coming to this country 
the exchange faculty participate 
in an orientation that ex 
"what they should and 
not do" in the United States. 
FOR EXAMPLE, they are 
told not to ask American women 
how old they are, Sun explained. 
In China it is customary to ask a 
woman's age and people over 30 
like to be considered old because 
seniority is a sign of respect, he 
said. If a woman in China says 
that she is SO the appropriate 
response is "you look mu- 
ch older" and she will be very 
happy, be said. 
In his course, Sun concen- 
trates on modern Chinese life, 
but must also include some his- 
Sun Tianyi BG News/Joe PhaUn 
tory to help explain the culture. 
Currently, China is undergoing a 
reform and is "trying to sum up 
the experiences ana lessons of 
the past 35 years after the found- 
ing of the People's Republic of 
China," be said. 
During the last 35 years China 
has achieved a lot, but has also 
made many serious mistakes 
Sun said. "Now it is time to look 
back, to see to it that we do 
not make the same mistake we 
made in the past. We have to 
face reality no matter how cruel 
it is," he said. 
Many outsiders, including 
Americans, see this change in 
China as a good sign, according 
to Sun. However, many Chinese 
think this attitude signifies de- 
feat. "I think they are wrong. 
How can we have progress with- 
out knowing where we are 
going?" be asked. 
CHINA HAS now adopted an 
"open-door" policy concerning 
the outside world, Sun said. Dur- 
ing the last 35 years the country 
kept itself isolated, he said. The 
country has learned its lesson. 
"As we put it in China, we have 
paid the tuition (damages) and 
learned the lessons and have 
become wiser and will become 
still wiser," he said. 
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Classroom as exam 
T awyers are tested by a bar exam, doctors take a 
l_*m.edical licensing exam, students take finals, 
but what tests do teachers have to pass? 
Teachers in the next few years may also be 
realizing the pressures of doing well on a test if the 
State Board of Education decides to require compe- 
tency tests for teachers. 
While such a test would be a good way to measure 
beginning teachers' general knowledge, it should 
not be the only test potential teachers should pass. 
Their trial performance in a classroom should be 
the final exam. 
Competency tests would be a good measure of 
communication skills such as listening, reading 
and writing; general knowledge of subject; ana 
professional knowledge on teaching methods. But 
there is no better way to measure the most impor- 
tant job of a teacher than communication with 
students. 
The best teachers are often like the best students 
- they may not reflect their outstanding character- 
istics on a written exam. Instead, they hold stu- 
dents' interest and make learning fun, inspiring the 
student to want to learn more. 
But just as the best students are tested, there 
must be a way to initially weed the good teachers 
from the bad. A competency test is a good starting 
point. 
However, good teachers should not be lost be- 
cause they fail to pass an exam any more than good 
students should not be flunked on the basis of one 
test - especially at a time when teachers are not 
exactly crowding the field. 
Competency tests combined with classroom ob- 
servation and records of student teaching for 
beginning teachers might be the best test. 
But if a teacher is really that good, he or she 
should be able to do both. After all, teachers cannot 
expect more of their students than they can ac- 
complish themselves. 
Time for a quick quiz fix 
Can love save N.Y.? 
by Art Buchwald 
I was in New York recently 
and took a ride with a friend of 
mine in a taxi. When we got out 
of the cab, my friend said to the 
driver, "Thank you for the ride. 
You did a superb job of driving.'' 
The taxi driver was stunned 
for a second. Then he said, "Are 
you a wise guy or something?" 
"No, my dear man, and I'm 
not putting you on. I admire the 
way you keep your cool in heavy 
"Yeh," the driver said and 
drove on. 
"What was that all about?" I 
asked. 
"I am trying to bring love 
back to New York," he said. "I 
believe it's the only thing that 
can save the city." 
"How can one man save New 
York?" 
"It's not one man. I believe I 
have made that taxi driver's 
day. Suppose he has 20 fares. 
He's going to be nice to those 20 
fares because someone was nice 
to him. Those fares in turn will 
be kinder to their employees or 
shopkeepers or waiters or even 
their own families. They, in 
turn, will be nicer to other peo- 
ple. Eventually the good will 
could spread to at least a thou- 
sand people. Now that isn't bad, 
is it?" 
"But you're depending on that 
taxi driver to pass your good will 
toothers." 
"I'm aware that the system 
isn't foolproof. I might deal with 
10 different people today. If, out 
of 10,1 can make three happy, 
then eventually I can indirectly 
influence the attitudes of 3,000 
more," my friend said. 
"It sounds good on paper," I 
admitted, "but I'm not sure it 
works in practice." 
"Nothing is lost if it doesn't. It 
didn't take any of my time to tell 
that man he was doing a good 
Job. If it fell on deaf ears, so 
what? Tomorrow there will be 
THE BG NEWS 
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another taxi driver I can try to 
make happy." 
"You're some kind of a nut," I 
said. 
"That shows you how cynical 
you have become. I have made a 
study of this. The thing that 
seems to be lacking, besides 
money of course, for our postal 
employees is that no one tells 
people who work for the post 
office what a good job they're 
doing." 
"But they're not doing a good 
job." 
"They're not doing a good job 
because they feel no one cares if 
they do or not. Why shouldn't 
someone say a kind word to 
them?" 
We were walking past a struc- 
ture in the process of being built 
and passed five workmen eating 
their lunches. My friend 
stopped. "That's a magnificent job you men have done. It must 
be difficult and dangerous 
work." 
The five men eyed my friend 
suspiciously. 
"When will it be finished?" 
"October," a man grunted. 
"Ah! That really is impres- 
sive. You must all be very 
proud." 
We walked away. I said to 
him, "I haven't seen anyone like 
you since "The Man of La Man- 
cha.'" 
"When those men digest my 
words, they will feel better for 
it." 
"But you can't do this all 
alone!" I protested. 
"The most important thing is 
not to get discouraged. Making 
people in the city become Una 
again is not an easy job, but If I 
can enlist other people in my 
campaign..." 
"You'lust winked at a very 
plain-looking woman," I said. 
"Yes, I know," he replied. 
"And if she's a schoolteacher, 
her class will be in for a fantas- 
tic day." 
Buchwald is a columnist from 
the Los Angeles Times. 
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by Craig Hergert 
The second week of classes is 
here and it's possible you still 
haven't had to take a quiz. If 
you're a freshman, this devel- 
opment probably has you con- 
fused. You probably feel as out 
of place as Jerry Falwell at a 
Madonna concert. 
But bane on. Here's a quiz fix. 
Actually, I designed this test to 
do more than assure you that 
you're in college. I designed this 
quiz to see if you really belong 
here. 
OK, so you met all the require- 
ments that the University threw 
at you. the SAT and the ACT and 
even the $$$. But it's still possi- 
ble that you feel like I did when I 
was an undergrad. I had no idea 
whether I was right for college 
or whether I should have been 
herding yak in Saskatchewan 
instead. 
If you feel the way I did, you 
can put your mind at ease by 
taking the CHEEAT. That's 
Craig Hergert's Educational 
Environment Aptitude Test, a 
test that has been scientifically 
and painstakingly developed. 
All right, so I threw it together 
last night while watching 
"Wheel of Fortune." 
Despite its humble origins, the 
test is worth taking; it should 
dispel some of those questions 
you've been wrestling with la- 
tely. Do I really fit in at college? 
you ask. Do I have what it takes 
to excel] in an academic envi- 
ronment? Did I ask Mom and 
Dad for a big enough bankroll to 
cover this weekend's visit to 
Main St.? 
This quiz should show whether 
or not you think the way you 
need to about learning, careers 
and the college lifestyle in gen- 
eral. If the quiz shows that you 
do, you can stop worrying and 
get down to the business of being 
a student. To find out if you have 
the instincts of a true student of 
the eighties, take this 10 point 
exam. And hurry. The job mar- 
ket is waiting. 
1. The greatest threat the So- 
viet Union poses to the  the 
United States is: 
a. spreading   Communism   by 
Letters 
overtaking countries such as El 
Salvador and Nicaragua. 
b. triggering nuclear winter by 
using their substantial weap- 
onry. 
c. using planted agents to insti- 
gate a raising of the drinking 
age to 21. 
1 If your parents discover 
spoiled food in their refrigera- 
tor, they should: 
a. discard it immediately. 
b. contact the local health au- 
thorities to be sure that it isn't 
contaminated. 
c. send it to the University cafe- 
teria, where it will be featured 
as the special of the day. 
3. Scientists have said that the 
most eagerly awaited phenome- 
non in the 20th century is: 
a. the verification of the unified 
field theory. 
b. the discovery of a cure for 
cancer. 
c. the discovery of a never-end- 
ing supply of material for Fire- 
nza sweaters. 
Complete the following fa- 
mous quotations about educa- 
tion and learning. 
4. The unexamined life is not 
worth: 
a. living. 
b. a hill of beans. 
c. two tickets to a Springsteen 
concert. (Come to think oflt, the 
examined life isn't worth that 
much.) 
5. Give a man a fish and hell 
eat for a day. Teach a man to 
fish and hell: 
a. eat for a lifetime. 
b. cast during lunchtime. 
c. miss all the televised college 
football games. 
6. A little learning is a: 
a. dangerous thing. 
b. wonderful thing. 
c. lot to ask of any 8 o'clock 
class. 
7. The one real object of edu- 
cation is to leave a man in the 
condition of continually asking: 
a. questions. 
b. directions to Howard's. 
Career decisions section 
S. One lucrative job that a 
student might consider is a ca- 
reer as: 
a. an insurance agent. 
b. an FBI agent. 
c. Brian McClure's agent. 
9. You have high ideals and a 
desire to make life better for 
your fellow man and woman. 
What you want Is: 
a. a career as a social worker. 
b. a career as a medical doctor. 
c. a time machine to take you 
back twenty years when It was 
acceptable to think this way. 
10. A student desiring to make 
a huge salary with limited duties 
should set his or her sights on 
becoming: 
a. a corporate lawyer. 
b. a host of "TV's Bloopers and 
Practical Jokes." 
c. president of Bowling Green 
State University. 
Craig Hergert, a teaching fel- 
low in the English department, 
is from Slayton, Minnesota. He's 
still not sure he belongs in col- 
lege. 
Twe CARTOONIST'S GRIPE &>X:     NEXT WEEK, -THAT* OASS. 
News responsible 
This letter is in response to the 
recent attack on the News' re- 
porting of the allegations, ar- 
rests, and other activity 
surrounding the latest scandal 
in the men s restrooms of Uni- 
versity Hall. In reference to 
such reporting, I would like to 
make the following points: 
1) Don Rumgay charged the 
News with insensitive journa- 
lism. I believe there is a differ- 
ence between sensitivity and 
factual news reporting. In my 
encounter with the articles, I 
found no part of the reporting to 
be less-than-f actual, or in any 
way opinionated, as there is no 
room for opinion on the front 
at. The articles passed no 
(ements, nor did ft condemn 
anyone for any actions they may 
have taken or were alleged to 
have taken. 
3) Mr. Rumgay stated that 
''those who were arrested are 
people and they deserve some 
respect." Have you ever been 
propositioned in the men's res- 
boom of University Hall? Those 
who chose to resort to this sort of 
illegal, illicit behavior, gave up 
thefr right to be respected in the 
public eye, the moment they 
became a part of the homosex- 
ual sub-culture that thrives in 
public restrooms. 
The BG News has a responsi- 
bility. A responsibility granted it 
by the Constitution, to respect 
the rights of those in the news 
and to report the news factually, 
and without opinion. The News 
lived up to its responsibility: 
Those people Involved gave up 
their right to privacy by going 
public with their sexuality in a 
restroom that my children 
might be using. If they didn't 
want their name in print, per- 
haps they shouldn't have printed 
it on the walls of the University 
Hall men's room. 
Three cheers to The BG News, 
for not quelling a story that 
might help to eliminate this per- 
verted problem and make the 
restrooms safe from solicitation 
for me, and for anyone who 
might wish to stop into a res- 
troom to go to the restroom. 
Patrick R. McCarty 
MDarlynDr. 
We make BG tick 
In response to several letters 
already written, I would like to 
voice my own opinion. 
First, I would like to state that 
Dr. Karl Vogt's September 
statement that we. as classified 
employees, would work even 
without a raise - that we would 
be upset, but we would work, is a 
bunch of crap. 
Who is he to make a statement 
like that? Who does he think 
makes this University tick? It 
sure isn't our President Dr. Paul 
Olscamp! It sure isn't the ad- 
ministrator or the faculty. It's 
us little guys that have to live 
from pay check to pay check. 
Olscamp can't even blow his 
nose without the approval of the 
trustees. 
We are peons, and I use that 
term loosely. We're the ones 
who clean the toilets, clean the 
mildewed showers, and in cer- 
tain times put our lives on the 
line -1 had an oven explode in 
my face last year and had to 
stay off work for a while. 
This University doesn't care 
about classified employees, they 
only care about their own jobs 
and to hell with us. 
This place can give $1,000 in 
some stupid award to someone 
in the faculty area and we just 
keep bustin' our butts to do our 
Jobs and all the while the "ad- 
ministration" kicks us in the 
teeth. 
I would like to see what you 
people would do if nobody 
showed up for work one or two 
BLOOM COUNTY 
days. Dr. Vogt is probably think- 
ingthat it could never happen. 
Well let me tell you, under the 
collective bargaining bill it 
might? Will it? I wouldn't bet 
my last dollar on it. 
Since our beloved president 
can't make a decision without 
the trustees, why not eliminate 
him altogether and make the 
chair of the Board of Trustees 
president? That would save $95,- 
000 a year plus expenses. 
I challenge (anyone) to tour 
this campus with me and see 
who really makes Bowling 
Green State University run 
smoothly and who gets the Job 
done! 
We care about BGSU, isn't it 
time BGSU cared about us? 
DanSturges 
University maintenance 
102 South Hall 
Painting upsetting 
It is beyond my comprehen- 
sion as to how this University 
operates at times. 
The issue that I am addressing 
is that of the painting of the 
rooms in the Harshman Quad- 
rangle. Upon arrival, this year's 
termants were informed that 
rooms would be painted during a 
certain perod. 
Now all those people who bad 
visions of havng a loft in their 
room, were faced with some 
options. They could have their 
loft stored, provided that the 
storage rooms weren't already 
full, or they could keep it in their 
room and side-step it for a 
month or two. 
Another option was to put it 
already up; out, you were fore- 
warned not to because you 
would be obligated to take it 
down at "painting time." 
To me this sort of manage- 
ment is unacceptable. Why 
weren't the rooms painted over 
the summer? Answers to this 
question varried from "union 
specs" to finances. Now surely 
the University can't believe that 
the word union will scare every- 
one. As for finances, any Univer- 
sity that can pay their 
administrators with such an in- 
crease that we recently en- 
dured, can surely afford to paint 
the rooms of the people who pay 
their salaries, at a more feasible 
time! 
I only believe that some peo- 
ple have forgotten who the cus- 
tomers are at this University. 
We are not being paid to attend 
school, we are paying to attend. 
I feel that justifies more consid- 
eration than it has rendered so 
far. 
Thorn Rune 
111 Anderson Hall 
Correction 
An Associated Press news- 
brief in the Sept. 5 News had 
an incorrect headline. 
A Palestinian guerrilla 
base in central Lebanon was 
attacked by Isreali jets. The 
News regrets the error. 
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Ferrari award given 
Dedication, resourcefulness earn recognition 
by Julie Faublc 
staff reporter 
This year the University pre- 
sented Patrick Fitzgerald, di- 
rector of learning services at 
WBGU-TV, with the Michael R. 
Ferrari award in recognition of 
his sensitivity, resourcefulness, 
and commitment. 
The award, which was created 
in honor of Michael Ferrari, 
interim president of the Univer- 
sity in 1961-82, was presented to 
Fitzgerald at a meeting of the 
administrative staff on Aug. 26. 
Fitzgerald's name will be en- 
graved on a plaque in the con- 
tract personnel services office, 
and he will receive a work of art 
which has not been selected yet. 
Karen Mason, assistant direc- 
tor of television learning serv- 
ices, describes Fitzgerald as 
efficient, sensitive and patient. 
"I can't say enough good things 
about Pat Fitzgerald. People just love him," she said. 
Joyce Kepke, chair of the Fer- 
rari Award Committee, said 
there was not just one thing that 
made Fitzgerald exceptional. 
but that he nad performed well 
in all areas of criteria. 
Mason said Fitzgerald de- 
serves the award because he is 
very good at what he does and is 
quick to respond to problems. 
She added that working with 
him is very enjoyable and that 
he relieves some of the tensions 
of the Job. "People Just know 
they can come to him for help," 
she said. 
FITZGERALD    SAID   the 
award was based partly on the 
many expansions in his depart- 
ment in the past year. This past 
year he worked to increase stu- 
dents' access to the tape library 
and to expand Instructional 
Television Fixed Services to the 
Firelands campus. Now Fire- 
lands can offer courses to stu- 
dents in their homes, he said. 
Fitzgerald's responsibilities 
include the closed circuit system 
and the ITFS. He also produces 
instructional programs for va- 
rious departments on campus. 
"One of the exciting things 
about this Job is that everything 
is different every week. It's in- 
tellectually stimulating because 
we work with different depart- 
ments each year to create pro- 
grams," Fitzgerald said. 
Fitzgerald received a bache- 
lor's degree in philosophy from 
the University of Dayton and a 
master's degree in television 
broadcasting from Brooklyn 
College in New York. He came 
to Bowling Green in 1973, work- 
ing in production and direction 
at WBGU. He has been in his 
present position for 11 years. 
Criteria for the Ferrari award 
include resourcefulness, sensiti- 
vity, a good relationship with the 
University community, and per- 
formance beyond that required. Patrick Fitzgerald BG News/Alex Horvath 
TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE 
BIBLE STUDY 
MORNING WORSHIP 
EVENING SERVICE 
PHONE FOR INFORMATIONS TRANSPORTATION 
PHIIJ5MH6 
RICK 351-9263 
First Baptist Church| 
749 Wlntergarden Road, Bowling Green, Ohio 
HowardTcIuMrT 
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. * 
Sept. 6 & 7 
MIKE KAT ON 
and the 
WILD AS 
Friday 
Saturday 
*» 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
Urge Two Item Pizza 
<5.95 
352-3551 
'1 I 
I 
we deliver! 
*& •«• & 
T 
Worship With Us 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m. 1 
Students Welcome! 
jfirgt Christian Crjurctj 
(Disciples of Christ) 
Haskins at Poe Rd 
Bowling Green 
352-3989 J- Kenneth Evans, Pastor 
BGS=fi =3Df= 3QI        =U2C 
ATTENTI SENIORS 
Appointment sign-ups taken now! 10-4:30 p.m. 
Photo sittings Sept. 3-20    9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28 West Hall. 
Schedule early I Don't be left out of this special Diamond Anniversary collector's issue. 
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Holiday gains popularity 
by Suwn McDonald 
reporter 
Through an increased 
amount of publicity as well as 
a deeper sense of apprecia- 
tion for grandparents, stu- 
dents and the community are 
gradually becoming more 
aware of Grandparents' Day, 
according to a local florist. 
But because the occasion 
has only been promoted dur- 
ing the last five vears and the 
expense was a factor for stu- 
dents. Grandparents' Day 
was not as popular as the 
other major holidays, said 
Julie Hott, manager of The 
Flowerbouse, 428 E. Wooster 
St 
Harriet Dimich, activities 
director at Wood County 
Nursing Home, said lack of 
community involvement with 
the holiday was also evident 
because the residents were 
only familiar with the more 
widely known holidays such 
as Mothers' Day. 
Grandparents' Day, estab- 
lished on Sept. 6 1979 by a 
presidential proclamation, is 
observed on the first Sunday 
in September following Labor 
Day. and will be celebrated 
Sunday. 
ALTHOUGH GRANDPA- 
RENTS' Day is a recent holi- 
day, student awareness of the 
occasion, measured by the 
number of cards sold, is in- 
creasing and is now rated 
with the popularity of Sweet- 
est Day, said Carol Sponsler, 
a University Bookstore em- 
ployee who stocks cards. 
She said most Grandpa- 
rents' Day cards that were 
sold were for a single grand- 
parent. 
Dimich said nursing home 
residents receive visits from 
their families on Grandpa- 
rents' Day, similar to the 
increased number of visits on 
other holidays. 
Due to increased promotion 
and based on the success of 
this year's card sales, Grand- 
parents' Day is expected to 
receive more student re- 
sponse in future years, 
Sponsler said. 
New chairman for SLS 
New lawyer introduced; service organizes for year 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
ATTENTION 
Jim Shaffer, senior political 
science major from Akron, took 
over as chgirrniin of the Student 
Legal Services board from Dave 
Anderson at last night's meet- 
ing. 
Shaffer, who will also rep- 
resent the Interfraternity Coun- 
cil on the board, was IFC 
representative to the board last 
year and also serves as. presi- 
dent of Phi Kappa Psi frater- 
nity. 
Sandra Scott, the new SLS 
attorney, introduced herself to 
the board. Scott operates a pri- 
vate law practice dealing with 
real estate, domestic relations, 
corporate and civil law, and 
criminal defense. She was a law 
clerk in the office of the U.S. 
District Attorney for northern 
Ohio until 1963, when she set up 
her practice. 
Scott graduated in 1979 from 
Ohio State University with a 
degree in political science and 
was admitted to the Ohio bar in 
November 1983 after graduating 
from law school at Cleveland 
State University. 
Her contract was approved by 
the Board of Trustees August 23. 
She began working for SLS July 
24. 
Linda Powell, treasurer, said 
there was $56,819 remaining in 
the SLS fund balance as of June 
31. not including summer expen- 
ditures. The SLS office bought a 
new typewriter and copier over 
the summer. 
THE BOARD directed Powell 
to take out service contracts for 
the new equipment, and ap- 
proved adding 40 more hours to 
the SLS law clerk's contract for 
September, until a heavy case 
load can be dealt with. 
Curt Seditz, Graduate Student 
Senate representative, was 
nominated as Education Board 
STUDENT COURT MEMBERS 
Mandatory General Meeting 
September 10th & 11th 
9:00 p.m. 
in The Courtroom. 
*  _      4 
BGSUAMA.. 
Pbgltoi's 
Pizza • Pasta • Subs 
Free delivery after item. 
945 S.Maln      352-7571 
chairman, and Linda Powell 
was nominated treasurer. Elec- 
tions to these seats and that of 
secretary will be at the next 
meeting, September 19 at a 
place to be determined later. 
Dateline 
Sept. 5-7 
"The Sound of Music" will be 
performed at 8 p.m. in Kobacker 
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Tickets for the commu- 
nity production are $5,17 and S9 
for adults, $3, tj and $7 for 
students and senior citizens. 
Call 372-8171 to reserve tickets. 
Sept. 9 
First meeting of the American 
Society of Interior Designers at 
7:30 p.m. In the Alumni Room of 
the University Union. 
Dateline, a daily service of the 
News, lists dates and times of 
campus events. Submissions by 
all organizations are welcome 
and must be turned in typed and 
double-spaced one wed prior to 
the event. 
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Gain The Competitive Edge! 
Here's your chance to join the 
1983-84 International Collegiate Chapter of The Year 
and the 1984-85 Regional Award Winner 
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Join Us Now! 
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♦Stop by our table in the B.A. 
Building September 9-20 and 
receive your Free Gift Pack! 
♦Sign up Early -The first 
50 members will receive a 
Free Message Board 
♦Find out more about AM A 
onTues. Sept. 10. 7:30 p.m. 
In the Community Suite of The Union 
at our INFORMATION NIGHT 
American 
Marketing 
Association 
Free 32 oz. 
Mug of Coke 
with any 7" Sub 
Free Delivery w/coupon 
Try our fabulous subs and keep this 32 oz. plastic collectors Coke Mug 
full of Coke free. Offer limited while supplies last, 
~50'"OFF~ 
any Taco or Vegetarian 
Salad 
-J^GLIArS we Deliver JL^llL 
THIS WEEK'S 
BANANA SPLIT 
WINNERS 
Bring this coupon in with 
an I.D. to receive your 
FREE Banana Split. Stop 
in Baskin Robbins to reg- 
ister for next week. 
Barb Slefert 
Dave Dean 
DASKIN-ROBBmS 
ICE CREAM STORE 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
STADIUM PLAZA 
•  »K*   • AXQ • *K+ • AXO • *K* • AXQ • *K+ • AXO • *K+ • AXO • »K* • AXQ • *K* a 
x 
M^dia e% 
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CHARITY BENEFIT* 
-Friday 4 p.m.-8 p.m 
i 
8 
BATHTUB RACE 
-Saturday 12:00 
Peregrine Pond 
3 
8 
8 
8 
I 
•  * All proceeds go  to  Cystic Fibrosis  and Multiple - 
3     Sclerosis j 
♦K* • AXO • #K* • AXO • *K* • AXO • *K* • AXO • *K* • AXO • *K* • AXO * *K* • AXO • 
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Museum hosts first 
'Wood County Day' 
by Jim Nleman 
staff reporter 
There will be two anniver- 
sary celebrations tomorrow 
during Wood County Day at 
the Wood County Historical 
Society Museum (WCHSM). 
"We are celebrating the 
30th anniversary of the histor- 
ical society and the 10th anni- 
versary of the museum," 
Diane Winebar said. Winebar 
is curator of WCHSM, 13660 
County Home Road, south of 
Bowling Green. 
The Wood County Day cele- 
bration will be held from 10 
a.m. to S p.m., said Carole 
Nash, assistant curator and a 
graduate student in applied 
philosophy. 
The opening ceremony is 
going to feature a short his- 
tory of the society and an 
address by State Representa- 
tive Robert Brown, Nash 
said. 
The county commisioners 
have written a resolution de- 
claring Sept. 7, 1965, Wood 
County Day, and they will 
read it then, Nash said. 
"After the opening ceremo- 
nies is when the fun begins," 
Nash said. The celebration 
will be bald rain or shine and 
will include exhibits of an- 
tique farm machinery, an- 
tique cars, and blacksmiths. 
''WE ARE also going to 
have lots of crafts people. The 
crafters will be giving demon- 
strations and selling their 
crafts. We have tried to limit 
it to traditional crafts," Wine- 
bar said. 
These "traditional crafts" 
will include quilting, wood- 
working, weavlngs, and dried 
flower arranging, "but no re- 
frigerator  magnets,"   Nash 
There will also be fire-en- 
gine and hay rides - weather 
permitting. 
"We are also having music 
throughout the day. Wine- 
bar said. She said students 
would be admitted free. 
BG sports traditions continue 
by Jim Nleman 
staff reporter 
APPLICATIONS 
are now being accepted 
for director positions 
in 
The University 
Activities Organization 
Available positions are: 
Games Director 
Mini-Courses Director 
Publicity Director 
Applications Due 
Monday, Sept. 16 
5:00 
UAO office, 3rd floor, 
Union 
Only prerequisite is good 
academic standing 
call 372-2343 for more 
information 
When Denny Stolz leads the 
football team on the field tomor- 
row, he will be continuing a 69- 
year tradition of University 
sports teams. Ironically, a 
sports program was an af- 
of Homer Williams, 
our Institution's first president. 
In 1914, Williams was prepar- 
ing the curriculum for Bowling 
Green Normal College when 
Fred Beyerman, an instructor of 
physical education at Michigan 
Normal College, paid him a visit 
when he heard a new normal 
college was being built in Bowl- 
ing Green. Beyerman decided to 
visit Homer Williams, the col- 
lege's first president, who at the 
time was planning the buildings 
and preparing the curriculum 
for the new school. 
At that meeting, Beyerman 
stressed the importance of a 
physical education program to 
attract male students, accord- 
ing to Don Cunningham, the 
University's first sports infor- 
mation director athletic depart- 
ment employee for 33 years. 
Williams showed Beyerman 
plans for the college's first aca- 
demic building, now University 
Hall, and Beyerman pointed out 
that the area below the audito- 
rium could be used as a gymna- 
sium. Williams was impressed, 
and asked Beyerman to make a 
rough drawing of the gymna- 
sium and compile a list of equip- 
ment needed, which be did. 
THIS VISIT was the motiva- 
tion that prompted Williams to 
offer Beyerman a job on the first 
faculty, which he accepted. 
Thus, when school opened in fall 
1914, Beyerman held the position 
as instructor of physical educa- 
tion, which automatically made 
him the school's first athletic 
director. 
Beyerman found basketball a 
very popular sport at the college 
so, In the fall of 1916, he collected 
some players and arranged an 
eight-game schedule that win- 
ter. 
During the next three years 
three sports teams played their 
first games: baseball in 1918; 
football in 1919; and tennis in 
1920. 
In 1919, the college became 
affiliated with its first athletic 
conference which Beyerman 
was influential in founding: the 
Northwestern Ohio Intercolle- 
fiate   Athletic   Association 
NOIAA).   Beyerman   became 
the conference s first president. 
The first track team was orga- 
nized in 1923, the same year 
Beyerman quit his job to work in 
Insurance in 1923. 
.In 1924, Warren Steller be- 
came the new director of inter- 
collegiate athletics, and 
football, basketball and baseball 
coach. He coached basketball 
for only one season (winning the 
conference championship), and 
coached football for 11 years, 
compiling a 40-30-19 record. He 
led the baseball team for the 
next 35 years, compiling a 231- 
150 record, including the 1944 
Ohio College champions. 
STELLER WAS athletic direc- 
tor for 17 years, during which 
teams were established in cross 
country, 1926; men's swimming, 
1939; wrestling, 1940; and golf, 
1942. 
In 1927, at the urging of the 
Daily Sentinel-Tribune's sports 
editor, Ivan Lake, the athletic 
teams changed its name from 
the Bowling Green Normals to 
the Falcons. 
In 1931, Steller was instrumen- 
tal In aligning the school (now 
called Bowling Green State Col- 
lege) with the Ohio Conference, 
where it remained until 1942, 
when it became independent. 
That same year Steller stepped 
down as athletic director to con- 
centrate on his duties as chair- 
man of the Health and Physical 
Education Department. 
Harold Anderson became the 
athletic director and basketball 
coach in 1942. A 21-year Falcon 
coach, he led six teams to the 
NTT tournament and three to the 
NCAA tournament. He also de- 
veloped eight ail-Americans be- 
fore he stepped down in 1963. 
Anderson hired Doyt Perry in 
1955 to lead the football team 
Over the next 10 years, Perry 
compiled the best coaching re- 
cord in University history and 
was also the winningest football 
coach among his contempora- 
ries. 
In 1959, Perry's team won the 
college division national 
championship with a 9-0 season. 
Perry was named athletic di- 
rector In 196S, and in the late 
1960s the Ice Arena was built 
and hockey, lacrosse and soccer 
became University sports. 
In 1976. the men's' and wom- 
en's athletic programs were 
combined for the first time un- 
der athletic director Richard 
Young. The 25-sport athletic de- 
partment that developed was 
the first and largest in the MAC 
and one of the nation's largest 
In 1984, the athletic depart- 
ment won its first major college 
national championship, as Jerry 
York's Falcon icers defeated 
University of Minnesota-Duluth 
after four overtimes at Lake 
Placid, N.Y. 
SCIENTIFIC FACTS r proving the existence of a Creator 
SAT. SEPT. 7,1985 
BOWLING GREEN 
UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT UNION 
(ALUMNI ROOM) 
2 CLASSES 
10 AM to NOON 
2:30 PM to 5 PM 
SUN. OCT 6,1985 
COMMUNITY SUITE 
10 AM to 12:30 PM 
3 PM to 5:30 PM 
THE 
BLACK 
.STUDENT 
UNION 
Is Now Accepting 
Applications For Executive Officers 
Thru September 6,1985 
Applications Are Available At The Following Locations 
•Dept of EAnic Studies 
117 Shawl Hal 
•Office of Minority Affairs 
424 Student Services 
•Minority Student Activities 
3rd floor University Union 
•Black Student Union 
406 Student Services 
Grand Opening 
Coupon specials Friday and Saturday 
Big Looks     Little Prices 
Ladies' 
shoulder strap umbrella 
$7.00 
Women's 
leather jackets 
$59.00 and $99.00 
Men's 
Christian Dior Suits 
$199.00 
Free alterations on Suits 
Your choice! 
Men's Bill Blass and 
Austin Reed Suits 
$179.00 
Dresses 
20%-30% off 
including Albert Nipon 
Pure silk ties 
$9.00 
Two floors of casual, dressy, and professional looks for men and women. With  a  special 
emphasis on  pure  silks,  cottons,  cashmeres,  designer jeans, great accessories, and shoes. 
Seasons & Styles 
123 South Main near Four Comers in Downtown Bowling Green 
Open Monday-Saturday 10-9 and Sunday 12-6 
News Briefs BG Newt/September 6,1985 • 
Guidelines set 
ATLANTA (AP) - In re- 
vised guidelines aimed at 
eliminating AIDS virus from 
the blood supply, federal 
health officials recommended 
yesterday that any man who 
has had sex with another man 
even once in the last eight 
years refrain from donating 
Titanic filmed 
WOODS HOLE. Mass. (AP) 
- Researchers who found the 
wreck of the Titanic headed 
for home yesterday with the 
chief scientist promising he 
was bringing back "spectac- 
ular" film from the expedi- 
tion. 
The Navy-owned research 
ship Knorr, operated by 
Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution, was scheduled to 
dock Monday at this Cape Cod 
town. 
Sanctions criticized 
PRETORIA, South Africa 
(AP) - The government 
warned the United States yes- 
terday that proposed eco- 
nomic sanctions against this 
country will impede racial 
reform and harm all the 
black nations of southern Af- 
rica before it affects South 
Africa's white minority. 
Clashes with police and sol- 
diers persisted into last night 
near Cape Town, but no new 
deaths were reported.     
Price increases 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The 
price of whiskey in state li- 
quor stores is going up Oct. 1 
because of a $2-per-gallon 
hike in the federal excise tax. 
Roseann Glass, spokeswo- 
man for the Ohio Department 
of liquor Control, said a typ- 
ical rttaiilliliter bottle of 80- 
proof liquor will increase in 
price to $7 55 from $7.10. 
o 
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IkltrUder    •Continued from page 1 
length of time before he at- 
tacked. Jane said a neighbor 
had called the police during the 
attack. 
SUE SAID the intruder left a 
pair of pantyhose in the apart- 
ment. 
The intruder was described as 
Caucasian, about 5 feet 10 inches 
to 5 feet 11 inches tall, with a 
medium build and brown hair, 
possibly curly. He was wearing 
a long-sleeved shirt and heavy, 
dark clothing and gloves when 
he attacked. Sue said. 
According to Jane, when po- 
lice arrived at the scene, they 
advised her and Sue to get tbeir 
door Axed, but to keen the slid- 
ing glass door locked the rest of 
the night. They further advised 
them to put only the initial of 
their first names on their mail- 
box. 
The incident is similar to inci- 
dents that occured during the 
summer. 
On July 22, city police re- 
ported two incidents of women 
waking early in the morning and 
discovering a man standing in 
their bedroom. The two cases 
occurred in the same neighbor- 
hood and were reported within 
about 15 minutes of each other. 
Similarities in the police re- 
ports at that time indicated the 
intruder was Caucasian, had 
short hair - brown to dark in 
color - was between 5 feet 8 
inches and 5 feet 10 inches tall, 
had a thin build, and wore either 
a jean Jacket or a green fatigue jacket. One report said the sub- 
ject was wearing wire-rimmed 
HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS dp 
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♦ Mesquite-grilled specialties  ♦ 
♦ Fresh pasta and salad bar   ♦ 
♦  Homemade soups and breads ♦ 
♦ Gelato ice creams ♦ 
♦  Unique Sunday brunch  ♦ 
10am—5pm 
♦  Banquet facilities available ♦ 
Enjoy fine dining at moderate prices 
Open 11am—11pm 
107 State street at F_ Wooster 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
For reservations 
353-8735 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.- 
And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
If you re 
7713, 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
AAeadowview Courts 
Apartments 
One bedroom apartments 
unfurnished $250 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom apartment 
unfurnished $265 
plus gas and electric 
*Landlord pays water and sewage 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri 9-4:30 
214 Napoleon Rd. 352-1195 
Tracy Gruel 
Kelley Pauly 
Marybeth Musselman 
Christy Agnes 
Amy Beckett 
Tamara Bergquist 
Krisse Blenkhorn 
Patty Bonney 
Kim Buehler 
Lori Chambers 
Lisa Charley 
Cathy Cornelius 
Jill Dacek 
Julie Doran 
Kristin Feeley 
Sherry Strohs 
Theresa Garner 
Julie Hancy 
Rhonda Hina 
Pam Howard 
Jodie Jirik 
Debra Krenk 
Kim McGary 
Sue Muller 
Jill Mullet 
Lisa Nesler 
Jill Nichols 
Diane Nilges 
Nichele Ritter 
Jennifer Stone 
Colleen Walsh 
Cynthia Wilcox 
Jeanene Wilson 
Here's the inside story 
of our new 
Buttermilk Biscuits. 
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2-PIECE 
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Port Clinton 
-Now Featuring- 
Fr.sh-Baked Butt.rmilk Biscuits Mad. From Scratch 
"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru" 
sv& l^ntucky Fried Chicken 
*5» 7T 1020 N. Main - BG 
352-2061 Fremont 
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BG to host 
first annual 
Trust Cup 
by Ron Frta 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green soccer coach Gary Palmisano 
has waited five years for this weekend. 
Since I960, Palmisano has lobbied with the 
athletic department to have a tournament. Now, 
with the help of Toledo Trust, Palmisano's 
dream, the Toledo Trust/BGSU Soccer Cup, will 
become a reality when 16 youth teams ana four 
collegiate teams take to BG's soccer fields this 
weekend. 
"It all became a reality with the help of Toledo 
Trust, the athletic department, and the Univer- 
sity," Palmisano said. "We're excited. We hope 
that this tournament is a success so it can 
become an annual event. 
"The growth of soccer at BG and northwest 
Ohio has helped with the decision to have the 
tournament mis year," he said. "Jack Gregory 
(BG's athletic director) also thought the time 
was right. He had a big hand in making thetour- 
nament a possibility." 
The collegiate competition which begins Sat- 
urday at 1:00p.m. in Doyt I,. Perry Stadium, will 
consist of BG, Creighton, Eastern Illinois Uni- 
versity, and the University of Richmond. 
"The four teams are balanced." Palmisano 
said. "No one will outclass anybody else, which 
should make for some interesting soccer." 
Playing in the stadium will also be entertain- 
ing for the fans, according to Palmisano. 
"The fans will have a great vantage point to 
view the action in the stadium," he said. "This 
tournament will give the fans a great soccer 
perspective. We nope to educate the fans and 
showcase the growth of youth and college soc- 
cer." 
The whole purpose behind the tourney is to 
introduce BG to the youth soccer programs in the 
area. 
"We want to bring the youth soccer teams age 
12 and under and eight teams age 14 and under. 
The games will be Slaved on the Falcon's prac- 
tice filed and on Mickey Cochrane Field. The 
youth action will begin today at 5:30 p.m. 
The Falcons, coming off a 5-4 double overtime 
loss to Adelphi University and a 4-2 defeat to 
University of Massachusetts at the Budweiser 
Holiday Classic, will try to even their record at 
home. 
"We're expecting nothing less than two wins," 
Palmisano said. "But we nave to do a couple of 
things to accomplish that. 
"We have to keep generating scoring opportu- 
nities and we definitely have to tighten up 
defensively," he said. "When you score at least 
two goals, you should come away with a tie." 
• See Soccer, page 8. 
BARNEY'S 
VIDEO 
Now Available! 
"Desperately Seeking 
Susan" 
plus a wide selection 
of new movies 
Come in and see us at 
1091 N. Main       354-1401 
The NEW 
BROKEN 
BOOT 
"SPECIAL" 
FRIDAY FAT NIGHT 
(SPECIAt ON PITCHERS) 
f>ogt « Sudt 153 t. wOOSTtK 
LOCKER ROOM 
SPORTING GOODS 
50-70% 
OFF 
ALL ITEMS IN STOCK 
-sweatpants, hooded sweatshirts, shoes, jackets, t- 
shirts, hats, soccer balls, tennix rackets, school bags, 
bowling bags. 
Includes all jewelry and gift items from around the 
world. 
Purchase your gifts for Christmas now and 
save 70%! 
■earrings, bracelets, necklaces, chess sets, brandy goblets 
■Hummel products and Hummel plates. 
109 N. Main St. B.G. Hours 10-5 
Monday-Saturday 
«6r 
[B JEANIE ill 
JEANIE  24 Hour Teller 
located in the 
Union Building 
PICK A CARD...ANY CARD 
And Get Cash from Our 
JEANIE A.T.M. 
If you have any of these bank cards, 
you can use it at your JEANIE'A.T.M. 
on campus. And just like with your 
own bank machine, you can get cash, 
make deposits, withdrawals in seconds. 
All are members of the Money Station System. 
P 
«cr«#\ 
State Home Savings 
BOWLING GREEN • PERRYSBURG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON 
GLANDORF • OTTAWA • COLUMBUS GROVE • LEIPSIC • FOSTORIA 
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Falcon gridders open campaign at Ball State 
by Ton Reed 
satatant sports editor 
Ball State University Presi- 
dent John Wortben invited the 
football team and entire student 
body to a picnic prior to tomor- 
row's opener against Bowling 
Green. 
It's a final feast for a Cardinal 
squad which is expected to suf- 
fer a season-long famine. 
Last year, BSD finished with a 
M ledger. This season, the Mid- 
American Conference News Me- 
dia Association doesn't expect 
the Cardinals to Improve, pick- 
ing them last in the 10-ieam 
league. 
By contrast, the Falcons' out- 
look is much brighter. BG was 
unanimously tabbed to win the 
MAC. 
Pint-year coach Paul Schudel 
said BG is strong at almost 
every position and anticipates a 
tough contest. 
"As far as our schedule, we'll 
be getting bapitized right away 
by Bowling Green," Schudel 
said. "Bowling Green is such a 
fine football team with outstand- 
ing talent both offensively and 
defensively. It's gonna be a diffi- 
cult time, especially with Brian 
McClure, everyone knows what 
he can do." 
Well, maybe not everyone. 
Wednesday, a reporter called 
BG bead coach Denny Stolz and 
"This guy asked If we're gonna pass 
Saturday, hell that's like asking if were 
gonna show up for the game." 
BG coach Denny Stolz 
asked If McClure has the green 
light to pass. 
McClure has never seen a 
caution, let alone a red light. 
The 6-8 senior quarterback nas 
thrown for a career 7,606 yards 
and needs just 2974 more to 
break Doug Flutie's NCAA pass- 
ing mark. ■Thia guy asked if we're 
gonna pass Saturday," Stolz 
said. "Hell that's like asking if 
were gonna show up for the 
game." 
In the past two years, Cardi- 
nal fans have probably won- 
dered if their defense has 
attended any games. 
The Falkland Islands have 
been better defended than the 
BSU goal line. The Cardinals 
have surrendered nearly 600 
points over two seasons. BSU's 
only defensive standout Is 6-1, 
223 pound, linebacker Brad Saar 
who finished 10th in the MAC 
with 135 tackles. 
Possibly, the only offense the 
Cardinals can stop is their own 
in practice. Last season, BSU 
ranked last in rushing with 924 
yards. BG's Bernard White 
alone gained 1,036 yards. 
In the past, Cardinal quar- 
terbacks nave passed as fre- 
quently as McClure. However, 
they have not quite produced the 
same results. Quarterback Neil 
Britt passed for 2,377 yards in 
1963, but he also set an MAC 
record with 25 interceptions. 
Yet, Stolz said BSU will proba- 
bly run the ball this year since 
Schudel, who coached under Bo 
Schembechler, was exposed to a 
rush-oriented offense at Michi- 
gan. 
"We don't know if they will 
sweep or run the option, but they 
will run the shoes off their tail- 
back (Burt Austin)," Stolz said. 
In last year's 38-13 BG victory 
in Munde, Austin rushed for 100 
yards. The Falcons have won 
the last five meetings against 
BSU and own an 8-3 advantage 
in the series. 
Though BG is a big favorite in 
tomorrow's contest, Stolz said 
he isn't underestimating the 
Cardinals. 
"They're gonna come at us," 
he said. They have nothing to 
lose. They have a new coaching 
staff and are building a new 
image." 
The highly touted clash with 
Kentucky is only a week away, 
but Stolz said BG is concentrat- 
ing soley on Ball State. 
BOWLING GREEN VS. BALL STATE 
WHEN: Sat. Sept. 7. 3:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Ball State Stadium (Grass). Munde, Ind. 
BOWLIMG OREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3, 7-2 in the MAC (second) 
1985 record: first game 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (45-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (off-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (QB), on a pace that will 
make him the NCAA's all-time leading passer: Bernard 
White (RB), led the '84 Falcons in rushing (1,078 yards), 
receiving (56 catches) and scoring (90 points): Troy 
Dawson (LB), a second team all-MAC selection in '84, led 
BG in Interceptions: Sean Dykes (DB) led team in solo 
tackles last year. 
BALL STATE: 
Nickname: Cardinals 
1984 record: 3-8, 3-5 In the MAC (tied for sixth) 
1985 record: first game 
Head coach: Paul Schudel, first year (0-0-0) 
Returning starters: 16 (off.-8; def.-8) 
Players to watch: Ricky George (SE), led '84 squad in 
receiving yardage: Bert Austin (TB), led Cards in rushing 
and is top returning receiver; Brad Saar (LB), led team in 
tackles last year; Jay Neal (FB), tied fox team lead in 
scoring, scoring six of BSU's seven rushing TD's last 
year. 
Series record: BG 8-3 
Last meeting: BG won 38-13 at Muncie, Nov. 3 1984. 
\i:KIAL PURSUIT 
Brian McClure's pursuit of 
Doug Flutie's NCAA passing 
yardage record (McClure 
faces Ball State Saturday). 
Flu tie 10,579 
McClure 7,606 
Yards to tie ....  2,973 
Flutle McClure 
Smith testifies 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Kansas 
City Royals outfielder Lonnie 
Smith testified today that he 
repeatedly bought cocaine for 
himself and other baseball play- 
ers from Curtis Strong, who 
briefly had been the Philadel- 
phia Phillies' caterer. 
Smith testified that he first 
bought the drug from Strong in 
1981 after Phillies outfielder 
Dick Davis introduced them in a 
hotel room. Smith, then with the 
Phillies, said teammate Gary 
Matthews was there for the in- 
troduction and the sale. 
Smith was the first witness in 
Strong's federal trial. 
Soccer —  
(Continued from page 7) 
Palmisano said that playing 
at home should be a big boost for 
his team. 
"We have never played this 
early at home," the veteran 
coach said. "Since it is our tour- 
nament the players should be 
extremely up for this weekend. 
Plus, they want to rectify what 
happened last weekend." 
The Falcons will play Creigh- 
ton at 3:00 Saturday and Rich- 
mond Sunday at 3:00. 
Seattle wary 
of Cincinnati 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Coach 
Bruce Coslet figures the 
Seattle Seahawks1 defense 
will have to find a different 
way to stop the Cincinnati 
Bengals' passing attack this 
Sunday, thanks to the addi- 
tion of Eddie Brown. 
Coslet, the Bengals' re- 
ceiver coach, said the Sea- 
hawks won't be able to 
double-cover wide receiver 
Cris Collinsworth as much 
this year because Brown, an 
impressive rookie, will be on 
the other side. 
The Seahawks drubbed the 
Bengals 2M last season in the 
snow at Riverfront Stadium 
by using a linebacker to help 
rover Collinsworth. 
"Seattle did that to us all 
day last year," Coslet said. 
Seahawks Head Coach 
Chuck Knox is aware that 
Cincinnati's passing attack 
has another weapon this time 
around with Brown, a speedy 
receiver from the University 
of Miami. 
"They've got great talent, 
and Eddie Brown gives them 
an added dimension." Knox 
said. "He's Just such a fine 
athlete. He can break (into 
the clear) with Just about any 
ball be gets his hands on." 
Collinsworth agrees the ad- 
dition of Brown will make it 
easier for him to get open. 
Opponents regularly concen- 
trated their coverage on 
Colllnswortfa's side of the 
field last year. 
"I don't think there are too 
many people who have come 
into an organization and had 
the impact he's had on the 
Bengals, particularly me," 
Collinsworth said. 
The Bengals relied heavily 
on Collinsworth when be 
wasn't hurt last year. He tied 
a regular-season club record 
by catching 10 passes in the 
Bengals' opener last season 
at Denver. Opponents then 
began concentrating on stop- 
ping Collinsworth, a move 
thai Coslet figures would be 
costly this season because it 
would leave Brown with a 
little more freedom. 
Harriers unveil 
squads at home 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
The men's and women's cross- 
country teams have been ea- 
gerly awaiting their first meet. 
The wait, however, will soon be 
over. 
Tomorrow, the Bowling Green 
harriers will get a chance to 
prove themselves in their home 
opener. The women will be tak- 
ing on Toledo in a dual meet 
while the men will meet UT and 
Ohio State hi a tri-meet. 
Sid Sink, coach for both 
squads, is looking forward to the 
weekend. 
"This meet will develop confi- 
dence and get rid of the nervous- 
ness," Sink said. "It will also 
help us determine where every- 
body is at by giving all of our 
runners a chance to compete." 
The fastest nine members on 
each of BG's teams will make 
the squad that travels to away 
meets. 
In years past, the top runners 
on the squad would have already 
been determined before the 
meet. But Sink decided to wait 
until the opener to find out who 
would rise to the top. The com- 
petition between his runners will 
be evident. 
"There will be even more 
competition among team mem- 
bers, but this is still very much a 
team sport," he said. "In the 
long run, however, this will be 
better because the season is a 
week longer this year and we 
want to be in top form at the end 
of the season for the conference 
meet." 
SINK CAUTIONS that this 
meet is not intended to bring out 
the best in his Falcons. 
"I don't expect it to be our best 
meet," Sink said. "We are striv- 
ing to reach our peak, as a team, 
at the MAC championship." 
The Rockets are not expected 
to present a problem for the 
women harriers, but the men 
could be challenged by the Buck- 
eyes. 
"Toledo is not very srong," 
Sink said. "But Ohio State is 
traditionally in top shape at the 
beginning of the season." 
The BG men, who finished 
sixth in last year's conference 
meet, lost four of their top run- 
ners. The women will be fielding 
only two returnees from last 
years' second place squad. 
The women begin at 11:00 
a.m. with the men following at 
11:30 a.m. at Forest Creason 
golf course. 
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Congratulations 
to all 33 of our 
fabulous new Phi's 
Dawn Adams 
Tracy Bernard 
Michelle Brent 
Elaine Bressen 
Heater Craig 
Maria Distel 
Tracy Dreager 
Amy Duerr 
Sarah Evans 
Susan Fehlhaber 
Meg Gazda 
Lisa Hagy 
Leigh Ann Hamilton 
Sharon Hansen 
Amy Keil 
Susan Kozak 
Mary Jane Lorentz 
Kris Marsh 
Cindy Mausser 
Gwendy May 
Ann Marie Minnich 
Monica Monastra 
Pam Monastra 
Wendy Moorman 
Amy Nelson 
Laura Ozborne 
Jenna Penton 
Pam Reitz 
Gabi Solomon 
Stephanie Schultz 
Kay Sieczkowski 
Lynn Woertz 
You're all great! 
C£> q? q? q? q? Love, Your Phi Mu 
Sisters 
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AMERICA'S OUTSTANDING FOLK ENSEMBLE 
In a FESTIVAL of Folk Music, Song and Dance 
of EASTERN AND SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE! 
T^v IAS* \1& 
^h^ 
An Artist Series Presentation 
8:00 PM Sunday, September 22,1985 
Kobacker Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
BGSU Students FREE   Tickets $3,5,7   Senior Citizens V4 price 
Tickets on Sale in Musical Arts Box Office 
EXPERIENCE the fun and 
adventure of... 
SCUBA 
• Training Sponsored by the  National Association of Underwater 
Instructors (NAUI) 
•^Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills 
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification 
sign up or call the 
REC CENTER 
372-2711 
(Oltit^ 
Getting away in BG 
Local escapes for the rugged individualist 
by Shelly Trusty 
asst  Friday editor 
Hie average University stu- 
dent can get away from the 
grind of classes by going out to 
one of Bowling Green's five or 
six bopping nightspots for a 
drink, go to the''Rec." Center to 
run around the track or see the 
latest movie. 
But what about the rugged 
individualist? What can the anti- 
average, the artsy, the clam- 
mering-to-be-free, the individ- 
ual American who eats Grape- 
nuts at sunrise do in the tiny 
town of Bowling Green? Where 
is the excitement, the adventure 
of newly-forged roads and out- 
of-the-way quaintness? 
With some enthusiasm, imagi- 
nation, and a lot of determin- 
ation: it's here! 
Some getaways require no 
preparation and can be enjoyed 
In a snort amount of time. These 
include such Jewels as the Wood 
County Courthouse. Nearly ev- 
eryone who has walked, driven, 
or bicycled in town has noticed 
the gothic beauty of the court- 
bouse from the outside, but few 
have ventured inside for a real 
view. Cradled between stone 
walls and giant oil paintings lies 
a huge, domed, stained glass 
ceiling. 
If toe ceiling doesn't keep you 
entranced you may wish to pop 
into one of the court rooms to 
view some real-life drama. It's a 
strange feeling at first to walk 
into someone else's argument, 
but it's perfectly legal, posi- 
tively educational and more en- 
tertaining than "The People's 
Court." 
If art is your forte, you don't 
need to travel all the way to 
Toledo to quell your aesthetic 
appetite. The Fine Arts Building 
is outfitted with a gallery where 
students and visitors can enjoy 
sculpture, paintings, jewelry, 
textile and pottery works. 
The hallways of the art build- 
ing are also covered with art- 
work and can provide an on-the- 
go getaway for the art lover in 
transit Local art stores such as 
Currents, 128 E. Wooster St, 
feature art for sale by local ami 
international artists. 
Bowling Green doesn't have a 
zoo or an aquarium, but if you 
are an animal lover your get- 
away could include browsing 
through cages at one of the local 
pet stores for a view of tropical 
birds, ferrets, snakes, lizards or 
even run-of-the-mill pets like 
cats and dogs. Fish are present 
in seemingly limitless variety at 
local pet stores and can keep the 
fish lover busy for hours. 
An even more imaginative 
and individual getaway for the 
fish lover is a visit to the marine 
lab at 209 Life Science Building. 
The lab features 61 aquariums, 
3500 gallons of instant ocean 
(which weigh about 14.6 tons) 
and, at last count, 122 different 
genera including gulf, tropical, 
cold water, and some fresh wa- 
ter animals. The lab is open 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The movie buff can pass the 
passe first run movies and enjoy 
some classic foreign films free 
throughout the semester. Begin- 
ning around Sept. 16th, the Ger- 
man and Russian department 
will sponsor a Monday night film 
series. Past offerings have in- 
cluded such titles as "Das 
Boot" "The Tin Drum" and 
"The Cabinet of Dr. Kilgare." 
The movies are shown at Gish 
Film Theater in Hanna Hall 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. 
Those who enjoy literature 
can take advantage of poetry 
and short story readings pre- 
sented by the Off-Campus Stu- 
dent Center in the basement of 
Mosely Hall free of charge. The 
readings are original works pre- 
sented by the author. For more 
information contact the Crea- 
tive Writing Department or the 
Off-Campus Student Center. 
Theater lovers who prefer to 
watch a play in an intimate 
theater-in-the-round atmo- 
sphere should keep their eyes 
open for "Elsewhere Produc- 
tions." These plays are per- 
formed on the fourth floor of 
University Hall. The first pro- 
duction, 7'Extremeties," is set 
for Oct. 30 through Nov. 2. 
The rugged athletic individu- 
alist can choose from a number 
of anything-but-average get 
aways. One option is spicing up 
the common jogging ritual with 
a trip through the fitness trail. 
The course begins near the Ice 
Arena and takes the athlete 
through 18 exercise stations 
along a 1.75 mile Jogging trail. A 
map of the fitness trail can be 
acquired at the Student Recre- 
ation Center. 
With a bit of planning the 
outdoorsman can take advan- 
tage of the University Activities 
Organization's (UAO) Outing 
Center, located in the back of the 
game room in the union. A stu- 
dent can rent everything he or 
she might need to get away on a {trip. You can even rent 
i pole in order to catch 
that outdoorsman's meal. The 
outing center staff can help di- 
rect a would-be-camper to 
nearby campgrounds and parks, 
suggest some camping tips, and 
maybe even tell you about a hot 
fishing spot. 
If you love to fish but don't 
want to travel there's a "fishing 
hole" on campus. In the large 
lake on the golf course fishing is 
permitted in an area marked off 
by signs. The area is also 
marked off by picnic tables and 
barbeque grills. A fisherman 
might bring some charcoal, 
good friends and beer along so 
he can enjoy the catch. 
The lake's residents include 
more than fish. If you are a 
quiet, romantic individual you 
may wish to spend some time 
strolling along the water's edge, 
skipping stones or feeding the 
white geese that flock to greet 
bread-toting visitors. 
If solitude is what you're af- 
ter, Prout Chapel might be what 
you're looking for. It is seldom 
locked and always a good place 
to enjoy a quiet moment alone 
with your thoughts, whether you 
are religious or not. 
There are several local el- 
ementary schools within walk- 
ing distance of the University 
for those who still enjoy being a 
child once in a while. Swing sets, 
slides and monkey-bars can be a 
welcome psychological getaway 
from the responsibilities of col- 
lege life. 
For more information about 
local getaways call UAO, Fact 
Line, or the Bowling Green 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Friday/Jim Sakola 
Outside Courtroom Number Two at the Wood County Courthouse, a University student looking for a close-to 
home escape might find this panoramic view, complete with mural and stained glass skylights. 
Campus eateries receive mixed reviews 
CAMPUS CUISINE 
Friday/Andrea Schlndler 
by Keith Cornelius 
and John dimming* 
Editor's note: This is the first of 
a two part series on campus 
cuisine. 
It's after 6 p.m. The cafeteria 
is closed. Hunger sets in. A 
Snickers just won't do. You have 
no money. Only coupons. 
Many students find them- 
selves in this situation. But the 
problem of finding food after 
that late afternoon class, or just 
finding a change from the regu- 
lar routine, can be solved with a 
visit to one of the ten specialty 
restaurants on campus. 
Each restaurant has some- 
thing different to offer the food 
lover in you. Whether you prefer 
hot dogs and burgers, a salad, or 
"fine' cuisine, you can find it 
somewhere on campus. And the 
nickel and dime coupons accu- 
mulating in your desk drawer 
can easily be used to pay for 
your meal. 
Deciding where to go can be 
tough, so to make things easier 
this duo of roving restaurant 
critics began to compile a list of 
restaurants. 
Our rating system considers 
four factors: decor, speed of 
service, food quality and selec- 
tion. Four stars go to those res- 
taurants which, In our humble 
opinion, are superior in all four 
categories. Lower ratings will 
be explained as we cover each 
establishment. 
Shall we begin? 
* * * * BOWL 'N GREEN- 
ERY Location: 1st floor Union. 
Hours: 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 
p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. Coupons are accepted 
after 4 pjn. 
A salad lover's paradise, the 
Bowl "N Greenery features a 
^oi^yhc- <$M€e& 
"mile-long" soup and salad bar 
featuring a wide variety of sal- 
ads and salad toppings along 
with choice of three soups, rolls 
and butter. Patrons are also 
offered a baked potato and soft- 
drinks. 
The atmosphere of this estab- 
lishment is quite pleasant. Live 
plants decorate the tables, and 
many larger plants fill the room. 
One of the most attractive 
features of the restaurant is the 
flat price for the limitless salad 
bar and bottomless drinks, only 
$4.25 (food coupons) or $4.49 
(cash). This, quite simply, was 
one of the better deals we found. 
The service was quick, effi- 
cient, and friendly and the food 
was excellent. We both enjoyed 
our meal here and give the Bowl 
'N Greenery four stars! 
Mmmmm! 
* * MID AM ROOM Loca- 
tion: Basement, Harshman 
Quadrangle. Hours: 6 p.m. to 
midnight, Sunday through 
Thursday - Ah, fast food!. Well, 
maybe not quite so fast. Al- 
though prices are considerably 
lower here, we encountered a 
few disappointments. One prob- 
lem was the obvious lack of 
organization behind the counter. 
Maybe we caught them on a bad 
night, but the employees seemed 
flustered and unconcerned 
about customers. Granted, it 
was near closing time, but the 
straws and napkins should stay 
out until everyone has left the 
service area. 
The menu at The Mid Am 
Room offers bask "grill and 
fountain" fare, including burg- 
ers, fries and sundaes. The se- 
lection isn't bad, especially if 
you're in the mood tor grease 
(We weren't). The atmosphere 
• See Food, page 12. 
Where do you go to get away from it all and why? 
Ray Schwarz, senior business 
administration major, Medina, 
Ohio: "I like to go to the Mau- 
mee River and sail. I'm a sum- 
mertime person; I like the 
water." 
Karen Clark, sophomore En- 
glish major, Canal Fulton, Ohio: 
«I like going to the Rec. Center 
and sitting in the sauna." 
Armand Massary, sophomore 
business mater, warren, Ohio: 
"I hie to go downtown and party 
and presently I'm nUrigfag a 
fraternity." ■—•"■■ 
Mitchell Rankhw, sophomore 
computer science major, Cincin- 
nati: "I like going to the Rec. 
Center, walking around campus, 
and going to Sundance." 
Karen Blue, sophomore physi- 
cal therapy mater, Youngs- 
town: "I enjoy going to the Rec. 
Center Jplaying termis and going 
Friday/Jim Sakola 
Janet Krotine, senior Interper- 
sonal communications mater. 
Findlay, Ohio: "I enjoy working 
oat; aerobics, jogging. It's a 
good way to get out frustra- 
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'Dragon * a winner for Cimino 
(AP>-Every now and then a 
movie arrives with such an 
aura of notoriety that it can 
scarcely be judged on its own 
mertta. "Yearo? the Dragon" 
is one such movie. 
"Year Of The Dragon" is 
Michael Clmino's first effort 
since the infamous "Heaven's 
Gate," the epic Western that 
sank a studio - United Artists. 
His new film has been at- 
tacked by leaders of Asian- 
American communities 
throughout the United States 
as an Insult to their people. 
Indeed, Cunino and co- 
writer Oliver Stone picture 
leaders of a New YorkChlna- 
town Tons as vicious as their 
Mafia partners. However, the 
script also comes down hard 
on the New York police de- 
partment, television report- 
ers and Vietnam veterans. 
Cimino seems to have 
avoided the excesses of "The 
Deer Hunter" and "Heaven's 
Gate," though not entirely. 
The machine gunning of a 
crowded restaurant resem- 
bles a World War H battle. 
However, Cimino keeps the 
bloody tale moving swiftly, 
providing an abundance of 
stunning visual images, from 
the fierce colors of Chinatown 
to the boat-crowded river of 
Bangkok to the menacing 
beauty of Manhattan at night. 
Few directors can stage vio- 
lence as terrifyingly as Ci- 
mino, and he gives himself 
ample opportunity. 
"Year of the Dragon" cen- 
ters on the efforts of a maver- 
ick police captain, Stanley 
White, to tame the unlawful 
forces of Chinatown. An em- 
bittered Vietnam veteran (filmdom's current cliche), 
be blusters along, getting bis 
estranged wife and Chinese 
apprentice killed, and' his 
girlfriend raped. Like Dirty 
Harry, White won't be 
stopped until he tracks down 
Another acting gem is pro- 
vided by Caroline Kava as 
White's exasperated wife. 
The former model, Ariane, Is 
stunning as the TV reporter 
who becomes White's unwil- 
Rated R because of vio- 
lence, nudity and an abun- 
dance of street language, 
the bad guy. 
In his most impressive per- 
formance to date, Mickey 
Rourke brings abrasive pres- 
ence to his role as Stanley 
White. As his nemesis, John 
Lone makes a marvelous 
heavy, his almost-pretty face 
hiding intense cruelty.  
Loverboy LP rocks 
by Traccy Batdorf 
album reviewer 
'■^#>^^j 
WINE SHOP 
The first and last word 
in Italian ice cream: 
GELATO 
Stop in today for your free taste 
!      Bring this coupon in 
and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice 
get one free 
107 State St. across from Harshman Quad 
Those Romeos of rock, the 
Canadian quintet Loverboy, 
hare turned In their red banda- 
nas for a solid, vigorous new LP, 
"Lovin' Every Minute Of It" 
The Vancouver-based band 
was formed in 1978 shortly after 
guitarist Paul Dean and lead 
vocalist Mike Reno met in Cal- 
gary, Alberta. 
The group's name is credited 
to Dean's mother, who used to 
call him "Loverboy" because be 
was always trying to pick up 
girls. Other band members in- 
clude drummer Matt Frenette. 
keyboardist Doug Johnson and 
bass player Scott Smith. 
Loverboy's first two albums, 
"Loverboy" and "Get Lucky'1 
went platinum, selling over a 
million copies each. Their 1963 
release, "Keep It Up," spawned 
the top-20 hit "Queen of the 
Broken Hearts." 
The title cut from "Lovin' 
Every Minute Of It" is a rocker 
with a bone-crunching beat and 
chord progressions reminiscent 
of Def Leppard -not surprising 
since it was written by Robert 
"Mutt" Lange, who produced 
Def Leppard's "Pyromania." 
The song is the LP s most im- 
pressive and potent song and is 
already making its way up the 
charts. 
In "Steal the Thunder." the 
second cut. the band gives a 
rock 'n' roll lesson on making it 
to the top. Reno sings, "Youve 
got to try a little harder/Shout a 
little louder/ Or no one's gonna' 
bear what you say/ 'Cause it's 
dog eat dog/ Winner takes all/ 
So don't you stand in my way." 
Loverboy also mocks "all you 
one-shot wonders," alluding to 
those bands that have one chart- 
buster and then disappear. Per- 
haps they're even patting them- 
selves on the back for net 
becoming one of these fleeting 
marvels. The song is also remi- 
niscent of the first hit from their 
first album: "The kid is hot 
tonight/ But where will be be 
tomorrow?." 
Side two's opener, "Lead a 
Double Life," is an amusing 
break to the throttle-down pace 
of the album. Reno sings about a 
double identity "I had a cham- 
pagne milkshake for breakfast/ 
But I donl know where I'll sleep 
tonight/ I've got a blue-eyed 
earthquake-she's lyin' in my 
bed/ Ain't it a wonderful life?" 
"This Could Be the Night." a 
ballad co-written by Jonathan 
Cain of Journey compliments 
Reno's sincere and emotive vo- 
cals. He does, however, try to 
mimic Steve Perry at several 
points, detracting from an other- 
wise-excellent song. 
Two other cuts on the album 
deserve note. Canadian heart- 
throb Bryan Adams co-wrote 
"Dangerous" with bandmate 
Jim Vallance. This tune high- 
lights Dean's powerful guitar 
transitions between solos and 
could get some airplay. "Desti- 
nationHeartbreak, * a rock bal- 
lad written with harp-like 
chords, Is definitely bound for 
the charts. 
"Lovin' Every Minute Of It" 
is pure fun. 
The album reaffirms the 
band's position as a force to be 
reckoned with, and puts them in 
league with the best of mains- 
tream rock'n'roll. If this album 
is any indication, look for Lover- 
boy to be making hits for a long 
time to come. 
Tracey Batdorf is a sopho- 
more Journalism major from 
Brunswick, Ohio. 
Album provided courtesy  of 
State Discount, 902 E. Wooster. 
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PLANT SALE 
Make your room a 
home with plants 
Monday-Wednesday 
September 9-11 
University Hall 
Student Recreation Center 
Sign Up For The Following Activities 
8 am - 5 pm — Office; after 5 — Control Desk Sept. 9-13 
Learn-To-Swlm (Saturday, Sept. 14 - Nov. 23) Fee $6.00 
No class Saturday, Oct. 26 
Class Slzt Level IBM .    Location 
10 Witorbtbies W:30im Andrews Pool 
10 Goldfish 9:40-10:1 Oam Andrews Pool 
IS PreBeolnners 10:2O10:50im Andrews Pool 
15 Baflmners(Und»r6) 11:1544oon Andrews Pool 
IS Beginners (Over 6) 9:15-10*m Cooper Pool 
IS Advanced Beojnners fclS-IOem Cooper Pool 
IS nttwlMOlftet 9:1S-10m Cooper Pool 
is . Swimmers 1020-11:1 Sam Cooper Pool 
10 DMng 1020-11:15im Cooper Pool 
20 Adults (WS-11/18) 7-Spm Mondays Cooper Pool 
— Theriputic Swim 8:3M:30im Anurlwl rOOl 
(W1H2J13) Mon, Wed, Fri 
SCUBA    The popular HAW Openwtter I Scuba Dim course will to offered thli Fall. Learn the fun and 
MCftement of mis underwtler sport tto sift wiy. NAUI cartfflMticfl upon rornplefion of the cwrse. 
Sept 12 -No*. 14 on Tuesday and Thursday nights from MOpm 
^nwiaewjveM'is e^Btfeve/ rv^MBvatsseat 
1985 1986 
Findlay College 
Findlay Civic Music 
An Evening With 
William F. Buckley, Jr. 
Author, leciu'if   Politician tnd How 
for PUS show   fitmg tine" Tremiert; 
Season 
Wednesday, September 18, 1985 
8:00 p.m. 
Central Junior High School Auditorium 
Findlay, Ohio W Main Cross St. 
General Admission $12 00 
Non-reserved Seats 
Call The Box Oftice 
422-8J13. e»t  231 
Dine With William Buckley 
Sponsor* and Benefactors of The Premiere Sea*on will be dining with William I Buckley at 4 
private findlay home the evening of September 18 Ticket* for the* special dinner are JW 00 
each Sponsor* (1100 season member*hip) and Benefactor* (*1$0 season membership) receive 
program recognition. *pecial re*erved seating and invitation* to tfm ial reception* throughout 
The Premiere Season Performances (his year include Mr Buckley * rellisl Carlo* Prieto. (he 
Vienna Choir Boy*. The Toledo Symphony, and Arthur Peterson * acclaimed Robert Fro*t lire 
and Ice " Join The Premiere Season and dine with William Buckley Reservations n*u*i be in no 
later than fridav   September 11 
DELTA ZETA 
PRESENTS ITS 
NEW FALL PLEDGE CLASS 
Kathy Avers 
Kelley Baker 
Beth Bennett 
Dana Bond 
Andrea Cardamone 
Diana Cass 
Becky Cawthra 
Chris Corcoran 
Cheri Dorton 
Eileen Dunn. 
Mary Rose Evans 
Lorri Gorno 
Chris Granitto 
Kathy Halas 
Julie Hasford 
Cathy Hoeffel 
Michele Hopkins 
Pam Killen 
Nancy Knazek 
Julie Lefevre 
Chris Majnarich 
Jean McCarthy 
Tammy McClain 
Julie Miller 
Stacie Morse 
Amy Nusbaum 
Ann O'Brien 
Debbie Paul 
Dawn Piatt 
Andrea Sack 
Lori Sapp 
Diane Skerl 
Jinny Smith 
Amy Wiley 
Sandy Williams 
We love our pledges!! 
V- 
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A stage classic 
'Music' worth the price 
by Brian R. Ball 
and Greg Klerkx 
,,    Encore performances of the 
, summer production "The Sound 
. of Music" will be presented this 
weekend in Kobacker Hall. 
The story line, set in pre- 
.. World War II Austria, centers 
around a young woman. Maria 
-, Ranier (Susan Sutton), who 
leaves a life as a nun to become 
govemness to seven children of 
a retired Austrian naval officer, 
Captain Georg Von Trapp (Ste- 
. ven Dunn). As the terror of the 
Nazi anxhlusa rolls across Aus- 
tria, they are eventually forced 
I to abandon their innocent exis- 
tence and leave their beloved 
homeland as fugitives. 
Those who have been jaded by 
- the famous movie version of 
"The Sound Of Music." featur- 
ing Julie Andrews ana the Aus- 
..'trian Alps, will find that the 
stage version of the musical has 
-. a decidedly more political bent 
', than the Him. Although "The 
, Sound Of Music" isn't as effec- 
. tive in its critique of Nazism as 
, "Cabaret," the show does make 
some heavy statements about 
the Polly anna mentality of those 
who thought that the Nazi Party 
.  was just a fad. 
But as its title implies, "The 
." Sound Of Muslc'-isn't really 
about politics -it's about the toy 
.   of music. In this respect, the 
.- University   production   comes 
through with flying colors. 
Leading a marvelous cast in 
.  the show is Susan Sutton as the 
, - feisty Maria Ranier. She is emo- 
tional, stubborn and ready for 
.. anything and her chemistry with 
'. the untamed Von Trapp children 
is immediately infectuous. 
Sutton also has a voice to 
match her energetic acting per- 
formance, a voice rich In ex- 
pression and dynamics. She uses 
her instrument to its fullest in 
every song, and is particularly 
impressive with her vocal gym- 
nastics In "The Lonely Goa- 
therd." The role of Maria is the 
cornerstone of "The Sound Of 
Music," and Sutton does not 
disappoint. 
Steven Dunn offers an refre- 
shingly different performance 
as Captain Georg Von Trapp, 
opting to play the role with a 
touch of humor and Ughthear- 
tedness as opposed to the tradi- 
tional "paper lion" portrayal. 
Other stand-out performances 
are by Barbara Lockard-Zim- 
merman as the grand and pious 
Mother Abbess and by Barbara 
Yelchner as the haughty Elsa 
Schraeder, Von Trapp's initial 
romantic interest. The show's 
comic relief is provided by Von 
Trapp's friend, Max Detweiler, 
played with a touch of Jack 
Benny by Tom Kinnev. 
The sets and backdrops for 
"The Sound Of Music" are mar- 
velous, particularly the stage- 
length flat for the Von Trapp 
home which features, among 
other things, two winding stair- 
cases. Equally impressive is the 
set for the Nonnberg Abbey, 
wonderfully pious with its 
Gothic pillars and "stained 
'windows. 
have been perfectly content 
marrying Elsa Schraeder. 
Bui these disappointments are 
minor compared to the overall 
excellence of the production. 
The show is a good time and is 
virtually guaranteed to ■ leave you standing up clapping 
to "Do Re MTduring the cur- 
tain call. Don't miss it. 
Tickets for the University pro- 
duction of "The Sound Of Mu- 
sic" can be reserved now by 
callmg the Kobacker Hall box 
office at 372-8171. 
There were a few disappoint- 
ments with the University pro- 
duction of "The Sound Of 
Music." The chemistry between 
Maria and Von Trapp never 
quite happens, and one gets the 
feeling mat Von Trapp would 
c SPECIAL finy Large 16" One Item Pizza For 
*750 
Ex. Ntfflt $1 *a. 
Chicago Siy*» Euro 
nZZD raminw 
plus a FREE 2 LK« btl. 
of PEPSI with this 
coupon. P $10.50 
value. Ask for when 
ordering. 
I 
t~] 
& 
201 N mam St 
(owing CfMa Ot*> 
Op»n 4 p.m. 
FREE DELIVERY 
On« Coupon P*H Plxia 
352-5166 
I I 
I 
I 
I I I 
Voted Best Pizza In B.C. 
expires 12-31 -85 SB-MB 
CHNPUS FILMS 
UNIVERSITY 
ACTIVITIES 
ORGANIZATION 
FRIDAY/SATURDAY 
SEPT. 6/7 
TEACHERS 
Main Auditorium 
8:00, 10:00 
ILSOaach 
w/BGSUlO 
CLOCKWORK ORANGE 
Main Auditorium 
Midnight 
li^Puffs Pizza\l ■ ■ ■ 
■ 
Medium 2 Item 
Pizza $5 
we deliver 
I 
l ■ 
I 
I 
440 E. Court 1 block west of campus m 
THE STUDENT CONSUMER 
UNION IS NOW TAKING APPLI- 
CATIONS FOR THE SCU EXEC- 
UTIVE BOARD. POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE FOR ALL MAJORS! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THESE POSTIONS 
COME TO HOC MOSELEY 
HALL or call 372-8248. 
Friday/Shtdy Tnuty 
Performing DoRe-MI" from The Sound Of Music" are, from left, Melissa Holien, Kelly Klnzel, Maria 
Sampen, Josh Mertz, Jill Renee Dye, Scott Ditto. Kimberly Sergent and, at Maria, Susan Sutton. 
MEN'S    +     WOMEN'S    HAIRSTYIING    •    SCULPTURED    NAILS    • i> 
to* 
GRAND OPENING 
Tuesday, September 10 
Nicole Laurie 
Pfeffer Picket 
(Formerly of Jonathon's) 
Sue Cathy Denis* 
Newlowe       Irlck Eckor 
(Formerly of the Arrangement) 
NOW SERVING YOU WITH THE SAME HIGH 
QUALITY SERVICE BUT AT LOWER PRICES 
DIAL 352-HAIR        NOW TAKING APPOINTMENTS 
FOR THE GRAND OPENING NEXT WEEK 
LOCATED AT 143 E. WOOSTER — REAR ENTRANCE 
UNDER THE BLUE CANOPY i¥L SEBASTIAN — NEXUS — MATRIX — REDKEN 
»    HIGHLIGHTING    »    LUMINIZING    «    FACIAL    HAIR    WAXIN  G."»" 
Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer 
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career 
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great 
advantages like: 
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year 
■ As a freshman or sophomore, 
you could complete your basic train- 
ing during two six -week summer 
sessions and earn more than $1100 
during each session 
Wanttqmove 
upquickly? 
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week 
summer session 
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons 
■ You're commissioned upon graduation 
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
undergraduate officer commission- 
ing program. You could 
start off making more 
than $17,000 a year. 
\Wre looking tor a fm good men. 
See Capt. Power or Lt. Bembenek Sept 10,11 at the Student 
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Go Greek this weekend 
by Lao Tune 
reporter 
Souvlaki? Dolmades?? Bak- 
lava??? Sound Greek to you? It 
is. And it's all at the 15th Annual 
Greek-American Festival in To- 
ledo this weekend. 
The Holy Trinity Greek Ortho- 
dox Church event will feature 
Balkan cooking at its finest, 
including chicken oregano, Gy- 
ros, Greek salads, and vegetar- 
ian entrees with tongue-twisting 
names   like   Spanokopita   and 
Mousaka. Top off some inexpen- 
sive taste-testing with such deli- 
cate pastries as Baklava or seek 
spirited conversation over an 
Ouzo or Retsina in the Taverna. 
If you're still light of step and 
heart after gorging on these 
Grecian goodles.invite yourself 
into the folk dancing demonstra- 
tions: you'll only be a beginner 
for a few minutes. For the less 
spirited, there is Greek cooking 
instruction and an Old-World art 
and handicraft bazaar. Tours of 
the ornate Orthodox Church will 
also be given. 
The festival offers a variety of 
other sensory stimulation, all 
for an admission fee of $2. Opa! 
Festival hours: Friday, 3pm - 
midnight; Saturday, noon - mid- 
night; and Sunday, noon - 11pm. 
Directions: 1-75 North to the 
Downtown Toledo exit; follow 
Erie Street, which you exited 
onto, northeast to Walnut 
Street: turn right on Walnut. 
Holy Trinity is located at the 
intersection of Walnut and Supe- 
rior Streets near the Portside 
Festival Marketplace. 
* 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Proudly Welcomes Our 
1985 Fall Pledge Class 
Jennifer Boutelle 
Nancy Braun 
Susan Bergman 
Meghan Campbell 
Laurie Caskey 
Colleen Cavanaugh 
Lori Christopher 
Erin Curran 
Lisa Delrosario 
Susan Eberhart 
Lara Fish 
Julie Ivan 
Lisa King 
Rochelle Kram 
Tamara Lee 
Molly McGeough 
Jodi Meese 
Paula Minns 
Jennifer Moser 
Nanci Niemelia 
Sherri Restifo 
Elizabeth Rice 
Susan Richards 
Michelle Roundelle # 
Kana Ryan 
Jennifer Shaw 
Bernadette Shea 
Junanne Shultz 
Sherrie Spaulding 
Darby Strine 
Beth Yoder 
Susan Zettler 
Tracy Zuber 
Food review 
(Continued from page 9) 
isn't much to write home about 
The decor consists of little more 
than heavy wooden tables and 
rustic beams criss-crossing the 
ceiling. 
With prices comparable to, or 
lower than, area fast-food res- 
taurants, The Mid Am Room 
isn't a bad deal for a limited 
selection of "greasy spoon" cui- 
sine. 
We give The Mid Am Room 
two stars with hopes that it's 
better the second time around. 
* * * Vi THE PHEASANT 
ROOM Location: tad floor 
Union. Hours: 11:30 a.m. to 1:90 
p.m., Monday through Friday 
and 4:30 to 7 p.m., Monday 
through Thursday - The Uni- 
versity's answer to "fine din- 
ing." The menu covers a wide 
variety of dishes, ranging from 
steak to seafood, with appetiz- 
ers, sandwiches and desserts to 
round out the dinner offerings. 
The restaurant is nicely deco- 
rated, perhaps somewhat more 
formally than the Bowl 'N 
Greenery, and rightfully so con- 
sidering its culinary offerings. 
The atmosphere leads the diner 
to expect a fine meal, and in 
most respects, this is the case. 
Although we weren't disap- 
pointed with our meals, the 
prices seemed a bit steep for 
such cuisine. The food isn't bad, 
but portions aren't large for the 
price. Expect to pay between $5 
and $10 a meal, depending on 
your taste. 
We give The Pheasant Room 
three and one-half stars. A good 
place to go if you're out to im- 
press a date or your parents. 
www THE AMANI ROOM 
Location: Basement, Northeast 
Commons. Hours: 6 p.m. to mid- 
night Monday through Thurs- 
day. - Last but not least, the 
Amaru Room is one of the Uni- 
versity's veteran dining estab- 
Usmenta. It offers a fast-food 
menu similar to the Mid Am 
Room, but with an atmosphere 
that's a bit more inviting. 
The Amani Room is a little 
smaller than most campus eate- 
ries, yet much less hectic. The 
pace seems more relaxed, but at 
the same time more efficient. 
Decor is basically non-existent, 
except for a valiant attempt to 
decorate the doors with crepe- 
paper streamers. Nonetheless, 
It's a nice place to grab a snack 
or eat a meal. 
We give The Amani Room 
three stars. Not bad, gang! 
Keith: "Well John, Tour down 
and six to go! How're you feel- 
s ?" tohn: 'Uuuugh!' 
And so we move on to another 
memorable week of "restaurant 
experiences." Until next week 
. . .BonAppetit! 
John Cummings and Keith 
Cornelius, both stuffed from a 
week's lunching, are senior pub- 
lic relations majors. 
If, fi ifi ifi i*fi ifi ifotl »|i «|ii *$• y"filf>^i^>^i^i!tf>l$i!kj^,3kj3f,l^,3kj fr itj Cft ifi jtj ifi >fi Sfi if, jfj $, jfr 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
AMFDITAN HfVICItlVfHn 
CAN<S&ETY' 
THURSDAY^H!! 
WITH VALID 10 
ONLY $2.00 
WfefeE BACK? 
<3*CMUN$a 
AT 7:30 t 8:30 
s.-AbuLTs $3.$0  
WED. STUDENT NIQHT 
ONLY $2.00 
A NEW COMEDY STARRING 
W MICHAEL J. FOX OF 
'  '     BACK TO THE FUTURE 
AT 7:30 *  9:18  QQ 
Top 10 
(AP)-The following are 
Billboard's hot record hits as 
they appear in this week's 
issue of Billboard magazine. 
Copyright IMS, Billboard 
Publications, Inc. Reprinted 
with permission. 
POPSINGLES 
l."SL Elmo's Fire" John 
Parr (Atlantic) 
f'The Power of Love" 
Huey Lewis & The News 
3/'We Don't Need Another 
Hero" Tina Turner (Capitol) 
4."Freeway of Love'' Are- 
tha Franklin (Arista) 
5."Summer of '69" Bryan 
Adams (A&M) 
6."Money For Nothing" 
Dire Straits (Warner Bros.) 
7."Cherl«h" Kool k The 
Gang (De-Lite) 
B^Don't Lose My Number" 
Phil Collins (Atlantic) 
9."You're Only Human" 
Billy Joel (Columbia) 
M."Pop Life" Prince & The 
Revolution (Paisley Park) 
BLACK SINGLES 
l."Savtag All My Love For 
You" Whitney Houston 
(Arista) 
2."Cherish" Kool & The 
Gang (De-Lite) 
3/^e Don't Need Another 
Hero" Tina Turner (Capitol) 
4."Oh Sheila" Ready for 
the World (MCA) 
5."Freeway of Love" Are- 
tha Franklin (Arista) 
6."Fly Girt'' Boogie Boys 
7^IWant My Girl" Jesse 
Johnson's Revue (A&M) 
8." All of Me For All of You" 
9.9 (RCA) 
9. "Dare Me" The Pointer 
Sisters (RCA) 
10."Pop Life" Prince & The 
Revolution (Paisley Park) 
/^r iv&f 
W^SEPm8£g^J$% 
M.OU b/£PS.    ThOfiS. 
when you can Drive Through? |lp|^f 
* Little Kings Kegs 
*Wine Coolers 
* Wide Variety of Imported Beer 
¥3 Cotton Club Quarts $1.19( +£i> 
* Large Selection of Domestic Beer 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
STAFF APPLICATIONS 
STUDENT COURT IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLI- 
CATIONS FOR DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION 
STAFF MEMBERS. 
NO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY. 
YOU CAN PICK UP APPLICATION FORMS IN 
405 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
FROM 8:00 AM TO 5:00 PM. 
PLEASE SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TIME WHEN YOU PICK UP AN 
APPLICATION FORM. 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE ON 
SEPTEMBER 10 AND SEPTEMBER 11 
FROM 6:00 TO 9:00 PM. 
UnQ«iQ»qmit Sludmi GQ»f'"r"t"1_ 
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44 The NSE experience 99 
by KlmZltko 
Teporter 
; Somewhere over the rainbow, 
way up bleb, there's a land that 
I've heard of once in a lullabye 
National Student Exchange. If 
Dorothy and Toto had been 
given the chance, you can bet 
they would have done it. Sure 
they traveled to Oz and saw the 
Wizard, but they were never 
given a variety of places from 
which to choose and their credits 
never transferred. 
' To be eligible for participation 
in the NSE program, there are a 
number of criterion that must be 
met, according to Joni Reed, 
NSE Coordinator and Director 
of Special Programs and Inde- 
pendent Studies. The minimum 
requirements for application 
are current full-time enrollment 
at Bowling Green (12 credit 
hours or more), a cumulative 
overall grade point average of 
at least 2.5, completion of 24 
semester units and either sopho- 
more, junior or senior standing 
at the time of exchange. 
: "Seniors must have permis- 
sion from their college in order 
to exchange and to graduate 
from Bowling Green they must 
complete their last SO hours of 
course work at the University," 
said Reed. 
The next steps involve filling 
out an application, payment of a 
$30 non-refundable filing fee, an 
interview, and prioritizing five 
schools of interest, Reed said. 
"During the interview proc- 
ess, we look for why the student 
wants to go on exchange and 
what they hope to gain from the 
experience," she said. "A full 
class load must be taken and we 
look at if the student can handle 
that as well as the adjustment of 
being at another college or uni- 
versity." 
Another important factor 
Reed looks into is bow the stu- 
dent would represent the Uni- 
versity. 
"If we send someone who 
doesn't reflect the high stan- 
dards and quality of Bowling 
Green, then we may not be able 
to exchange again with that cer- 
tain school," Reed said. 
This would in turn hinder the 
purpose of the program. Reed 
said. "We want the students to 
go to a new place so that they 
can share their experiences with 
the University so we may bene- 
fit from them." 
Approximately 2,000 students 
from 80 college or university 
campuses in 37 different states 
and the Virgin Islands are ex- 
changing this year. Between 45- 
50 of mem are exchanging from 
the University and 25 are stu- 
dents interested in studying at 
Bowling Green, Reed said. 
There's no need to sell your 
ruby slippers to foot the cost of 
attending another school. The 
student is offered two plans of 
payment. Plan A allows the stu- 
dent to pay tuition to the school 
they are exchanging to and with 
Plan B payments are still made 
to the University. Some schools 
offer both payment options, but 
most offer one or the other. 
There is also a limit to the num- 
ber of students that can be taken 
on each individual plan. 
Aside from providing all nec- 
essary information, the school 
also provides a course equiva- 
lency agreement. This allows 
the student to know what 
courses they must take before 
they leave Bowling Green so 
they know what courses will 
transfer, Reed said. "We make 
sure the student doesn't loose 
any progress toward their de- 
gree. We want the experience to 
benefit them in all ways." 
The reasons why students go 
on exchange vary, according to 
Reed. However, the main reason 
is because they've located a 
good program in their major or 
courses in their major not of- 
fered at their current school. 
School sizes and geographic 
locations also play a part in 
choosing schools, she said. 
"Many of the students at Bowl- 
ing Green who go on exchange 
have never experienced areas 
ouside of Ohio and want to expe- 
rience the culture and climate of 
another region." 
Information sessions for the 
National Student Exchange pro- 
gram will be held in October. 
For more information contact 
Joni Reed at 372-8205. 
Kim Zitko is a senior mag- 
azine journalism major from 
Willowick, Ohio. 
NSE students tell why 
they stayed at BGSCI 
by Carl Buerglei 
reporter 
Each year, almost 2,000 stu- 
dents from colleges and uni- 
versities around the country 
participate in the National 
Student Exchange (NSE). 
The program lets students 
attend an out-of-state host 
school while earning aca- 
demic credit at their home 
school. At the end of a one- 
year exchange the student 
must return to their home 
school. Many of these stu- 
dents, however, never return. 
These students instead opt 
to transfer permanently to 
their NSE host school. Stu- 
dents transfer for several 
reasons: many students feel 
they have found a better pro- 
gram, better professors, a 
better climate or a friendlier 
student body. 
According to Joni Reed, 
coordinator of the NSE pro- 
gram at the University, most 
students who participate in 
the program return to their 
home school, but those who 
don't can cause headaches for 
program coordinators. 
Reed said that students who 
transfer make things difficult 
for future exchange students, 
because a school that loses 
students to another one might 
be reluctant to accept NSE 
students from'that school in 
the future. 
Students attempting to 
transfer after participating in 
the NSE program will findthe 
road to a new school strewn 
with red tape. In the past two 
years, however, more than 
half-a-dozen NSE students 
have waded through financial 
and technical difficulties to 
transfer to the University. 
Two students who chose to 
transfer after coming to the 
University through NSE are 
Kathy Copley and Diane Rau- 
tenberg, both senior IPCO 
majors. Copley transferred 
here from Oakland Univer- 
sity in Michigan and Rauten- 
berg came from Potsdam 
College in New York. 
Rautenberg said,"NSE in 
general is great. You just get 
a different feel through stu- 
dents and their culture. I've 
grown so much and adapted a 
lot," she said. "This school 
has a lot to offer." 
Carl Buergier is a senior 
public relations major from 
Akron. 
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LARGE * EXTRA LARGE 
PIZZAS 1/2 PRICEI 
(inside only) (with coupon) 
* 
; VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY ORGANIZATION J 
MANDITORY MEETING       J 
MONDAY, SEPT. 9, 7:30 PM   * 
' NEW STUDENTS AND RELATED MAJORS WELCOME 
• NOMINATIONS FOR 8H6 OFFICERS 
• FALL ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED 
Room 233     Technology Building 
^MMMMMrt¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥*¥*¥*¥J 
ONLY ONE LEFT! 
If you're still looking   * 
for a place to live 
CAMPUS MANOR APTS. 
ONE OF THE FINEST COMPLEXES IN B.Q. 
•2 bedroom apartment, 
furnished or unfurnished 
•rent includes heat, water, 
air conditioning and TV cable 
•across the street from campus, 
near shops, downtown 
OUR OFFICE IS LOCATED IN 
B BUILDING CL0UGH STREET 
STOP IN OR CALL 352-9302 
FALL FEST 
Saturday, Sept. 14 Noon-6 p.m. 
College Park 
(behind Offenhauer Towers) 
AMERICAN NOISE 
RHYTHM IN MOTION 
WESTSIDE STEVE AND THE JETS 
• FOOD • GAMES • BEER • POP • BANDS • 
, brought to you by 
The University Activities Organization 
Food Operations 
Sigma Chi Fraternity 
Theta Chi Fraternity 
Rain sight ■ Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. Must show picture ID to purchase beer. 
* Grand * 
Opening 
Sat. Sept. 7th 
J.T.'S 
IEER—WINE—PIZZ. 
CARR Y OUT 
352-5475 
405 Thurstin 
Grand 
Opening 
Sat. Sept. 7th 
Student Recreation Center 
7th Annual Triathlon 
Mandatory meetings for 
all participants 
Wednesday. Sept. 11 
and 
Thursday. Sept. 12 
(must attend onm meeting) 
8:30 p.m. in SRC Conference Room 
Triathlon date: 
Saturday, October 12 
12 oz. Pepsi cans 
10" cheese pizza 
Pick up only on specials 
only 35* 
only $1.75 
J.T.'s shirts only $2.75 
while supplies last! 
Hours:      10:00 a.m. till 1:00 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 7 
You've tried the rest; 
now try the BEST! 
South Side Six 
737 8. Main 352-8639 
Ohio lottery agent for 
all Ohio lottery games 
TheNumber Pick4 
Lotto Instant lottery 
M M 
Coke, Did 
Coke, Sprite, 
Tab, 12 pk of 
cans only $3.69 
fl We've HUTCH    J5S2jfc MIMMHM      lUeBjaajessjyjjiOi, 
The all new Hutch Pet Shop located right 
across from campus behind Dexter's be- 
tween Dorsey's Drugs and Sterling's. 
Aprox. 150 fish tanks, fresh and salt- 
water. Small animals - gerbils, hamsters, 
mice, guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. Aquar- 
ium special: bring in this and receive 15% 
off aquarium set-ups. Special 2 for 1 on 
assorted tropical fish. 
352-0459 
Taeiday WedKsday Thursday 
Swiss Steak or Afl you can eat Veal Parmasana 
Country baked Perch &«J salad or lasagna dinner 
SSJSS All you can Pork Chops »JS barfUSeztra 
Inctodesallyou Half Rack of eat Spaghetti 
can eat salad bar Ribs »JS In- *4.B Includes all 
and dessert buf- cludes all you you can eat salad 
fet can eat salad bar bar and dessert 
& dessert buffet buffet 
1 Free refill on all soft drinks 
Incredible meals at incredible prices 
^0ew Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
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0 JUSTIN WKBON'S 
LOUISIANA COOKIN' Prepa- 
ra«an of frvA taied fraah onap 
biana or graancaana au van. and 
capon or hen at a e«»«>g M* IR) 
OJ   MOVK   ***   Tha Fly/* 
(IBBII Vrncant Price  Davad HedV 
MOON  Thro«gh  hASA photofl- 
rapfw and raarretion by Oraon 
Watai. aha hatlory of America » 
race to tha moon * traced from 
oho "sal Mercury feghto to Apoao 
I llUndarvgon (he moon 
(STAR TMEK 
SPORTS REPORT 
BVM 
I NBC NEWS 
WORLD OP   CARTOON- 
ING WITH MIKE PETERS 
■ BPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
I NEWS 
REAL FISHING 
Hff  HAW featured   W*t 
hlaraon. Faron toung. Am Staf- 
ford. 
(SMALL WONDER 
OJ SOLID GOLD Hoot 
Drama Wananok Guam Johrtny 
Methn Tina T urnajr Taajra 'a 
Fear* Coot RtjSm. Juree) We*ton. 
Stang lotervaew) 
OJ TEACH LIFE 0- Lao Suaee- 
gM Tocuaaa on avaya 10 teach cry* 
0>an 10 have a poamve attitude 
i o—ar d Me and IOM, 
OJ EVENING AT POPS A 
look at tha He and career of the 
Utte An*M F.erJer sratavadartg mter- 
vaajw* and pertwmaracee by a van 
ety Of prortwaant totoaeu (Rl 
■SPh) COLLEOE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
OJ   CANCER   PREVENTION 
TEST Freouentty aakad guaataone 
about cancer  are  anewared   and 
former  cancer   patwnti   (M  hot* 
11 
ISISJKIP 
NATIONAl 
FRANK« 
axiuaa,   a  l*ghry  fAAed  anterna- 
Donaf aeaaaarn  (Rl 
OJ    AUSTIN    OTY    LIMITS 
Faaiaarad   Dotaia Waat   1 Would 
You Hord 11 Ages-sat Me Hare 
Comae My Baby"). Rbyd Cram. 
I San Antonao ROM "Stood 
Up) 
1f>4B 
(TlVtCl   MBJUTT   OP   MOU.V- 
WOOO     A     tval-eui-ltaa-acenee 
look at Hoayteood 
J :O0 
NEWB 
I L Q 
NKrE    VALLI    AND 
THE    #OUR    SEASONS   The 
concert at Chicago. ■ Park Waal 
ratghtokrb leoturee auoh fata M 
Worting My Way Sack To You." 
Sherry B>g Garli Don't Cry." 
My Cyw Adored You and 
'Daiarn.'' 
OJ ETHIOPIA:   TM1   NrOMT- 
MARE CONTINUES 
OJ EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE 
StBPN) COLLEOE FOOTSALL 
SCOREBOARD 
(TMC) MOVK ** The Wad 
Life" (1BS4) Chrrotopher Perm 
ErxStoU W«h Iha Otart o* achool 
Met vound tha corner a group of 
team-egeri open da tha laai  wana 
I 
! 
I B OURLIVaS 
I U. Ha.DMN 
 WALK THROUGH 
TM 20TH CBNTURY WTTM 
SAL MOYIRS IFRI) 
■ UMOiR BAB. IMON. 
TU1I 
■ PAMTWKl CIRAMICS 
tWiOl 
BBJ SOUARC FOOT OAR 
OSNSNatTHU) 
■ COMPUTtR CONFER 
INCf AT WINOBPACAD 
IMONI ■ m   MSAirr.   VOUBI 
HBARTtTUri 
tNOVAiwaoi 
BFBMOP  LU6RS  SWING 
CHOIR     IMVITATIONAL 
(TMU) 
ISPNI AUSTRALIAN RLUS 
FOOTBALL IRI IFRII 
BBVW PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATI Bal (TMUI 
IDJ0 
■ ■ AB THt WORLO 
TURNS (MON-TMU) 
OJ PAINT1NO CSRAAMCS 
IMON. WIOI 
■ SCHOOL   BUS SAFETY 
ouarruo ■ MAOK OF OB. PAINT- 
ING fTHU) 
2:00 
IANOTMfR WORLD 
MUPITOLM 
Movai laaoN-THUi 
Bvnawao   AT   POPS 
(MONI 
OJ MVONO WAR SPACt 
BUOOIfTUai 
■ BTINO TMi CONTRO- 
VIRSY OF FBI UNOiRCOV 
an OPIRATIONB rwaoi 
■ SURVIVAL ITMUI 
*SFM  COLLIOf   FOOTSALL 
(MONI 
tnao MOVBI twao, PRO 
am 
OaBO 
■ ■■MEWS 
■ S10O.00O NAMt THAT 
TUNE 
■ MACMB. / LEHRCR 
NEW^BMOUR 
fBCrSOM BUOOfES 
MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VERSE 
KSPNI AEROBICS: BOOtES 
IN MOTION 
(TMO MOVK *** PhaT 
Lap" (IBSS1 Tom Burlaraeon Ma- 
in Vauahan Tha otory ot Phar 
Lap a Biaenakri *Ma»B^f^^n re- 
cajhorao WTVJM bnalant career 
ended eorvipOy w»ih hie myaaan- 
oua dateth  m  CaNorraaj ai   IBS? ■pa 
MO 
«0J CBS NEWS 
MOVK **H "Lev*" 
11B73I Sataa Slovene. Ed hVMaon 
Baaod OH • novel by John Mac 
Donald A ayoman c-en. to hame 
her IVuebend lor the rnjder o* her 
■over * -r-e 
! 
ABCNEWSg 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
_  BUEaNEBB REPORT 
BTSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7«0 
OJ     OJ     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT -ntervaew **h Robert 
Unoh 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■ DUKES OF HAZZARD 
• BUSINESB REPORT 
■ M•A"B-H 
OB     MACNEfL     /     LEHPKR 
NtVeEBjfOUR^ 
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:BO 
P.M. MfMaVAafJNB Mahon 
Prna   Ptoerdar BlU 1 
I PAMB.Y FEUO 
B.BBQ 
OJ MOVK **** "Iha 
Maheee Fokon (1*41) Hum 
phrav Bogart. Mary Aator Baaed 
on the novel By Oaehaei Ham- 
mett Ban FtanotBOO prryete eye 
Sam Spade becomM caught up an 
the eoaveh ft* 0 pr cilin. |t«ea>av 
enorueted iiatue. 
• DOCTOR WHO 
ESPN) NPL   BB PRf VKW 
SBJO 
OJ OPP THE RACK Kate • aon 
1 smothy tokM 0 cue from Sam 
and aWiampta 10 bnbe Ne parochr- 
al-acheoiMatnar (Rip 
10:00 
OJ  NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
OJ MIAMI VICi Whan TuBM 
Offero 10 harp an oM grthaend hrvd 
her younger orater. ha and Crook 
an decover aha'a a Aur^aradscted 
caig-i (Rl 
• LIFE S MOST BMBAR- 
RASENNG MOMENTS Stave 
ABan hoeti Mm M* edmon of 
memorabto goofe iryrAidang r*p- 
upe by Daneh Snore Henry Wan 
■Mr Don Mwedrth and Burl Rey- 
nold.   (R) Q 
OJNEWS 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE John Longatreet a*. 
John Ancono in a llflhl 
n^ckewa»-i»>t rme bout etfaeduted 
for rare rounda from Tottdo Or-o 
(TIACI MOVK ** Rcaadhouee 
68" (IBS*I WBom Oatoe Judgo 
RaaTthold. Drratng through Artione. 
an hry Leeguer m aaanied by a 
worldly-yvTM rvicnhAor wtaen k> 
c*rc>wc»M shoot ohorem ttw r* 
Orator c* ha,  M Thundarbrrfl    R 
10:30 
OJ SANPORO ANO SON 
10: SB 
OJ BURNS ANO ALLEN 
IfjOO 
_0J0J OJNEWS 
MOVK     **•»-.        Each 
Dewn I Ola" UBMI Jamee Caa- 
nev. Oaorge RaR. A crundng re- 
porter ra kerned and aant M sM 
WKRP IN aNONNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
11:28 
O GOOO ROCKIN   TONITE 
11:10 
tTAXI 
U.S.    OPEN    TENNIS 
HfOHLIGHTS 
OJ TONIOHT HOM- JaRtwy 
Car aon SchocMed com 01* an 
Steven Wraght 
ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
IENNY MFLl 
LATENfOHT    AMERICA 
ffjtfaadaaad apeach therepret Mar- 
B:SO 
OJ     DUNGEONS     B     DRA- 
GONS 
OJ  GREAT  SPACE   COAST- 
ER 
OJ LORNE ORCENE S NEW 
WILDERNESS 
9 NEW TECH TIMES 
KBPN) NFL   SB PREVIEW 
10«0 
OJ    OJ    ■UOB    BUNNY    / 
ROAD RUNNER 
(SESAME STREET 
SUPER POWERS TEAM: 
GALACTIC      GUARDIANS 
MO 
iWALTONS 
AMERICA STOP TEN 
UNDER SAB. Robbre Doyta 
the  theory   practroa. 
care and raaradhng cat opannatara M 
ha  takae two  atudenia  out   m  0 
»>bOM Q 
ALOHA CHINA 
(TMO  MOVK   #*    Tht W*d 
LA*    I1B84I OVtatophar Penn 
EnCttaoh. 
MO 
a TMB   RACE   FOR   NUM- 
ONC:  COLLEOE   FOOT- 
BAU-PReVIEW 
OJ VICTORY  GAFIOEN A ra> 
cap Ol the Seventh Annual Victory 
Gordon    Conteal    linoliaia; 
lenrjacapang tachnaouaa to attract 
baVda. 
OJ DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
Curt   Burback   and   Avaan   llogeri 
Hoat  O  Frank F«ld 
OJ     FRONT     PAGE     CHAL- 
LENGE 
OJ WEIKENO MAGAZINE 
BSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
UCLA at sVloJiam Young 
■TMO MOVK *>#* ■Mother 
ii A Freehmen (1MB) Loratla 
Young Van jDMNri When e 
yvoman goaa bock 10 coaega after 
railing a faarafy. aha l*comee a 
rtveJ of her deughi* lor tha effec- 
taona of a lyaavJarjma  young pro- 
■— BOO 
OJ OJ SATURDAV MOWN 
INO    CARTOON     PREVIEW 
'Rook n WVaetang Saturday 
SpanaoiAv" Ouaaw avlujatng 
Pea wee Herman Cap iom Lou At- 
beno Rowdy Roddy Ptpar Pan 
LaBeee and Har-a Vsaecheue pre 
yeaw aha naw CSS cartoona an- 
ckwadrng    The  Berenaiam  Beero 
The WLAUW*    and    'Hufr   HO- 
S a Rook n WtMilmg 
MOVK *** "The Gray 
Foe ' (1BS2I Richard Farraeworth. 
Jackie Burrougho Rafaaaad after 
30 year* an praeon a notonoua 
■tegecoech Oerv*i lmo» ctopulerrty 
aynong the pecapte m the Caynadaan 
wfoarraaaa when he embenii on a 
t-aan-roOOrng eprM (Rl 
OJ GIMME A BREAK Nad haa 
an encounter with her cantanhar- 
oua nvother when aha nrrveao to 
AJa*ama lor her raailer'a waackkng 
yak> «Q 
11:18 
OJNEWS    ■  
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
OBABCNEWSQ 
11:30 
OJ MOVK •** "Tha Wind 
And Tha lion 11B7BI Sean Con- 
raary. Caradtoe Bar pan An sntorna- 
taonaf araodaryi occur* when a 
Moroccan loader kictnape an 
American lamrly and Teddy Roo- 
eavaH cofea out the Morane* to 
reacua them. 
OJ MOVK *** The M.» 
aoun Sreeko IIBT8) Marlon 
Brando Jack NiO>a0BMn A Iwad 
aaaaaam otaht the headenwara of 
iha Mieeoun Rnrar n Montana el 
Mr a gang of horee thtatuM 
OJ SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Hoet Howerd CoeM Mfstl 
gua«' Grog Krhn ( Luoky. "The 
Soya Wont leave n« 0>ta 
Arona I IRI 
OJ AUSTIN OTY LIMITS 
Feetured Ootna Waat I Would 
Vow Hold ft  Agean.t Me Here 
Cajtmaa My Baby") Floyd Cramer 
("San    Antonrn    MOM Stood 
Up"). 
MOVK   *#*    WaBung 
(1973) Joe Don Setter. Ear- 
th    Hartrnen     Shartff    Suford 
INEWBFRONT 
MOVK     * VI        PMtego 
Waat     HMD  John   Fayne   At- 
OJ KATHV'S KITCMEN 
10:OS 
(TMC)   MOVK   **H      Teech- 
ara     (IBS*)  fee*  Nohe.  JoSeth 
wo! beetmenta 
S:00 
OJ  OJ   U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES 
OJ        SPORTSWEEKEND 
CONTINUES 
OJ BASEBALL Now York Mate 
at Loo AngeiM Dcaogorf 
•      COLLEOE       FOOTSALL 
10*00 
OJ ALV1N   ANO  THE  CHIP- 
MUNKS 
OJ   13  GHOSTS  OF  SCOO- 
BY-DOO (vvertwal 
OJ    BUSINESS     OP     MAN- 
AGEMENT 
OJ GREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS 
KSPN) WRESTLING 
11:00 
"Hank Tha Cowdog Anrmeted 
The heed of 0 aacunty ooeraoon 
mao to •csvo a oanoa of oMoken 
rtataTdara and com* to tarme warn 
MirMY  Big 
fO>RONATION STREET 
K IOO VIDEO 
SCOOBY S     MYSTERY 
FUNHOUSE (Pramejnjl 
(IwOTORWEEK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
I1BJ0 
I OJ LAND OF TMELOST 
SPRE AO  YOUR   WINGS 
Twerve year oM   Kurtt*   Epper   at 
audaad By hao mother  Avmnla M 
ha yvorka on attrnta mat are Tskraed 
rot moviM and lOfci'Minn  (R) 
R). T 
LfTTLlBISaa 
MOVK ***    TM 
n"    (1B42)    Tyrone   F 
Maureen 0 Her. 
■      MAGIC      BRUSH 
GARY JENKINS 
IROMAONOLI STABLE 
MOVK *•* WW And 
TM DIM Oeneek-vja (1B78I 
Sarrt Reynotda. Aft Camay 
OJ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Featured Jrjnny RodrsguM C'Foo- 
hn." How Could I Low* Her Bo 
Much I DfMd ABan Coa ("The 
RMo'l 
(EBPN) AUTO PLACING CART 
Mad-Ohro 200 from le-ngton 
Ohio. IR) 
S:SO 
OJ MOW TO PLAY PIANO 
MB 
OJMOVK***V| TheCom 
la Green (1878) KafMrlna Hep- 
burn. Ian Ber«»o. 
OJ    BOUNDSTAOE   Tha  rook 
n' roa Oeg Khn Band pertorm* 
hrte  Bv^adang     Jeoperdy      'THo 
; Breakup    Song. Can 1    Stop 
Hurbng Myaetr and (vary Love 
Song " IRI 
(TMO MOVK **H "Sa- 
ceio (18821 Hakjn Imdeey 
Anna Campaed Jonee 
4:SO 
■8PN)   RUBGY   Mwfaalob   Na 
taonel   Ck*   Cherrapr-jnehap   Irom 
Chicago IRI 
MO 
OJ STAR SEARCH Guaot. 
Dtok   Clerk.   Qaek   Mertm    Bed 
(Rl 
OJ T.J. HOOKER Hooker a ro- 
uTalOn   with   hao   chaldren    i*    inear 
rupted when he'a cdRad upon to 
oorve aha murder of a young po- 
iKoman (Rig 
OJ SENTIMENTAL JOUR- 
NEYS Hooked by atngar Tony 
Mertm. iha ratroapectrve caMe 
braaM popular mueacei aehaeve- 
manu of the peat SO yoara. 
faioturang parlormenoaa by Cyd 
ChariaM Harry Babt., Vn-*n 
Bieme Georgn GtJbe Jukua 
LaRoee Hay McKmWy Mai 
Morotn  Kay Starr and Nancy VW 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL Ok- 
lafaoma State at Waahmgion 
OJ MOVK *** Smaah-Up 
Tha Story Of A Women (1847) 
Swa an HaTyward. Laa Bowman 
The tvlle of a ifugglmg 
aongaMrtar hnda ohe cenoot cope 
aajetn roe neglect or her oan hye* 
anaa of adaliaanaai and tutne to 
Baoohoi ae a roauR. 
BOO 
OJ OJ MOVK **v> "Dark 
Naghl Of The Scarecrow IIBBD 
Charfaa Durrvng. Robert F Lyone. 
A group of .igaantee are haunted 
by unaapMnad evemi ah* ttwy 
hunt oownarvdtdaraiardayd i«n 
rtvorjaksriry acou—d of morawtwvg 0 
young gM M 
OJ 'ACTS OF UP! Tha grta 
plan a OurpriM perty for Netataa 
raepang to enoour age her 10 attend 
Ota local coaega but aha ahooka 
Tnarm ao wtaen aha taao ttaem her 
Bi (RIQ 
LOVE BOAT On a orwaa to 
pargn to dean up hao Tannaiaaa 
town 
12^0 
OJ AFRICA: CONTINENT IN 
CRISIS 
(ESPN)  COLLEOE  FOOTBALL 
UCLA at fjraghem Young IRI 
12:3B 
OJ SOUL TRAIN 
12:40 
(TMCI  MOVK   #* VI   "Makng 
Tha Grade    (IBS*) Judd Nekton 
DeneOleen 
1K» 
OJ     NEW     YORK     HOT 
TRACKS 
OJ   CkRCLE   OP   SPORTS A 
two-hour woakry magaorae hotted 
by RoBon Conrad dopsci-yg the 
week 1 oporto highaghlo from 
around the world 
11O0 
OJ      SPORTSWEEKENO 
Scheduled     Forrrsute   One   Itafean 
Grand Pram Auto Racing (fcvel 
I COMMENT 
WORSHIP   FOR    SHUT- 
BBS 
tKlOS INCORPORATED 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WTTM BILL 
MOVERS 
I WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN 8 JOUR- 
NAL 
kaVada to be BniBaft 10 land a 
mooafarag aob   a women aaavmaa 
! 
areoon n Stockholm 
acoantsat plane 10 uee an leeoc-ake 
robot to pud off a hoari. (R) g 
(TMC) MOVK **H ToaMh- 
ero 11884) Naok Norto JoBoth 
VMBpw, A lewouai brought 
egatinet a 100 she urban hagh 
aKftool Nr awatofcag a daptorraa to 
11:30 
19 FACE THE NATION 
BUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK   WITH  OA- 
VIOBRINKLEY 
9     INTERNATIONAL    10*- 
fiON 
-ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
AlHlRleOON 
(TMO MOVK **# "C«l" 
(1884) John Lynch. Helen Matron 
lltOO 
iOjNPL TODAY 
NPL'SB 
PORTRAITS 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLO 
(EBPN) NFL PRf VKW 'SB 
1:00 
OJ NPL FOOTBALL Reojonal 
coverogo of Detroit Lrona M At- 
lanta Fascona Orean Bay Packer* 
at New Eraglend Petraote. PlMarM- 
phae Eagtee at New York Gronta. 
Si. LshM CarrJkrvjta at Clavaland 
Browne San FrenOOCO 4Bara et 
MatanaaoM' V* «ige or Tampa Bay 
Buocanaara at Crucago Soan. 
OJ CFl POOTBALL 
Saahatchowan Rcauynricaere at 
Montreal Cone01 dee 
OJ NFL FOOTBALL Datrort L- 
ona at Atlanta Falcone 
OJ NPL FOOTBALL Regron*. 
coverege of Muvm Oorphano at 
Houoton CMeat Saattle Searvaaraka 
at Ctnaranon Bortgoki. Kanaaa Cfty 
Chief* « Naw Orlaana Samt* or 
inoaanapoka Cotta « Prtteburgh 
Steerer* 
f COMMUNITY (X08EUP 
OJ WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVKWQ 
OJ MOVK #*H "Hanatt- 
fJcanan" (I88BI EMa PraHey 
Mary Aran MoWey 
1:30 
OJ  MOVK   #**    The Oraon 
Bereti    (1MB) John Wayna. Da- 
vad Janaaen 
OJ OJ WALL STREET WEEK 
Gueit  Nancy C  Bmrrtv «aco proa 
•deni. CeararnodB Truat Comoany 
(ISPNI      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOimNAL 
2:O0 
OJ MOVK **** Forty 
Second Street 11833) Ruby 
Keeker. Dank FVeraB. 
OJ SHAKESPEAM PLAYS 
The Comedy 01 Errora" Wendy 
Hder Roger Dartrey. M*ehaal 
Kriohan and CyM Cuoaok atar n 
thai pipy about two Beta Of   hrrana 
arwoheld m ochemM of maotoken 
•oanbty (RIQ 
*8PN> AUTO RACING CAJ»T 
MOeon  Indv   Race  hve from  Sa 
NB,0JJB 
nMO MOVK ** V, Mother 
Lode (18S2I Cnarrton Hoeton. 
NrckMancoao 
3:00 
OJ    MOVK     **V>       Outlaw 
Btuaa   118771 Petar Fonda. Su- 
•enSaani Jarnea 
4:00 
OJ OJ U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
Men 1 fknal ava kom Fk-ohmg 
May/Mow Corona Park. N Y 
OJ SPORTSWEEKEND 
Scheduled US Opon Torn* 
mono hnel am Bom fkierwig 
Meedowe Ctvona Park n Ouoona 
NY 
OJ NPL POOTBALL Regional 
WBveraga of Now York Jata « Loa 
AngeaM Re-Jera Denver B-oncoa, 
at Loa Angatai Rama or San Or- 
X Cher ger. el Buffalo B4ta 
VICTOR AWAROG Out 
atandrng athkiaaa n a venety el 
epu"* IrarArdang auto racang baee- 
baa borung. foofbal. hookey and 
track and Md are raxognared M a 
cawamony at the HOMtn an Laa 
VOOM Nev NlMnaail «Kkjda 
Barbe-o Edan Wayna Grataty. 
Don Kng, Mantyn McCoo and 
PaM hVrwmon Hoet Racherrj 
DM888, 
OJ MOVIS *** The 
Straw-terry Blonde 11841) 
Jertveo Cegnoy Rna Heyworth 
OJ STING THS CONTRO- 
VERSY OP FBI UNOCRCOV 
ER OPERATIONS John Kapten 
rraoderaeaa ttea ■oundiatei deooio 
esamsning the FBI that focuaaa on 
■ha UM of poaoa power vo. cnel 
ssbert-aa Panearjta include FBI Ao- 
eraurtt Dnecior Okver Revell AO 
•cam proeecajtor Edward Korman 
and ACLU ccagneel Jam, Barman 
CSPNI AUTO RACING Formu- 
la One (taken Grand Pm from 
la*on«. Italy   (Rl 
(TMO    MOVK    **Vt      Truo 
Confeeorona"   H98II  Robarl   De 
Nro  Robwi Duval 
BOO 
OJ OJ LIFESTYLES OP  THE 
RICH   ANO   FAMOUS   Miar- 
■em   with   Ed  Mar-naro    KsM 
Senlord   Sarah OowgMB. Ocm Ho 
and Barbara Bain IRI 
OJ  FIRING  LINE     Dd-tomatt 
PoBM Or Truthful'    Gueeta   lew- 
rence Eegleburgar   U S ampaeaa- 
dor   10   Vjgoasa ie   during   the 
Carter   adWanagataori.   Evan   Get 
bra*, former U S  embeoeeobr to 
8:30 
Mat     OJ SNEAK PRE VIEWS 
"*ar      (ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
t*P3 BuBmillkr APBA Gold Cup 
OP    ftom Seattle Weeh 
tma MOVK ** Vt    Reo. N 
Red   rhgh   School      (18781   P J. 
Safae. Vncent Van Pdftan 
Si30 * 
OJ OUR TIME Gueeto attfuda 
Pout Re-or, & aha fUKfero   the 
DAT 
I: 
1M0 
I  U.S.   OPSN   TENNIS 
tar 
! 
aremen 1 f-y«. We from Fruerwag 
Meadow Corona Park  NY 8 CO 
01       SPORTSWEEKEND OJ  OJ  U.S.  OPEN  TENNBB 
ScherkAod    US    Open   Tm. CONTINUiB 
men'a oerr-rvwAo and wavraen * h SJ NEWS 
net   kva from Fruenrng Meedcwe- OJ TH8 OffKATCST AOVEN 
Corona Fa-k in Cyueane  N v TUFK:      THS      STORY     OP 
OJ  SPtOCR-MAN   ANO   HIS MAN'S   VOYAGE    TO   THE 
C M'A'8'H'I  end Adam  Wool 
(Batman") 
1000 
OJ   IVeWSST:   THE   CMAL- 
LENOE Thra tteajaraamery traeee 
tha  1882 Canadian esapa>drtx>n to 
Mount    EverMt    at   aa-tarch    tour 
124X1 
• 8PORTSCENTER S TO- 
Y 
1EARLE BRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
NEW TECH TIMES Uee ot 
ccirrvautaro et me itocfc market. 
aOarcya-tone pnaane Veeturee. pro 
•jfaw of a Atpaneao high-tech ea- 
SJ8B8B 
OJ FAME The upcomsng prom 
raap no effect on Hcdy who reecu 
to  her   paranta    breakup  by  be 
OJ HUNTER Huntar end McCal 
oeck down a man the* bekeve IB 
be a awvak-time takor but who •• 
OBJO 
tFAME 
OR8AT PERFORM 
ANCEB Beat Of Broadway 
Tom Boakty hoata thra tribute to 
tha Amar tcan rnurwcal Iheet or -nth 
perfcrryujnooe by Ethel Merman. 
Mary Martin. OaMM R*nmc*do 
Anthony Parkme  Chtta Rivere and 
ISTARTNEK 
CAPfTOL JOURNAL 
fjBSPN)  MOTORCYCLE   RAC- 
ING Siadtum Supororoaa. 280cc 
daaa. Irom Paeadene CaM (R1 
(TMO MOVK ** -I   The Ad> 
yanturoa    Of    Buokaroo    Banna 
Acroaa    The     8th     C«menercan 
(18841     P.ter     Welter.     John 
Lrdagow   A  bend  of  a>ovaniurari 
bottle axaymy atrana who an etc 
dentaky 1 Mi an a from the Bth d> 
M e rajowt err a reee^cn 
PG 
6:30 
I ON THE MONEY Featured 
evordng   the ooaapee ot 1 w 
ehohar    aeri-empsorment    aacv- 
mg erlucationel hnancrng Q 
7 OO 
I OJ BO MINUTES 
FRAGOLE    ROCK   Mokay 
feoee puryehment wtaen aha fOsna 
braekooneo»da ruaaa  (Rig 
OJ PUNKY BREWSTER After 
rerectmg     Conrad 1     effechono 
P«nky draam* aha a an 80-yoar- 
ok) apmatar ltd »v-vg with  140- 
E-OM Henry  1R1 
RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTI An eccideni yachm'a toeo 
how ground up atnvele wwo ueed 
aa a prnce a heelmg potion an at- 
tempt to topple throe nviee of 
drvrwaoM  (Rig 
OJ FAME Nicole meet a hat nat- 
ural mother whoee aiiantaona be 
Nrra) a concern for Nappta a adop 
live parent! 
S NATIONAL GEOORAPH 
IC Jamee VVMmore narraiaa thao 
naw of the avorad of traina pool 
and preeent and wean poopki 
hobOM   hobbyaata   and  workero 
(Rig 
.ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
OJ    BEACHCOMBERS   John 
conlMiM haa rear of flyng after 
ho and Nsok purchaaa an urtrakght 
ar/craft (Rig 
OJ SILVER SPOONS R-* 
lakea a Kb with a dweputabao 
company to earn enough money 
to buy • weotkng preaant for haa 
father and Kate Corvaumer edvo 
ceiaDavidHorowtiguMti  IR) 
BOO 
OJ OJ MURDER. SHI 
WROTE Joeawca ■ reunion awtth 
her costage roommate * marred 
when her friend a auporatar ei- 
rauaband -t murdered doopito lua 
reputecty ariv^egnabla asveunty 
eyatem («g 
OJ SUMO THINGS Love m- 
vMngetei when e Ruooian baHet 
dancer ■ murdered during a To- 
ronto pertcrmence. IRI g 
OJ OCEANOUEST Shawn 
Weethorty and Al Grddrnga traa 
the humpback where from Senio 
Dommgo to Naavfounolend arutm 
irvang die mammal'a value to 
IVaharrrujn and thee rraa/aterroua 
meahooa of convTauryrcetJOW 
OJ WORLD'S FUNNIEST 
COMMERCIAL GOOFS Aaron 
Arerton CharM COOVM and Am 
V.y/raey pan hoata Robert Gusl- 
leume and Emmanuel Lewao for a 
look at humoroua arapupa et TV 
eda (Rig 
OJ PUTT1N' ON THE HfTS 
Lap-lynched ronoYoone of '"Futhn 
OnTheRrti."    ImComrngOut 
Beeuiy School Dropout ' Fret 
ty    Mou       "Haanecheo      and 
Rock nArvianca 
OJ EVENING AT POPS "BBh 
ah Vauohan And Wynton Mar 
aoka Orammy ewero-warming 
Wynton Marioka performa e 
Haydn »Limpet conoerto and aorr 
rraedraye avtth Sarah Vaughan 
«* »-«ge Sand m the Cloaamo 
and 'Miaty " (Rl 
■SPNI NPLS GREATEST 
MOMENTS F.aiu.od 
Hrfhaghu of the 84 AFC and 
NFC champronehap namei 
(TMCI MOVK •** Once 
Upon A Tana In America" (18841 
Robert OoNrro. Jamee Wooda A 
portrait Ot tM ffendonape. koyar 
bee and bavoyaki of a emea group 
of Jewaeh gangeiara m mo 1820a 
OB EVENING AT POPS The 
New York-oooad one rang Big Ap- 
ple Careua .a-arta Boeton to ahara 
iia tarn with the Pope n a bland 
of muorc. enamel act* and aaraai 
•eota 
OJ START OF SOMETHING 
SKI Hoat Stave Aeon laoha 01 
how auccaeafuf people and popu- 
lar thanga got itorled Thra week 
Lmda Evan* John foraytfta. Mr 
T. Ed Marinaro Barbara Eden; 
'Star Trek. ' M B M a. beeketbea 
(Rl 
■SPNI NFL S GREATEST 
MOMENTS featured: 84 N*L 
Moat Vak>aMe Pleyw 
OJSJ MOVIE ** The Gam- 
Mar Tha Adventure CortMvaoM 
(Pan 1 of 2) (19831 Kenny Rog- 
era. Bruoa Boadwtner. In AM 
1870a ■ tugh ttakai oempsar en 
keta the aKt(of a Pawokng com 
por-on and a aongatreee who 
ooaAMoa aa a bounty humor 10 re 
move Na k-k^pped aon (Rig 
OJ GLENN GOULD: A POR- 
TRAIT A proMa of the CanadMn 
yartuoeo paerarat (1832 IBB2I m- 
cfudaa rnaerwewa yyarth the arbet 1 
lather 'nariita anil 1 irfteoijii 1 
OJ MOVIE **at Tha Rood 
Warr« (18S1I MM Grbaor. 
Bruce Spence In a daooaMe Auo- 
bafca of Iha future, an e> htghyvay 
cop reiuctanth aMoa with an 0*- 
producang ccntmurMy under et 
loch lor >t* prauoua fuel (Vsawer 
Dojerotron Adsneedl (Rl Q 
OJ MOVK **Vt Smpea 
118811 B4 Murray. HoroW Ramra 
A porenrvol Loeer toeaa Iha US 
Army buck* 0 lough aargeant m 
boot camp and bacomea am- 
broaaad n an upmnaoa caper n 
eaeiem Europe (Rig 
OJ MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE The moh ■ M Plarnrng 
10 buy PrYAppa a horae ao a erod- 
ckng grh   Vadtaa fMcorraaa an ae 
sMmpaca 10 one of haa landtard • 
vacroua achemea fPan 2 of 81 (R) 
Q 
IISPNI        SUPCRBOUTS 
Muhammad Ah «», Kan Norton. 
IOM    73nL00Arv|MM 
S:30 
OJ  MOVIE   **#     The Savon 
Howard's club H 
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. * 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
210 N. MAIN 
NO COVER 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B)S. Main 
354-4143 BowUng Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures, 
with this ad 
oxplroi 9-20-85 
Chris 
DAVY JONES 
LOCKER 
^sjaanaeri - rata - SapaHet 
I9/H/IS 
\X0 % Off I 
OMO 
AVea r&£!f%£%i*¥**t6\ 
1711 
M4-1M5 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
*Littfe King Kegs 
* Wine Coolers 
*Wide Variety of Imported Beers 
*LARCE Selection of Domestic Beers 
—_^_ 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR DEBIQN STUDIO 
Call us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment. 
■ir Diana 
* Kathy 
■ir Cheryl 
*SUB 
tV Deb 
354-1477 
434 E. Woocter 
AkMMimaa 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
lflf E. Wootter 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
MILTON'S 
liiiwi i\(, (, 
104 s. \|\|\ 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
SUDDEN URGE 
MONDAY: MICK PAYNE 
TUESDAY: KENNY REEVES 
WEDNESDAY: "LADIES NITE" 
featuring WANTED 
The COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 
352-4068 
PRINTING AND IMPRINTING 
CHECK OUT OUR PRICES 
Typing & Typesetting 
Resumes • Research Papers 
Screen Printing • Trophies & Plaques 
hours: Mon - Fri. 9:30-5:30 pm 
Ye* Nth 119611 Marilyn Mon 
roe lam f we* A heppey merrex! 
men  (mm en  attract** blonde 
OJ WASHINGTON REPORT 
IO:00 
(ITS YOUR BUSINE BS 
MYSTERY! Rianpae* Of 
Thp SMn Piumpol* detenda en 
artiei aocuead ol forgery who en 
«>» tieMng eapert* even M iha 
"* of ayey*onrt*ant M g 
(ESPN) SWIMMING UNA 
World Cup Syncfaonoad Champ, 
oraatepa.  dual  cnmpaioowa horn 
HktO 
• KENNETH COPLAND 
tnaci Movte  *#  Tranch- 
mat 11*131 Merga* KNM*. 
Robert Han V**** vacationing m 
Malta caoumaiancaa propel a 
wuufd-b* myrtary ameer mto a 
murder plot mtarneticmei mtrigue 
and iha arma of an undarcoie* 
•gam    P& 
11:00 
(••NEWS 
NATIONAL (The Nehcm • 
Buarneee   ml foaow) Q 
OJ  MVOND  WAR   SPACE 
BRIDGE   Saiaati  coverage  Da 
i ween Mono* and San Francesco 
o( the proeantataan ol Iha Bayond 
War Award  honoring iha interne 
tronat  Phypcam* tar  iha Preven- 
iton of mjoraar  War   Performer a 
include Iha Paul  Wmter Coneorl. 
F na Jo*** and iha San Frenoeco 
BoyaChor. 
■SPN) f-ORTSCENTER 
11:18 las""*1 
7:00 
maO*#* ComoAndGettt 
M036I IdVnwd Arnold. Joal 
McOaa 
640 
fTMQ***    Marr» Chnwmaa 
Mr     Lawrence       HH3I    OiMd 
Bow*  Tom Car* 
114B 
fTMO    **     Smar    Harvaaf 
I191II Ron Howard  AM Car nay 
1131 
(TMC)    **      Ottawa-   (19641 
Donald Sutherland  Jack Wardan 
1:00 
OJ   A A *    Tat Tham Wake iov 
ii Harp" (19691 Robert Bedford 
«ethe>meRoee 
0J * * Mchaal Shaft*, Fn- 
vete Oetect-re < 1041) Ltayd No- 
lan. Wetter Abel 
M0 
OJ **A Deetr, tudee Agem 
(19391 Jamaa Stewart Ma-tana 
Dmoch 
2 OS 
(TMCI   ***'-i      Tha  r*ght  0» 
Tha ShooimgSiP*    (166210m- 
aro Amommt Mergeme Loieno 
4100 
(TaJO * * v, SMTBM From A 
'■two Trunk* (19791 kAavey Mat- 
women » oraton wegee ■ Oat"* io 
kaap har chad, who wee lathered 
*l merripd guard Q 
NFL FOOTBALL Waah.no 
ton Redakrne ai Dekee Cowboy* 
0) IN THI KINGDOM OF 
DOLPHINS A took at how me- 
.me acwnnaii eatebkehed a 
unique >appon with a achoaf of 
dotehmi durmg • aavvtar eludy m 
DAYTIME SPECIALS 
1040 
SURVIVAL  Traoaa tha Ma. 
r-ator, and hao-tt af iha Bengal 
iha (araata  of Irxto and 
iha cavaa of a plague "*R .*    a^oef m,g 
daatrovrng  a  Stona  Aoa a*a  at 10 M 
m     QUEST      FOR      THE 
KLLERS  An Amancan pad**. 
Papua. No*. Gwrnaa Q 
SSPN) IFfStOC BASCBAU. 
OaflO 
(TMO **#    Nauor Say Nauar 
Aga-.      (1BS3)   Saan 
Kiaua Maria Kandauar 
EVfNINO 
01   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ   Thrt   program   daaf*   anth 
■nprovng aohool bua aakaiy 
1:00 
•      MV      HEART.      YOUR 
HEART Nawaman Am Lahrar ra- 
caBa ma   IBB3 haort aiudt. aur- 
gary ana] ranaMriaian m thai ra- 
pori on haan rjaaaaa  incwdng an 
racant •nprovamania *• 
(kagnoat* and traatmant  W) 
1:30 
SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ  Thai  program  daaki  with 
rmprowig achool bua aafal* 
atfOO 
Saangar Thaaoa « Naa Ortaam      •   SEYOND   WAR   SRACC- 
• Q BfUOOE   SaaakM  cowjraga  ba 
10:00 twaon Moacow and San Franeiaeo 
0)  Ojl   CAOMCY   ft   LACCV     °* *• P'aaantaoon of the Bayond 
Cagr-y   aufl-.   .  paraor*   c—     War Award hom»^ llya hvaama- 
whan aha « foroad to ahoot at a      "° 
Dai makkng   Hi" agar   during   a 
bugMry atiampt  IRrp 
WOOOV      OUTHRIE: 
OlOO 
01 01 NEWHART Swphar-. I 
uhra-neh parania (Joaa Farrar 
Priaoffci MomB) offar har anutnaig 
monav can buy 4 aha'l omy gun 
har maad'a |0b and rnowa back 
homa  Ml 
(fSPNl AUTO RACrNO Formu- 
la Ona HakaM Grind Pna Irom 
Morua liar, irO 
fTMO MOV* ** "..chard 
Pryor - Hara And Now ' 119*31 
Tha lamowa comoOan >apa avary- 
ona - from akajhanw to tarmar 
whraa - m am Nm aiagad ai tha 
» wOrla na
■ Prawarv 
i of Nudaar War Parkwrnpra 
mduda ma Paul Wmtar Conaort. 
Fiia Jamaa and tha San Franoaco 
11:90 
) AT THE   MOVIES Schod- 
d Iha war 11 mowaa of i 
O W«ST WIND Thraa work. 
by Mamtoba hfenmakar ABan 
Kroakar ' ai Btp <a» 
rural family bywfl n 
hprdafap Hurmng aiaaon" da- 
iaria a woman • bomt agaatat 
"■apaannq   humara.      ftaur-on 
fo^oD^ 
LOVEC 
MACk 
NCV 
S: 
I. 
01   MOVrE    ***    Tha  Mka- 
aoun    B^aka'     (H761    Marlon 
BrandD   Jack  hMhoMon   A hood 
BOO 
NEWS 
ONNECTION 
NEX     /     LEHRER 
EWSHOUR 
BOSOM auooies 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
SSPN)    AEROBICS     BOOC8 
N MOTION 
•:90 
ICBSNIWT. 
EINGITOUR WAY 
NSC NEWS 
ABC NEWSp 
HARRY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(EBPNI SRORTSLOOK 
7:00 
■ 01 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT loiarwaw with Oawd 
Maaaalhoff and actraaa-wifo 
Camwna H<ckland 
ftj) FIVE DAYS WtOE (Pram 
aval Hoai v<k. Oabaraou bagma 
her warn <mg look PI ■anom rp- 
giona of Canada 
m WHC E L OF FORTUNE 
■ DUKES OF HAZZARD 
■ BUSirPf SS REPORT 
#M'A»S"H 
W    MACNEl,     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(E9PN1SIHJRTBCENTER 
7:30 
0J  P.M.   MAQAZINE   Shawn 
vVaathart,   hoot of da> fad aanaa 
ocaanOuaa)    Ohna Famaay la- 
land: Chaf Bamard. dag 9MV 
VENTURE 
JEOPARDY 
TAW 
WftO. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
■ THE ROPERS 
CSPN)     NPL     FILMS     PRE- 
SENTS 
•40 
fOJ    SCARECROW    AND 
MRS     KINO  Laa   pOPM  Pi  a 
bwrnad-oul   agant   to   axoakgaw, 
ma daappiarahoa of throa tarmar 
Agancy   oparahuaa   who   laft  for 
raaaona of awiabaity  mi 
O      CHARLIE      GRANT  S 
WAR R H   Thomaon   Jan Rutaa 
10:90 ana Joan Oranaaam atar « rhn 
READING      RAINBOW       damauai«n   of   fM   Ma   of   a 
PkM tha aaory of       Canpdpn   rAamond   brpkar    who 
iha MaMOuri "War *• Montana af 
Mr a gang «* **m Ikaaaap. 
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK A loot at fafroaaoon —t 
work Drogrkmnvng. mckrdmg ckpa 
of now and tafurrang ahoura and 
| FOR MY PEOPLE 
I 1  36 
| AfaCNffWSp 
MONDAY 
9. IB 
...a. 
DAYTIME 9PECIAI 
1240 
9 SURVIVAL Ed Aanar nar- 
takaa a took at aradkfa photogia- 
phar* Alan and Joan Root ai ac- 
tion, locuaaa on tha dangara of 
rhaa profaaiian and thaa nruggta 
DAYTlfa«CHtJ3faiNSSHCrWn 
I 
HARD TRAVELIN' Hoal Arto 
Gardvai VaVafa ifaoughout tha 
U S   arH UBa  with  paopta who 
know hra fpthar pramaiarrl muat 
aana rncfudng Joan laar Judy 
Cofkna. Pate Saagar and Hoyt A» 
ion partorm Woody ■ aonga 
I NEWS 
MY HEART. YOUR 
HEART Nawaman Jm Lahrar ra- 
caBa lap 1SB3 haart attack, aur- 
gary and ranabwiatron m tma ra 
port on haart dtoaaaa. mcfcrdmg an 
4> data on racam tmprouamanti m 
dpgnoara and aaatmant (R) 
10: SO 
01 NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
• SANFORD ANO SON 
11 CO 
I NEWS 
IWKRP IN CINC!NNATI 
BITS.      BYTES     AND 
BUZZWORDS 
ItiOO 
JTAXI 
NEWS 
SIMON   ft   SIMON Whan 
aapHna atowawaia itaai a caoha 
of    dwmonda    bom    A j .     FBI 
agant* auapaci tha Sanona tham 
BoyaCho- 
■ vVKI 
8    l 
n 
fj TONK3MT Cuaat hoat Joan 
•man Itfiioulad actor. Prabp 
luVhaai Thomaa and Mow- Man 
dot. mowa o-mca Rogar Eban and 
GanaSrakal 
m • LATENtOHT AMERI- 
CA Queai   hoat    Schadulad    Or 
Edward B   Dwtneh   foundat. An 
aorta Haart   mairtuta   fama>   Ma 
wnaar Oraea Itachmgar rkicuiiaa 
crana a> Amorica 
fJUNNVMIL 
■SPN) BPURISLENTEH 
tma MOVIE  *»    Brttar Kar 
•apt"  HMD  Mon  I toward.   Art 
Carnay     A    young    rr-Owaatam 
daoy tarmar  map to prauam tha 
MYTBdE CHIDRIN I S>«OWS 
11 SO 
01 POWERHOUSE 
OkOO 
01 READING RAINBOW ita 
bat Sanford nartatoa "Tha Patch 
won Ourh tha alary of a young 
grl who laar na a aacral about har 
grarwjmothar a apacaal CM" of 
mamorata Q 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
6:00 
KSPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
OkOO 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7.00 
•SPN) SPORTSCE NTER 
OkOO 
KSPH) GOLF Youth Oaaa* from 
Ccaumbu* Ind  IR| 
9:00 
(ESPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
0:90 
■SPN) INSIDE BASEBALL 
1000 
9UPN) AUTO RACING Formu- 
H  Ona   Hafcan   Grand   Pra   bom 
Mann, ftary mi 
12:90 
■SPRI  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
UCLA at BV.gham young mi 
140 
01 UNDER SAB. Hobbai Ooyuj 
gryaa upa on artoppatg for a aaa- 
Doal    and    fJICumi    chartarmg 
Mdboait« tha Cartjbaan CJ 
4:00 
(ESPNI     JULIUS     ERVINQ'S 
SPORTS FOCUS 
4:90 
«SPN) WORLD CUP SKIINO 
Man i   downhd   bon 
Argant«a  IR) 
S:90 
ft SPN) FISHING 
OAYTkM laOVES 
Paul Bunyan. harp of tad ufaa Q 
11:90 
OJ POWERHOUSE 
MO 
01 READING RAINBOW 
Buddy Ebaan narrataa tha atory of 
Paul Burwpn. haro of tal tataa  t J 
DAYTmM SPORTS 
BOO 
«SPN I AUTO RACING (MSA 
OT Sanaa bom Pordand Ora  «) 
S:0© 
■SPN) SPORTSCE NTER 
740 
(ESPN)      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN 
■SPNI SPORTftOENTlR 
10-O0 
■SPN)   TRACK    ANO   FIELD 
BE REVIEW 
11:O0 
CSPN I   HYDROPLANE   RAC 
hNG Budwaajar APBA Optd Cup 
bom Saattbj Waan iR) 
12l90 
CSPN)  AUTO RACING CART 
l*d-Oha>   200   k-om   Laarngcon. 
Ctap  (R) 
140 
fj UNDER BAA ftobba* Doyfp 
rada r-a Ha by guxkng Jawa out 
of pra-World War II  Auatria   IRI 
09 HIGH ON THE JOB An aa- 
■nunanon mro tha growing uaa of 
drafB. pnmanry oocaanp. ai tha 
wortpiacp Hoai Stacy VaacR. 
01 TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES Sktwa 
Wondar and Da* Van Panan arp 
practical |Oko tactana: akp-upa by 
horror-mowa hoataaa Eknia iRl 
09 HARDCASTLE ANO 
MCCORMICK Tha prdg* oafp- 
brataa hta brthday by raavrrvng to 
dtp courboom to aand a hwdanad 
crrturtat back to pmpn m,g 
OJ 01 SURVIVAL Traoaa tha 
Ma Natury and hpMa of tha Ban 
gal trgar m tha toraaia o« trxka and 
lard mig 
• MOVIE * * *    Sob B Cat ol 
B  Tad ft  Aaca"   M9B9I  Nptabp 
Wood. Robart Cuto   Two coupfaa 
wtuch 
had akaadv affactad faa farnay 
andcatda 
11:SS 
■J SECOND CITY 2STH 
ANNIVERSARY Alumni of Oa- 
cpgo'a Sacond Oty comady 
poupa awkanam an pudanca at 
rha Vic Thaaoa wrth anptowaa 740 
banal   akotchap   Parkpmy-a   av      (TMCI   **    Tha ftraaa Rmg' 
ouda Id Aanar. Am tmuar.  Mary       (19931  Data  Mama.  Sykna  Sa» 
Groaa.   Bprty   Thtanda.   HprobJ     nay. 
Rama) OaxagpWandi B:30 
1240 fTMCl    **      Targat   Cpgkj 
fj     STREETS     OF      BAN       (IM2I    Maud    Adama     Gaergp 
FRANCISCO Pappard 
I NEWS 10:So 
THREE STOOGES rrtw-}    .,*     Th,   «„„   or 
•SnV     NPL     FILMS     PRE-       H.,,   Qum      (1911)    Garard 
BWfTO Oapordpu  ttatnaaaBaya 
12:90 ,230 
• LATft  NIGHT WITH DA-       {ma      t, g, H Ta.cnora 
VKJ  LtTTIRMAN  Scrwdutod ,ltt4,  HKk  H*,    jot.m yw. 
aatgar Jmmy Buffatt  actraaa Tan       „„. 
Okn. oajar roBar Tomaa AAraraa 
ftjABC N€WS NrGHTLINE 
aZSPNI BPORTSLOOIC " (lfB6) Daan Mart*   Atom 
12:40 o^ 
m MOVIE  BB'.i     Cock. And      «J g.g,H      Waaibound 
11999)  TaBV SP*aa        ||Mg,  fl-x)otoo  Scot,    Wgaa. 
1:00 
Iha. 
Ma by ..ctiangng apouaea 
•aVN)    NPL    YEARBOOK    A 
toot  .<   iha Dakaa CourBoya   B4 
(TMC)  MOV*   *•     Oackara" 
•rgancraa and ha prowdaa an av 
voduc«on to ma -ortd of aafboot 
ikCtraj-Q 
240 
SSPN) COLLEGE POOTBALL 
UOA at angham Young «l 
B90 
(ESPN) OUTDOOR LIRE 
WYT1MEMCMP8 
ST 10 
(TMC) **H TdpfcHar Lodp"' 
I1M2)   Charttan   rkanon.   Na* 
Wardan Down or.-tha.rluc* 
cnaraaaan ai San Raneaaeo'a Mra 
von dtobict dacrda io aaaa thp* 
ajnanaaf woaa by crackjng a 
ppwnahop ownai a aaka PG 
OkOO 
(EBPNI NFL MONDAY 
NIGHT MATCHUP A pravww 
of   tomghi •  gpmi   botwaan   thp 
Dakaa Cowooya and Waahmgton 
OJ KATE ft ALL* KMa Ba- 
capi. Tad'a mantaga propcaaf. 
thanbagma to doubt thp watdom 
of bar daemon whan aha maata 
r-atwoawnra IR) 
OJ HIGH ON THE JOS POL 
LOW-UP 
OjMJOVtf*** LouaChdd 
II9B2I Amy klamgan. Baku 
i at P 
CdhfiE. 
140 
(HAWAII FTVE-O 
JaMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE    •>•>*     "Up   Thp 
Oown  Siaacaaa     MBBH  Sandy 
Dannw  Caaan Hackart 
■9PMI SLkPERBOUTO 
1:10 
fTMO   MOVW    ***   'Co-to 
And Gal  <t     (IBM) Edward Ar- 
nobj  JoalMcOaa 
1:90 
240 
**     Iha Partaci Marr^ga 
49)    Lorana    Voung,     Oawd 
2:90 
(TMC) ••*    Phatlap    MB63I 
Tom Burbnaon. Mprbn Vaughan 
4:90 
(TMC)    *d      Thp   Iraoa   Rmg 
(1BS3)  Ona   Marrd    Syfwa  Sad 
Q SEEING IT OUR WAY 
■ NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS C3 
m HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
afar B USINE SS RE FOR T 
(ESPN)      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN 
TOO 
O     01     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT  toaarwar  wait  'Hat 
SnaatBiuaa   alar Batty Thomaa 
IFIVE DAYS WIDE 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARO 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M"A»S'H 
M ACNE A     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■ BPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
7:90 
fJJ P.M. MAGAZINE Pat Da. 
-y iha P-d Pajar of Pirt-avBay: a 
company that twn. arti*ia *arw 
rafwra at aci«n Vator>a Barinaa. 
Lobatar Faabval bom Rockland 
Mama 
0 CANADAS NAVY AT 
SEA In ainunamoranon of Iha 
Navy a 76th annwaraary a took at 
tha dunoa of m iiaman and aha 
Mamana Commanrfa Oparationai 
Trprang Eaaraoa IMARCOTl off 
t a coaai of Barmuda 
I JEOPARDY 
■ TAXI 
| WHO. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
fJJ THE ROPERS 
(ESPNI ARM WRESTLING 
BOO 
01 Oj) MOV* * * Tha Gam 
Due Thp Advantwa Contamaa 
IFprt 2 of 2) IIN1I "Phny Rog 
ara. Sruca BOalarmar In tha 
1170*. a lagh-atakaa gamblar an 
ban tha M of a aavabng com 
par-on and a aongavaaa who 
douptaa aa a bouMy huniar to ra> 
va*«afaakatoappadton (Rig 
0 GENTLE SINNERS A torn 
agar coma* of aga whan ha rap at. 
agam.i hat fanabcaky rabgaoua 
paranta and aata put to buad a Ma 
01 hra own (Rig 
fJJ A TEAM Tha A-Taam a 
hop** lor abriof raat and ralaaa- 
t>an at a ramoka moumam hrda* 
way ara artattarad whan Ccaona- 
Dackar.and laa man pul off a 
maa* attack mig 
OJ WHO'S THE BOSS? 
Tonya m tha doghoupa whan 
Jonathan * cIMckah prank rutftoa 
Angola alaaihw. (Rig 
OJ COUNTRY MEMORIES 
WITH WILLIE NELSON Wiaw 
Nakjpn hoata hrghaghia bom 
Auatm Crty Lrmata. ' loalunng 
parformancaa by Jama Fncka 
Maria Haggard. Loratta Lynn, rha 
Rtoky Skagga Sand Errunytou 
Harna. John Andaraon. B B Aatg. 
Kna Urmoftaraon Roy Ort-aon 
and Alabama 
• MOV* ** Doctor Da- 
trort MBB3) Dan Aykroyd Don- 
na Duon A latMd c oka pa paokaa 
aor <a racruripd Io taka tha ptoca 
of a p-np and koan knda Nmaad 
anpymg hw raw* oepapafcon 
01 NOVA A too. at now rnotk- 
caf raaaarch tachmowaa to combat 
malana and othar paraailc <ka 
aaaa* (Mig 
■SPN) WRESTLING 
(TMCI kAOVIE ** ■ Roadhouaa 
SB" nSSdl Wdam Dafoa Judga 
Rarnhotd Ormng through Aruona. 
an hy Laaguar ra aaaratad by a 
workfy waa luKhhAar whan lo- 
cal torn an ahoot a hoto m rha r» 
ckalor ol hut  if, Thondarb-0  W 
■ :90 
01 THREE S A CROWD Jack 
and Vicfcya hrai annnrwaary oab> 
brahon ta pul on hold whan a 
promrnani food cm re gruaa tha 
baspoara*aravatw  mig 
9:00 
OJ   RIPTIDE  An  uhdaraaa  aa- 
p«rar   ICaPkt   RomanN   lurn.   io 
Na*. Cody and  Murray for ha* 
whan pokutara ratarty kr> Na aon 
Ourmg an aapadmon  mi 
OJ   MOONLIGHTING   Maddw 
and  DovrJ. Avoluamant  wrth  a 
coaaction agancy toada tham mto 
aMarnatronal rntrigua IRl 
•    LIFELINE    Padratnaan    J 
AN.   Haaar   A .   CMdrana   Sur 
gaon in Charga at Johna Hopkma 
Unwararty Ikjaprtal at BaHmora   <a 
profaad  (Rig 
9:90 
01 THE EVERLY BROTHERS 
REUNION CONCERT Pha and 
Don  Evarh,   rauntia   for   tha  taat 
hm* m km yaara parformatg auch 
hrN aa    Bya Bya Loua.       Warn. 
Up L.ttla Suara    and    Ail I Hpwj 
To Do to Draam   bom tha Royal 
AJbart HaB at London 
(ESPN) ROLLER DERSY 
iQaOp 
fB WEST 6 7TH 
NATIONAL  /   JOURNAL 
OJ    REMINGTON    STECLE 
Saaaat concoct* a caaa aa pwi of 
a plan to gat Laura io accompany 
Nm to San 'rancraco lor a roman 
(ESPN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING Budwaraar APBA Gob) Cup 
bom SaatBa. Waah IRl 
1140 
• OJ 01 01 01 NEWS 
m WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
OJ ON THE LINE 
II 25 
OJ MONTREAl INTERNA- 
TIONAL JAZZ FESTIVAL 
Hoai Oacar Paiaraon inpoduca* 
parformancaa by >aii atmt. m 
ctudmg Ray Chanaa Maaa Oau*. 
Cbn Lama Oaua Bruback Jaan- 
Luc Ponty Pat Mamany and Sar- 
ah Vaughan 
11:90 
I TAXI 
MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum 
and hard-borlad datact.va Luthar 
Gfk* (Eugana Rochal aaam daa- 
tmad to ciaah whan tha parania of 
■ mmong grl hrra Iha datacliv** 
to conduct a»daoandBnt aaarchat 
for tha chad, i R ■ 
OJ TONIGHT Guaai hoai Joan 
Rrwara Schadulad humoritt Erma 
Bomback comadum Gadaghar 
actor Taay Sauaiaa 
I ABC NEWS NIGHTIINE 
OJ  LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Hoai  Danrai Whokry 
OJ BENNY HILL 
(ESPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
12:0O 
OJ      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
8BJ/LOBO 
THREE STOOGES 
(ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC 
ING   Budw—aar    CotarvaM   Cup 
bom TrnOoaa Waah  mi 
(TMC1   MOVIE    #**     Fhar 
Lap    (19B31 Tom Burbnaon  Mar 
tm Vaughan 
12:90 
01 LATE NIGHT WITH OA- 
VTO LETTERMAN Schadulad 
amgar Srrnon LaBon oomackarwia 
Rita Rudnar acranca far damon- 
appoona paycrac Mpta Papa- 
paboa 
WEDNESOAY 
SEPTEMBER 11. IBM 
c—i*f * 'kki i v Oau ■■ 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
600 
(ESPN)    MOTOCROSS    WO.. 
Bntnh  Grand Pra  bom  Fanaagh 
Caatia  England IRl 
6:00 
■SPNI SPORTSC6NTER 
S:90 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
740 
■BPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
BOO 
■ SPNI   TRACK   AND   F*LD 
Shamrock   Gamaa   bom   baland 
mi 
g oo 
■SPN) SPORTSCE NTER 
a 30 
■SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Tarranca Aa> a*. Eduordo VakJai 
m a i-ghiwwght bout achadutad 
tor 10 rounda  bom AManl« Crty 
N J mi 
lOtOO 
■SPNI BASEBALL Lad Trmara 
Opaaac bom RFK Siadtum m 
Waahmgton 0 C  (Ri 
3 00 
(ESPNI   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING    Budwaraar   Columbu)   Cup 
bom Tn-Cmaa. Waah  IRl 
4:00 
■SPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING    intarnatmna>    Darby   bom 
raawport  R I  IRl 
2 OO 
01        coo 
MKayfTWATCH 
■SPNI ACTONS SPORTS 
Of THE BO S Faoigrad: 
rkjghkghta   of   tha   Mom* Carte 
2:90 
01 COO NIWO 
NrGHTWATCH 
ftWM BBbORTSXlNTBR 
940 
BTSPN) rNSkOE BASEBALL 
rnaa  MOV*  #*    Young 
Wpmora'   <1M3)R<hardRound- 
■ LOVE I 
as    MAC 
NO    " 
I 
BOO 
I NEWS 
I CONNECTION 
NEL     /     LEHRER 
EWSHOUR 
I BUDDIES 
I ALL IN A LIFE TIME 
■SPN) F1SHIN   HOLE 
fTMCl   MOV*   **H      I-and. 
Poaacarda     (1979) Maa* Chapm 
Btancha Bakar  A aroup of Aman- 
can atudania bacoma iiiaaifkiJ 
wdh  tha  courrary  and da  paopta 
whaaaiueVmgm franca   mj' 
0:90 
OJ 01 CSS NEWS 
rchofcdoy  (RI 
OJ LIFE'S MOST EM- 
BARA8SING MOMENTS 
Ban Parka. Tony Danta  Rana Au- 
barfononi and latda Purl aim hoat 
Stay* ABan m daa fourth aduon 
of oabJbnty gaftat  (Rig 
(NIWO 
SOUNDSTAQE   Tha Cana- 
d*n  rock  group lovarbo. I  par 
tormowoa  mcWtoa     Working  for 
ma   Waafcana    and    T«n Ma 
DAYTIME bfcOVKS 
B:00 
fTlaC) * * W Tha Rahan 01 
Tha Ka»g IIBBOI Ananatad 
Voaoaa of Orion Saan. John Hua- 
9:00 
rnaa **^    Mothar LOO* 
(1M21 CharhQn Haaion. N<k 
Mancuao 
1O:O0 
fTMCl     * * H        Mafctng     Tha 
Grada       119041    Judd    raafaon 
Dana Ohtan 
12:00 
(TMC)    •*       Traaaura   Haand 
(1972)  Oraon  Wabaa.  Kan  Bur 
OkM 
140 
OJ   **    Thraa Into Two Won | 
Go     (1M9)  Rod  Siwgat    Oaaa 
Bteom 
OJ ** Baaout Ai 43000' 
ItW'l John Pay*  KaranStaata 
2 OO 
fJJ        ##*      Patar   fbbataon 
119351  Gary  Coopar    Arm Hard 
rrMCI   **W     Rook    N   Aoa 
Hrgh Schoaf    119791 PJ   Sola. 
Vmoani Van Rattan 
440 
(TMD    •*'»       Mothar    loda 
I1M2I    Charhon    Haaion     Nick 
Siavanaoni   iiory   of   a   coura- 
gaou* boy and tha mfamoua p> 
raw long John Srhrar    G 
0:30 
IS CBS NEWS 
SEEING IT OUR WAY 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS rg 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
■SPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7 OO 
0 OS ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Intarwaw anth facia 
Of la*   atai Nancy McKaon 
iFIVE DAYS WIDE 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M'A'S'H 
MACNEH.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
01 P.M. MAGAZINE Jack 
Lammon iha world a highaal raf 
road tocaiad m Swrtiarland krd. 
tap (jrhvarpty of Wraconam ai» 
danta who pratfect what fcta would 
ba toa on Mara 
O MAN ALIVE Roy Boraaiaal 
tafea with ■ young nuraa at Cut ad 
of mtadarmg fcaa bab*i at Toron 
io a Sa* Chadran ■ Hoap-iN   (RI 
IB JEOPARDY 
BTAXI 
OS WK.D. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
©THE ROPERS 
■ SPNIFlSHIN   HOLE 
OiOO 
O 01 I HAD THREE WIVES 
Attar ravaakng thai ha hat lohrad 
a cfcK*da*-old murdar caaa an aa. 
contra: acatnt.at luddanr, draap 
paari 
O NATURE OF THINGS 
Hoat Dmd Surum aaammaa iha 
daacata aoolocacal oatanca of 
Maratobaa DaHa Mpm horna 
and Draadmg ground of numuroua 
apacaaa of plant and animal Ma 
n 
OS HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Jonathan axangaa lor a thought- 
waa bankar and a kmoky vagrani 
(Nad Baatty m a dual rotol to 
awtch placaa for a whka IRig 
OJ MOV* JOE And Tha 
Cokona- {Pranuaral Gary Kaapar 
Tpranca Knoa A aciantrhcaay aa 
atad man with auparhuman pow- 
ata bacomaa iha kay io p>avant- 
mg a group of larronata bom 
craxikng national dafanaa aya 
■ami g        . 
Q)      GREAT      MOMENTS 
WITH      NATIONAL      GEO- 
GRAPHIC From iha aiotrc wad- 
bt* Of Iha Npmd} Daaart to a Oar 
mg   raft   raca   down   Iha   TtAon 
Rwar    10 yppra of Nahonai Gao- 
gtaphrf apacuHa ara ravatwad  Hal 
Hoavook hoata g 
0  MOVIE   *+'•>      i '-' And 
Tha    Baauty     Ouaan       (19B1I 
Sraohama   ZanoaMI    Don  John 
aon   Baaad on tha  trua atory of 
tha alormy hva vaar Iov* aftar bm 
iwaan rock n red ai* EivtaPraa 
lay    and   Marnpfaa-barn    baauty 
pagaant winnar Lmda Thompaon 
fB   CHrCAGOS  LYRIC   OP- 
ERA Soprano Maaba Fran,   tanor 
Patar Ovoraky and bam ona Wall- 
gang  Brandal  partorm   Tchpkov 
aky •  "Eugana fjnagrn.     Ruanan 
poat Puma* a atory of a bond 
bachalor   who  raarcta   trua  tot* 
Bruno Banotottr conduct* 
(E9PNI      MARK       SOSlNS 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMC)  MOV*   ***      1900 
(19771 Robart OaNae   Burt Ian 
caatar  A porpayd of tha day tit 
day  aval  of   two   vary   <fcffwani 
aOth-cantury liakpn fama**   R 
0:90 
(ESPN) FISHING 
9:00 
OJ OJ MOV* Bra.. (Pram- 
oral Carroa O Connor Lcaa Nat 
itoton A Ihraa-aur Haw York Cly 
chwt of datachvaa rafuaaa to al 
tow hta Ngh rank to praduda han 
bom bamg actmaty muohrad ai 
loaat-tevai poke* work 
I AND MUES TO OO 
HELL     TOWN    (Prama-al 
Ghatto  pnaat   Noah     Hardaaap 
tABC 
09> 
OJ MOV* aft I Taka Thaaa 
Man (lM3ISuaanS*M Jamaa 
John Rubmatam Ourmg tha 
couraa o* a aurpraw annnariary 
party a rkacontanaad wdo tanta- 
auaa bamg man wo io thraa othar 
man  IRl 
OJ TONIGHT Guaai hoai   Joan 
Rivari   Schadulad   actor  MctuM 
J  Fen  ' or mar awanmmg champi 
i Eathar Wakami 
I NEWS NIGHTLINE 
LATENIGHT  AMERI- 
CA Hoai   Dann.. Whokry 
01 BENNY HILL 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12O0 
O      STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/LOftO 
THREE STOOGES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:10 
(TMCI MOV*   ** 1     My Tu- 
tor      H9B3I   Caran   Kay*    Matt 
Lattanp 
12:30 
OB LATE NIGHT WITH DA 
VIO LETTERMAN Schadutod 
• »■ tharapm Dr Rulh 
Waatharrnar. Pater Btoama and 
hra dog Wnard eomadaan Tom 
Draaaan tour of tha NBC com* 
aary 
■SPNI TENNIS MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
140 
(HAWAII + IVE-O 
NEW AVENGERS Altar 
Pvrday * noatr, kftod m a ton 
bontahon wdh a rutraaai agant 
rwAnamad tha Foa Staad bagma 
a harrowmg aaarch for tha apy 
IRl 
lJ JIMMY SWAGGART MOV*    *** '1       Thai a 
Entartammant     Part    2      (1B76I 
FradAataaa  GanaKaay 
■SPNI    MOTOCROSS   SOOec 
Swot  Grand Pra   bom  Woraan 
Swiuartand (Rl 
1:90 
OjNEWS 
ISO 
(TMCI  MOV*  **">      Makmg 
Tha Grada    (IBM) Judd Nation 
Dana Caaan 
2:00 
OJ CBS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
■SPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
■too 
• CBS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
300 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     Ekmmation     F.rat 
bom VFL Park m Victoria Au.ua 
3 40 
(TMCI  hAOVC 9>*H      ThaRa 
turn Of  Tha  rtmg     IIBBDi Ara 
matad    Vorca*   of   Oraon   Baan. 
JohnHuaion 
nauPaSDAY 
DAYTIME SPECIALS 
1:00 
(ft) BISHOP LUERS SWING 
CHOtR INVITATIONAL H-gh 
achool twang choo* combmmg 
vocal, matrurnantebj and danca 
cumpata m tha fmaN of thn annu 
al cornpahlion 
2:00 
OJ SURVIVAL Tract* tha Mo 
hutory  and habti of tha Bangar 
trgar  m  tha foraata of Ind* and 
Nap* mig 
li* IR) 
ITUO MOV* •** Iha «e 
hm 0* Me-tm Guar-e <19S1| 
Garard Dapard*u Nathaka Bay* 
bt rural Iflth-cantury Franca a 
rcuig huaband myakanoualy ab 
•ant for a numoar of ypprt r» 
twna to riefaa* hra we* and (am. 
rypropartv (Subbdadl 
10:90 
OJ SANFORO ANO SON 
S40 
I OJ 01 NEWS 
LOVE CONNECTON 
MACNEH      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IBOftOM BUDDIES 
COOKING MEXICAN 
■SPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
w* and otharwaia - to heap curb 
rrana m iha nerghuorhood 'o- 
r-ght Hardaiap and Ona Bab 'aa 
cue a proatJtuta bom har abuan* 
procurer Star. Robert Stake and 
Whitman Mayo 
■SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
10:00 
OJ  NATIONAL  /   JOURNAL 
tJ) AMERICAN ALMANAC A 
bohmd the icanaa   look   at   hoar 
Iha   TV  network,   decide   wtach 
program* gat on thaa icheduMi 
OJ)   HOTEL  A  legendary   Hot. 
wood itar (Ekiabith  Taylor) pra 
para*  tor  bar profaaaaonpl coma 
back    an aaacutn* unaapactacay 
maata her ettrangad huaband  Pe- 
ter *  mothered  by  a  temporary 
daak ttork mig 
01 MOV*  A * •    Pitteburgh 
(19421    John    Wayne     Mariana 
Dwticn      A    man    toaaa    many 
bujnda m h* rilinWiaa  dm* for 
power m rha .leal mduitry 
• NEWS 
109O 
01 SANFORO AND SON 
1 1 OO 
Q O 00 00 OS NEWS 
W WKRP IN ONONNATI 
(BART BEAT 
11:26 
OJ MIOOAY LATE  NIGHT A 
■paoei edroon of the daytana 
DAYTaV* SPORTS 
BOO 
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
6:90 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
740 
■ SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
040 
■ SPNI AUTO RACING SCCA 
Super Vee* bom laamgton   Ohw 
mi 
940 
■SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
9:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
1040 
■SPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING    Inter nataanal    Darby    from 
Newport  R i  (Rl 
12 30 
■SPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
140 
BURN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE IR) 
2:90 
■ SPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     EtrterMBon     Fmel 
bom VFL Park m Victor*   Auaffa- 
ba «1 
8 90 
(ESPN)      MARK       SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
OAYT** MOVC S 
B90 
(TMCI   •••     Educatmg  R.ta 
(1BB3I     M.chael    Came       Juke 
WaHera 
10:90 
(TMCI     *a       Nightmatea 
ll9B3IO*tmaRatnaa   Erruhofa 
•aval 
1290 
mao   *a    Tha  wag  i<ta 
11964)    Chrotnohar    Farm.    Er< 
Stotr 
1:00 
O       Ii**      Tobrok      (19671 
Roc* Hudeon  Gaorga Pappard 
OJ    ••')     0a«1 Coppartw-J 
(1993) Ammatad  Vcca* by Roe* 
Ikggme  Ph*p Hmton 
200 
OJ       **      Had  On  Rommel 
I19T1I Richard Burion  John Cob- 
290 
(TMO  a*',     Saorat*     (19621 
Hakm   Lmdaay.   Anna   LampbaP 
Jonaa 
440 
(TMCt      ••*> Footiooaa 
<l964IKo*n Bacon lor, Smgar 
EVENING 
640 
_ tOjNCWS 
I LOVE CONNECTION 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
S BOSOM BUDDIES 
MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VERSE 
■SPNIFlSHIN HOLE 
(TMCI MOV* A** Educat 
mg Iota HM3l Michael Cam* 
Juke Waller* A wortmg-clee* 
Ei*gbah gm* deodea to battar har 
aaff by gomg io coftoga where 
aha < har m* an apathetic efcMhofcc 
praaaapor mto paebmg up iha pwc - 
aa of h* wrrtmg career PG Q 
6:90 
iOJ CBS NEWS 
SEEING IT OUR WAY 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS C2 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPN)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
TOO 
0 OB ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Interview with Krt 
Dougiaa 
FIVE DAYS WIDE 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M"A"S"H 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NC WT1HOUH 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
O   RM.    MAGAZINE   A   6 
vaar cad    goepei    aatger     Robart 
Blake  Smm on the town  my few 
hea*cut 
OJ aVASEBALL Monpaaf Eapoa 
at Imriactotohui Phakaa 
lOPARDY 
TAXI 
WILD   WB.D WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
01 THE ROPERS 
SSPNISPEEDWEEK 
B:CO 
O 01 MAGNUM. P.I. After 
Magnum rkggr* and the* biand 
era retcued bom anpriaonmant on 
the Cambodun border Iha raat 
purpoaa of iha moiaan a> >a 
vaPNd (Ppt 2 of 21 IR) 
OJ COSBY SHOW Oa* and 
the kida eurpnaa Oaft Oy planning 
a be-thday catabrairan around a 
Lena  Homa  concan    Lana  amga 
I'm Glad There la You '   IRI 
01 NFL FOOTBALL loa Anga- 
toa Ra-ter* at Kama* Crty Oaafa 
OJ     LIBERACE       IN      LAS 
V«GAS     Mr       Showmanahap 
atana* m h* Laa Vega*  act that 
ha* everything from   Doogw   WOO- 
S io daaarcal and draco 
MOV*    a       Cheaper    To 
Keep Har    119601 Mac Oav*  Tr> 
vah Fatoanuh   A pnvate detective 
aacki down deknauant huaband* 
r 
V 
rn 
I 
9 30 
OJ CHEERS Carle * pfaaaad 
with Sam i chorea of a mature 
Engbahwoman to replace D*ne 
but har leeknga changa whan dtp 
new warne** miroduca* har 
beauiifui daughter to Sam mi 
OJ JOHNNY MATHIS IN 
CONCERT Math* *mg* auch la 
-».te. a*    Mntty Too Much 
Too Littfc.   Too late Chance* 
Are Wondarlul     Wondartul 
and Iha loot Tat* I Fall LAP 
Th* 
10:00 
01    OJ    HOMETOWN   Patar 
agomraa whan hi* *cra>t lor a play 
rl   tcrutiroed   by   a   wad known 
*taga daactcr LAuatm Panoknonl 
0 NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
OJ MkU. STREET BLUES Co* 
fay Waahmgton and Cuvfaak* are 
narvoua about the departmental 
rufcng regurmg tint aampkta lor 
drug tailing Coffay ha* a new 
partner when JeWonefc- *ut*t. 
maaedBataa Ml 
) NEWS 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha inah R M Planrung 
to buy Prafcppea horae a* a wed- 
ding gar Yeete* bacomaa an ac- 
compkea to ona of la* landtordi 
Mcama achama* (Part 2 of 61 (R) 
g 
■SPN) AUTO RACING CART 
Morion tody Raca bom St P* 
Qua  (Rl 
10:90 
OJ SANFORD AND SON 
TMCI MOV* A A Tha Wad 
Ida 11064) Chmtofihar Pawn 
Ere Siou With tha iiart of achool 
r-rat around tha corner a group of 
teen egert apanda tha Mai waa*     ' 
01 *urnmar m ak out hedoruahc ra- 
a**v. trg 
11:00 
IOOJOIOBNEWS 
TOM  JONES IN LAS 
VEGAS Parformmg at CppaaTb 
Pefpca Jonaa amga auch hit* aa 
ri a   Not   Llnuaual She *   A 
Lady Everybody Love* Some 
body Whet i   Now     Puaay- 
cat'    and   D*akah 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
TIMEOUT 
11:26 
O JUST FOR LAUGHS A 
potpourri of aiand-up comaoujn* 
bom Furope Canada and tha 
U S mcfudmg a partormanc* Of 
We Ara the Worm by french 
Canackan comae Andrew rhuaope 
Gagnon 
11:30 
tTAXI 
COLOMBO An art crrbca 
draami of rnnaraing taa uncka'a 
■aahh ara ehattarad whan ha 
haara the data** of Iha awl (HI 
OJ TONIGHT Gueet hoat Joan 
River* Schadutod actor* Vmoant 
Pr.ce ana Marti Grbb* Barbara 
WaRara. courtby amgari Johnny 
and June Carter Caah 
iABC NEWS NrGHTLIfoE 
BENNY HaLL 
LATENIGHT   AMERICA 
Hoat  Dennn Whokry 
■ SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
OJ      STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/LOBO 
LAnNIGHT    AMERICA 
IJomad to Progroaa) Moat  Ctonma 
•ora 
OJ CCkNNECTkONS: AN AL 
TERNATE VIEW 
CHANGE     Veeaatday    Tome* 
row And Vou    Jamaa Biaka aha> 
OF 
6:20 
mat) MOV* f Traaaura 
laHnaT 11972) Oraon WMkii Ken 
Burhpid   Baaad on Robart Lou* 
g-am mctudea mterv-»wa by hoata (TMC)   **>V|      Rock     N'   Bog 
Valero  FVatgto  and  Kanh  Mom- Hkgh achool'    119761 P J   Sotoa 
acm  • mov* ravtaw by Tom New Vmoant Van Patten 
and a ccnaumar raoort b> Kattvyri 740 
ONkYB (TMO   * • "r      Siorw*  From   A 
11:90 Fh«nB Trur*    (19TB1 Murray M* 
OJ TAXI m  member i of ma Royal BBBBI 
lechnotogicd change at drNarani 
t-rte* and m anar*m placaa M) 
Q 
(ESPN) MAJOR LEAGUE 
BASEBALL S GREATEST 
HITO 
(TMO MOV* ••* The Eee- 
Cutionar a Song ('9621 Tommy 
Laa Jonai Roaanna Arouatta 
laorman Mafar * adaptation of h* 
own book about the are of con 
vKtad murdarar Gary Gamorp and 
h* hghi tar eaecuhon iA*ru*al, 
earned out m Uiah at 1977 
B 30 
• SATURDAY MORNING 
CARTOON PREVaEW Back 
To Nam Saturday Kaehta Kraght 
Pyham of The Coaby Show 
gate an eeewi bom cartoon char 
acieri lor a preview of upcommg 
NBC caytoona octudmg Punby 
Brawiter and The Adventurea 
Ot The Gummi Bear* 
BOO 
• 01 SfMON ft SJMON Rick 
and A J may gu>t tha detective 
babnaaa whan they become ce- 
«br<t«* after tolvmg a major 
caaa (Pan 1 of 2) •) g 
01   PAMtLY   T*S   Makory   * 
abpd  aha'M  loaa  har   rax*  Do* 
b*nd n may dan i advance the* 
raiai-xahm  (Rl 
OJ   MYSTERYt      Rumpok.   Of 
Iha Barkay    Rumoofc* goaa to Abv 
ca  where  ha  dakanda  Naranga a 
mmratar   lor   homa   attar*   on  a 
murdar charga  (Rig 
■SPN)  AUTO RACING World 
Enduranc*  Spa   1000  byjm   Spa 
% 
% 
O THREE STOOGES 
■SPN]  TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(R) 
12.16 
(TMC)     MOV*     A*       Young 
Warnori    119631 Richard Round- 
tree  Emeat Borgrtma 
12:90 
OB LATE  NIGHT WITH  DA- 
VID   LETTERMAN  Schadulad 
Carl flam.   Gaorga Stevay armor 
Whrtnay Houaion 
1*00 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
NEW  AVENGERS Stead 
Pur day and Gambit try to leave a 
JOyaar owj    caaa    avapN*ra)    an 
agant known  aa  tha  vVhrtp Rat 
at) 
S JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOV*    ***     njBBT 
119641    Warren     Beat,,      Mm 
S-bwfl 
1:90 
OJ NEWS 
240 
01 -CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
OjNEWS 
246 
(TMO    MOVIE    A*      Najht- 
maroh"   (1B63I   r-„tn.   Ramaa 
EmaaoEiravat 
2 90 
01 CBS NEWS 
WOHTWATCH 
■SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3 00 
■SPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
3.30 
■SPN) SPEEOWEEK 
3 46 
(TMCI     MOV*     *       turf    II 
119641 fddw Daaaan   irtat Km- 
"dgo 
4:O0 
■ SPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING    mtarrujtrone*    Derby    bom 
Nawoon  Rl  mi 
**** 
***   V, 
*** 
**H 
-   -   *Bf 
a v, 
...   * 
BG News 372-2604 
WEEKLY MEETING (Beginning Sept. 9) 
7j">e^Mondays, 9 p.m. 
(/ Commons, Second Floor, West Hall 
• 
Classifieds BG News/September C, 1185 IS 
TEACH A 
MINWOURSE 
The University Activ- 
ities Organization is 
looking for talented in- 
dividuals to teach mini- 
courses starting Septem- 
ber 23. The following 
list of classes has been 
requested for the year, 
but we are not limited to 
these areas alone. 
• Gourmet cooking 
• Financial planning 
• Furniture 
refinishing 
• Golf 
• Beginning   needle- 
point 
• Beginning knitting 
• Basic photgraphy 
• Pottery 
• Quilting 
• Stress   manage- 
ment 
• Joy of wine 
• Fashion, wardrobe 
coordinating 
•Beginning tennis 
• Assertiveness 
• Auto care 
• Bicycling 
• Houseplants & 
gardening 
• Weight training 
& life cycles 
• Beginning piano 
• Flower arranging 
• Ice skating 
• Cross country 
skiing 
• Candy making 
• Karate 
• Time management 
• Introduction to 
cheeses 
• Handling Burnout 
• Buying a home 
or renting smart 
• Changing careers 
• Woodworking 
• Beginning typing 
• Tax strategies 
• Memory 
improvement 
• Income tax 
preparation 
• Art of stenciling 
• Insurance planning 
• Understanding the 
stock market 
• Retirement 
planning 
• Beginning guitar 
• Mixology 
For more 
information, 
contact the UAO 
office, 372-2343 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
APICS MEMBERSHIP DflrVE 
BA LOBBY 
SEPTEMBER 8-13 
9 AM.-4 PM 
 JOIN TODAY  
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS! 
Skip by ow i** in t» BA buMng between 
Sapt. 9 20 to renew you memDoranp and 
laoake you PREE <m Paokl Abo nsoervs a 
FREE Memo Board as one <K Via Orel SO 
—labels to HW 
ATTENTION NEW EDUCATION MAJORS 
Donl target ta New Student Welcome Raeep- 
rkxn t*e Sunday at 8 30 p m . 115 Education 
BJctng aponeored by One Student Education 
LOST AND FOUND 
Foundi Laundry balm and dothaa In Parking 
Ana 2. (next to Hmhman). lama found 
Monday 9/3/86 Pel 372-4784 lo idenaty. 
LOST: Back kXten ml wht cot* about 4 
■On** old ■ lound pleese cat Ann Marts M 
363-8201. REWARD 
ATTENTION SUMA CMS: 
The day draws near, but you need not leer 
Youl May atoet, but not In a Boat 
Win you wB do. Because Ink tuba lor youl 
Low, you AX ooach. Uaa 
PS Happy Hours — Oat smashed belore you 
gel splashed  
Beck To School Sals 
AteMc Shoes 1 Apparel 
FALCON HOUSE 
'40 E  Wooeter 
CWwrSownBQ 
Lost: Lades one) Bubva watch wah doubts 
Cat 382-7020 
RIDES 
MM A PMNO AND EXPERIENCE AMA 
etrOWsATION NNHT TUESDAY, MPT. 10. 
COMM>TY  BUTTE.  2nd  FLOOR OF THE 
UNMM.  
COsSNQ BOONI AN EFFIC«NT, NC-HA68LE 
SYSTEM OF F1NONO MOEI HOME. WATCH 
FOB THE alAHXtTSWO CUM HOE BOOK. 
GET NVOLVEDI Undergraduate Student Gov- 
emmant wB hold Is arsi meeting Monday, 
September a. si 7 p m in me McFal Assembly 
Room. BE THEREIII  
 PITEANATIONAL BU1BBM9  
ASSOCIATION 
First meeBng Tuesday. tsplimbSI 10, 7:M 
SuBL, Aaasmbly Room. McFal center Find out 
what the dub has to Oder you Queat apesker: 
Mr tag. HowKk. Director. Management 
Center, "War Stories-. 
•■lulu 8 abjecum -French exchange 
arogreai'SBoe prsisatallBa •reeerne Beak 
Jewish Students Qroup. Shabbat Service.. 
Friday evening. 0:00 pm. In the Faculty Lounge 
ol tie Student Union CM Bruce KoBJar lor 
rntormaBon. 354-8420. Psychology Bern 
JEWISH BTUOENTt QROUP party 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday Sept. 8. 120 Stale St. Apt. C-1. Come 
as you are 4 have some run. 354 8420 lor 
Into  
•OrganOaBonal Meeting- 
School ol HPER - Saturday Recreation Pro- 
gram  lor  the  Handicapped   Youth    Sunday 
September 8 - 1 00 p m at 100 Eppter Norm 
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS who are Meraated 
in working wah a cMd lor me school year. 
CrerJtavsiattta-rrtora>ilunarauiiatmaalngl 
RESkOENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Oosntrenon Meeting Sept   S 
M 7:00pm In 300 EppMr South 
RSARSARSARSARSARSARSARSARSA 
WANT TO QAM THE COMPETITIVE E0QE7 
rl so. me American Marketing Association has 
sotiterWng lor youl Come hnd out what AMA 
has to oner at our mtynvmo" Night on Tues- 
day. Sept- 10 at 7:30 p m si the Community 
Sues ol me Union AMA   the EDOEI  
Join the most powerful cneervaBon or pantreBon 
In the work) With SIEHRA CLUB you can make 
the dslerance In Toledo, cat 478-8020 We 
meat the last Wednesday evening of each 
month, plus marry outings on wseksnds to 
parks In Michigan. Onto and Canada Write to: 
Starrs Club Membership Services. 2224 Tor 
rey HB. Toledo. Ohio, 43808  
FALL HOCKEY LEAOUEI kNOIVIOUAL t 
TEAM REQtSTRATtONS ARC NOW BEING 
ACCEPTED AT THE SOSU ICE ARENA. PLAY 
Mm SUNDAY, SEPT. I. UNITED OPEN- 
8*08 BO REGISTER NOW. CALL 172-7216 or 
1714284 FOR DETAILS. 
Ride Needed Id Corumoce on Friday Sept. 8 
WB hetp wSh gas t. Wendy 382-6384. 
Apartment or house cleaning. Thorough and 
— X 362-1418 
Ledee Ersoy Happy LSe-lirccass BeauBH 
Sklnl rs M yours Free Report Mr Itoprjtnm 
So. 223, At Sprga, FL 32718.  
rAIONO THE LSAT7 
iTUOY SESSIONS STARTINQ SEPT 13 
•MISTER by Sept  11 
intact Sarah Moore 
Iponsoredoym Acre Dells Lew Ireterns, 
WILL CLEAN HOUSE 85 OO/hr. 
YOU SUPPLY CLEANNG ITEMS 
CALL 372-1280 ASK FOR USA  
•DrSC JOCKEY' 
The best tor your next party 
 CalPeveJ 353-4804  
PORTABLE TOILET RENTAL 
Free pickup t deevery 
382-7318 
Typing: 00- par double spaced standard page 
Weekly pickup 8 deevery. CaS cosset 8 is. to 
8pm  1-874-1288.       
PERSONALS 
ALPHA CM/PHI PSI 
HAPPY HOURS 
TODAY AT UPTOWN - 4-8 PM 
AIL PROCEEDS TO CF a MS 
ALPHA DELT8 WELCOME 
OUR NEW PLEDOE1I 
WELCOBBl TO THE! FIRST 
AJ8PHBBMTI  
ATTENTION ALL STUDENT COURT MEM- 
88X81 THERE WILL BE A OENERAL MEETING 
FOR ALL NEW AND RETlrRNMO MEMBERS 
OF STUDENT COURT ON SPETEMBER 10. 
AND SEPTEMBER 11. 1B85 AT 8:00 PM. 
YOU MUST ATTEND ONE OF THESE TWO 
MEETtsOS   TO BE HELD M THE COURT 
ROOM.  
ATTENTION PIKE BATHTUB TEAM 
Thre tub tor youl 
Get exerted lor Saturday 
Love, you AX ooaohea  
CHRrS ZrMMERMAN 
Good Luck this weekend 
wBJi go) tryoutal 
Love, Stade  
OARAGE SALE 
Friday 8 5. Saturday 8-1 
838 N Summit 
Become e member ol STUDENT COURT 88- 
'88. Ptok up aurlualuti at 406 Sturisnl Serv- 
ices Brdg Stgn-up begrna Tuee . Sent 3. enda 
Mon. Sapt. 8. rdervtewe wB be held Tues. end 
Wed Sept 10 8 11. 8:00-10:00 pm 
BRAD. MtKE t THE ALPHA DELTS ARE A 
WtNMNG COMBrllATrON FOR SATURDAY'S 
RACE. LOOK OUT PEPJORME POND HERE 
WECOMEI  
BUSTER. JOAN. MtCHELE 
•nd the rest ol Ihe BG Flag Corps 
Get  psyched lor an  sventtul  and lun nsod 
season" The Four-Corps la reedy" Love ys el. 
Pebble  
CetryHeki 
Welcome to our sisterhood 
rm so (pad you are my crescent Hal 
Gemma Phi Love 8 Mine. 
Karen 
RSA RSA RSA RSA RSA RSA RSA 
1st Meesng. Monday. Sept 8 
at 7:00 pm. 300 Eppter South 
Bring a Friend 
RESPENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Charge tie ABSports Pass lo your leas   only 
824. Use you pass Sal 1 Sun. to see Falcon 
Soccer Free! 
COME TO THE 
PHI KAPPA PSI - ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
BATHTUB RACE 
TOMORROW - NOON AT PEREQHNE POND 
CONGRATS. CHUB CLUB ON BEING BEST 
OVERALL II  
r»ax«aATULATION8ll 
LEANNESS 
MCHARO PRE8COTT 
 8WT18BMII7, 1886  
CisigisBalsrs Tina Amos and Lore Wsasrs on 
you newly appointed offices1 We know youl 
do a great Pbi Love, You KD staters  
CONI3RATULATIONS    PAM    OUNTER    ON 
YOUR  ENOAGEMENT  TO  LEW BECHTOLI 
BEST WISHES FOR A LONG AND HAPPY LIFE 
TOGETHER! 
LOVE - YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS 
Happy 188M tiaa ti.auli we dM oetatrsu In 
style last weekl Rirairatsr are lose yea |ust 
bacsMs you'rs youl Leva, JaBiVJlar (You're 
leneetAaOtoaaa^l but tAMyoer Beat Irtetid. 
DQ'a: We're tooMng lorward to the tVst and 
bwjt tee ol the year with you tonight 
ThePhlTaue. 
H. Fr. 
BBB Oeug an AM 888 Met year OOUO — 
They're coming M lake as asraylll Cat Tom 
eseaer Biea yessardeylll (Or eat Bio PMII) 
KANA RYAN 
CIIIBJBIBIBIIIIIII aa gomg KKOM I know that 
yen made the right  decision.  You'll  love 
wwwlly Wei Love ys, Jauntier.  
KELLYN WAKEFCLD: 
Congraajstons on you Data CN-AJpha PIS 
■ iMiitng to John' We akvaye knew you could 
say " 1" Love you lots. Magoo and Bubbs 
SPORT A CHUB AND A BUD AND LIKE IT. AT 
THE CHUB CLUB  
^M^^sysii^^^^l^^ \rffxfll1uri 
m. PftoEAM \ I HJtfc NO THE 
UHfiTS A 7   IFOR SUCH TRMfl 
LETTER vja»lmTERS. MORE 
POP. "iNtRT /   IMTORTrW' 
ORGWroM"    WTEK PUW 
IHntfc IN   i rti rTtrtNTrOU J 
2 F»  " 
VOU COMTWll 
CN "fC(t036" 
UORKON 
F"The BG News" .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior lo publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BO News not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minirrKim. 
50* extra per ad lor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The News wB not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or Incomplete information Please 
come to 214 West Hal immediately if there is an error in your ad. The news will not be 
responsible for typographical errors hi classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  Phone # 
Address __.  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For bHing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type) 
CUtssHrCBtion In which you with your ad to apposr 
      Campus ft City Events*   
      Lost & Found ■ 
      Rides   
 Services Offered   
      Personate 
•Campua/City Event ada are published free of charge for one day for a non-prom event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sate 
For Rent 
Dates of Insertion 
Total number of days. 
Mai to: (On or Off-Campus Mai) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BOSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
aOVERNMENT HOMES trom 81 
(U Repair). Alao datnouanl tax property 
Cat 1408487-8000 Ext OH-884B lor mtor- WANTED 
HEY KAPPA SK3S- 
OET READY FOR OANCINQ AND FUN AT OUR 
ANNUAL PLEDGE DAY TEA WHO COULD 
HAVE MORE FUN THAN ALL OF YOU AND 
THE ALPHA PM3 SEE YOU FROAYI 
Janet Hocum 
Osmme PN ■ so spscW becaueo ol eaten B.. 
you. I love youl LI Karen  
LOOK OUT BETA'S HERE WI COW 
OUR FRIST TEA WML BE A MWMORA8IF 
ONE. oarr PSYCHED FOR TONKJHT 
WE'RE READY TO FAR TYI 
LOVE. THE ALPHA 0AM8  
MOMT CLUB - Expand your profeeelonal 
rations! Sign up now In the BA lobby RegH- 
mnon: Sept. 4 evougti Sept  13, 9 00-4:30 
M8XE BOCHOWSKI 
You are *l In my He and I'm nopals Mt, In love 
«en you Happy 8H years   . 
Love. Kneln  
PM CELTS 
FRrDAYS HAPPY HOURS WSJ. BE A BLAST 
SATURDAY OET READY TO BE SPLASHEDI 
PADDLE YOUR WAY TO A VICTORY! 
LOVE. YOUR AX COACHES  
PM PSI - AX BATHTUB RACE 
SAT. 12:00 PEREGRINE POND 
'RUB A DUBOUB 
COME CHEER ON YOUR TUBM" 
RESrDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Oue^aejl mooBhg-Sept » 
at 7:00 pm In 300 Eppter South 
RSARSARSARSARSARSARSARSARSA 
Through everything you've meant lo me. by tar 
ma beat b) yet lo be Enkjy your last dsy as ■ 
■•srngra"! With love. 
Your better had  
SAE'S Oat psyched lor our trwd annual pledoe 
Hal What a way lo start the lomeilerll Love, 
tne Kappas       
Need 1 RnnmneSs lor house et 221 % Byal 
Ave. on comer ol South Summit, mouse wrthtn 
Wanted — t male rommats 
Brand new apt. complex One block 
campus 372-6788. 
WANTED: 1 FEMALE TO SUBLEASE A NICE 
APARTMENT M UNrYERBITY V8.LAQE FOR 
FALL SEMESTER. CALL 18WS01 FOR DE- 
TAILS. 
I am the victim of a hit 1 run aoordant. The car 
who let mine ■ Okie and * damaged on the right 
tront bumper and/or tender Reward* lound 
362-8138 
Need 1 M. nrea. lor houea on E Wooeter 
acroae from Sigma Nu house CM Greg or Mke 
M 382-4783 
1 Femeta roommMa Oood location. Can 382 
3408 
HELP WANTED 
BaakJn Robons acceotlng eoolcatlons nve 
Sakrday and Sunday only. Slop In person 
1818 E Wooeter. StaJum Pkus 
st  Wood 
Cable TV kx telephone sales work Hourly rate 
prus excetant convrvaalons Eversnga > week 
ends. Sand a letter lor drop It off m our ofltcel 
outsrsng sxpsrtsnce. hours airalabla and your 
phone number lo: Larry Anderson. Wood Cable 
TV, 118 N Man St , BG 
STAR SEARCH 
Warned serious and rrsraralad temala 8 mate 
rraaaolana lor an awesome band Bring your 
own rneauroenia lor audition {piano wa be 
provkJad to BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA 
MOTEL 1480 E. Wooeter. Bowing Green. 
OWo, Sapt 8, iges, 8 00-10:00 p m 
Jeans! Things 
831 redoe Street 
Taking appfcaOons 1 wB be hiring die Mowing 
poeMona: Wanars. waltraaeai, barmafde. bar- 
lenders No sxp. nee Apply In person el 
Buttons P4 26 Parryaburg After 8:00 pm 
Tuee thru Sun 
Soolt. Bobby. Chris. Manny. ZoS. Amy. Deb, 
Era. Megan, Sandy. Paul 8 Sheridan. Kay 8 
Pale. Glenn 8 Shirley. Bob 8 Edith and Don 8 
Doras — Thank you with el our hearts! We love 
youli PAoti and Leah 
Scubs   scuba   scuba 
Experience the run a adventure 
agn up or eel tie Roc Career 372-2711 
See our unique Ins of pBow cases  mugs. 1 
laundry bags  Jeans N Thrnga. 831 Ridge St 
Open lontghl ■ 8:00  
Sigma Nua: The Alpha Da*a are featy psyched 
tot the Ural and Unas! lee ol the year. We're 
aura ■ wB be e wad and crazy tjma w«h si our 
new pledgee! See ye lonloht'l  
SOMANU'S 
WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO A GREAT 
TIC AT THE BATHTUB RACES. SEE YOU 
FRDAY AT HAPPY HOURS LOVE. YOUR AX 
COACHES  
SIOMA NU WHITE ROSES 
Weexane baokll Hope everyone had a great 
summer Get reedy lor a super year — our let 
meaang wB be Monday. Sept. 8 at 9 30 at the 
house. (Exace. at 8 p.rti) See you Bvsnl 
TkeMCte'e- 
Who can think ol a better wey lo Dart ofl the 
new year than wMh a oookoet with the Alpha 
XI'aT Everyone Is looking lorward to Satur- 
awiweNtJ  
TO THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA, 
OOOO LUCK TOMORROW AT THE ALPHA 
CMUPHI-P8I 8ATHTU8 RACES...WE'RE 
OOBtQ FOR 81 III 
LOVE, YOUR AX COACH JB-L  
UPTOWN -HAPPY HOURS" 4-8 
Bring your fttanda oauee rl be great - Don't 
MMM 
Marketing poaHOns avalabla Rapidly ax- 
panded cable TV company * searching lor so" 
rnotlvalod VKkviouala to work In the sates & 
marketing department Ful 8 part time positions 
BBBJUII. Must be neat 8 personable Reliable 
aanaporketon requred CM Kathy M 878 
8831 
TOLEDO AREA SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
to represent The BG News and The 
20,000-person market» sarvae. 
Great experience tor advertlelng' 
raaaaVoorrvnunlcanona ntatora plus 
rinmnaeemi and gas relmbursamant. 
Experience while In ccasge 
puta you AHEAD ol your pears when 
entering the (Ob market 
Contact the Advartismg Manager 
214Waat Hal. 372-2608. 
Experienced sitter needed tor  2.  Monday 
aflernoona. occasional mornings Relerencee 
required Cat 362-4688 after Thursday cat 
382-3168 
Ful time Part Brno Work 
Knickerbocker ServKea 
      362-6336 
FOR SALE 
For Sals  PaMomVbunk bed with or without 
metlroee UorvorBtty approved. OH 364-8488 
1872 Oranan. 3 sod Vary dependable 
Must eel 8328 or beet offer 
353-0871. 
For Sale - A-trame tot! and plant board Aaklng 
880 tar loft. 810 tor plant board Cat 382- 
8808 tor more Wo.  
UNDEHGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
 U8Q  
Vf Exaouave Board Metre) it MaaBng 
September 8. 8:00 pm 
 317S.8.  
WHEN YOU'RE THE BEST! THERE IS NO 
REST THE CHUB CLUB.  
ZBT-a and Alpha Btas: 
What a kaaaa«L ocrrtxnatkiii to kick-off a greet 
year! Wa can! wan to show our new pledges s 
arid Bme at our oookout-taet 
See you tonight" 
ThsKD-s  
OQVIWMENT JOBS Sie.040-S6g.230rYr 
Now  Mrtng.   Cat  t -806-887-8000  Ext.   R 
8848 tor currant laden! let.  
81 NEED OF A BOOK? 
OUR SPECIAL ORDER PHONE LINES ARE 
OPEN NOW 
CALL SSX AT 353-7732 OR 352-0216 
FOR SALE 
1877 HONDA ACCORD, 77.000 Ml. 
OOOD CONO , 81.500. 362-7888 
For Sale  1875 360 Yamaha Rd 
Looks and Rune Oood. 8400 or beet otter 
352-4788 
1876 SILVER SCIROCCO. AIR CONO . AL- 
LOY WHEELS. FOG LIGHTS. NO RUST. RE- 
CENTLY PWNTED. WORKS GREAT1 82.200 
TEL 352-3287 
1873 Toyota Caeca ST 
Stereo. I apaad. rune good 
847SOO. CM 352-1788 
'77 Pacer, 81.000 mies 
Good condaton 8686 
Phone 352-0880. evenings 
Okie 10 apaad oka. Oood oondMon  Aatong 
860. Cat Pal 362-0808. 
DAIl 
ACROSS 
1 Gel on the 
board 
8 Kind of 
measure 
10 Musical 
syllables 
14 Bear of a type 
15 Egyptian sun 
god 
16 Quiet 
17 Eye-opener9 
18 Musical theme 
19 Involved with 
20 Italian painter 
Guldo 
1575-1642 
21 Result (Irom) 
22 Paris under- 
ground 
23 Time to strike 
(with "when") 
26 Kind of 
gathering 
29 Past or future 
eg 
30 Wild plums 
31 Vpuchers 
33 Stood lor office 
36 Xs 
37 Musical groups 
36 Take Ihe bait 
39 Noncom 
40 Dress up 
41 Rica 
42 Rent again 
44 Increase the 
price 
45 What some 
malcontents 
have 
49 River Into the 
Bight ol Benin 
50 Seasonal song 
Si Stately trees 
55 Add to the pot 
56 About 
57 Prospero'a 
sprite 
58 Religious 
article 
SS Desire 
80 "1 letter to 
mykwa..." 
61 " we 
forget' 
62 Suburb of Paris 
83 Revoke. In law 
Y CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by 1 rude Michel Jalfe 
DOWN                34 Near Island          46 .For 
1 Shadow box        35 Certain tide              (not 
2 Porter                  37 Allowance for      47 Vid 
3 Pearl Buck                waste                  48 Tall 
heroine                38 Touched on          52 Sho 
4 Marvels               40 Entreaty              53 Mel 
5 Fabulous fur:       41 Preserve              54 Bnrj 
Abbr                    43 Stretch                56 Ord 
6 Singing Page       44 Length meas            anir 
7 Eastern title        45 Be of use             57 Kin 
8 Ado 
9 Alfonso's                 ANSWER TO PREVIOUS 
the 
1) 
let ■nd 
rtle 
sur 
gee 
er o 
r.alfi 
ol 
PUZ 
al. 
thin 
ter 
1 
oup 
Sulllx 
ludah 
ZLE: 
queen 
0 German 
actress Ursula 
11 Dare 
12 Prefix with naut 
A A s 1 A 1 E G 1 _Bj H S 1 r. i\, T E  ( R I A  1 
s 1 R| |L[E L T 
13 Play pool 0 1 1 0 I s 
21 Seasoning, in 
Soissons 
22 Parts of hrs. 
24 Owns 
25 Profits 
26 Jet abbrs 
27 First name in 
fashion 
28 Operstic voices 
31 Chintz-like 
fabrics 
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